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Abstract
The rapid increase in complexity of VLSI circuits with the advent of Deep Sub-Micron
(DSM) technology causes development of faults during their normal operation. In other
words, the probability of occurrence of faults in modern VLSI circuits after deployment is
high, even though they were tested successfully after manufacturing. Such faults cannot be
detected by off-line test or Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) techniques, thus, On-line Testing (OLT)
is becoming an essential part in Design for Testability (DFT). Most of the existing works
presented in the literature on OLT of digital circuits have emphasized on the followings:non-intrusiveness, totally self-checking, low area overhead, high fault coverage, low detection
latency, etc. However, in DSM era, several other factors need to be considered, namely
flexibility, coverage for advanced fault models, scalability, handling asynchronous circuits,
etc. Considering all these facts, the main objective of this thesis is to design and develop
efficient OLT schemes for detection of faults on-the-fly in digital VLSI circuits. All the
proposed algorithms for on-line tester design use Decision Diagrams (DDs) to improve the
scalability of the schemes.
All the existing works on OLT have ignored the issue of minimization of tap points
(i.e., measurement limitation) of the Circuit Under Test (CUT) by the on-line tester.
Minimization of tap points reduces load on the CUT and this in turn lowers the area
overhead of the tester, however, it compromises fault coverage and detection latency. As the
first contribution of the thesis, we propose an Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD)
based OLT scheme for digital circuits by considering “number of tap points” as a new design
parameter to provide flexibility in the OLT perspective. Experimentally, it is seen that
measurement limitation has minimal impact on fault coverage and detection latency but it
reduces area overhead of the on-line tester significantly.
The OLT schemes reported in the literature are mainly targeted towards the traditional
stuck-at fault model and only few of them are designed for bridging faults. However, most
of these techniques have considered only non-feedback bridging faults, because feedback
bridging faults may cause oscillations and detecting them on-line using logic testing is
vii
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difficult. It may be noted that, not all feedback bridging faults cause oscillations and even if
some does, there are test patterns for which the fault effect can be manifested logically. In this
contribution, we propose an OBDD based OLT scheme for both feedback and non-feedback
bridging faults. Experimentally, we have seen that consideration of feedback bridging faults
along with non-feedback ones, improves fault coverage with marginal increase in the area
overhead compared to schemes only involving non-feedback faults.
The majority of works on OLT reported in the literature are at the gate level and
these schemes take reasonable computational time and have limited scalability. The reason
being these schemes work at bit level, leading to the state explosion problem. This issue
can be addressed by developing OLT schemes at higher description levels of the circuits.
In the third contribution, we propose a High Level Decision Diagram (HLDD) based OLT
scheme at Register Transfer Level (RTL) model of circuits in order to improve the scalability.
Experiments on different benchmark circuits show that the test generation time is greatly
improved, thus, large circuits can be easily handled. Further, it achieves lower area overhead
at similar fault coverage compared to OLT schemes at gate level.
Most of the OLT schemes are designed for synchronous circuits compared to asynchronous circuits. There are very few works that have been proposed for OLT of asynchronous circuits and most of them are based on the Mutex approach. The area overhead
of these schemes are quit high because of Mutex blocks, which are the main components of
the on-line tester. In the final contribution, we propose an OBDD based OLT scheme for
Speed Independent asynchronous (SI) circuits, which has low area overhead. The scheme
is applied to different SI benchmark circuits and it is found that the area overhead of the
on-line tester is much less compared to that of the existing Mutex approach.

Keywords: On-line Testing (OLT), fault models, synchronous circuit, asynchronous
circuit, circuit at Register Transfer Level (RTL), Binary Decision Diagram (BDD), High
Level Decision Diagram (HLDD), fault coverage, fault detection latency, area overhead.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The complexity of digital VLSI circuits in recent years has increased in a very impressive
manner. The sophistication of VLSI technology has reached a point where an effort is
made to put a large number of devices on a single chip by decreasing the dimensions of the
transistors and interconnection wires, from micrometers to nanometers. As the fabrication
technology moves to lower sub-micron processes and engineers keep increasing the design
complexity, testing encounters greater challenges [2, 17]. Since the defects occurring at the
time of manufacturing are unavoidable, so some of the chips may be faulty. Therefore, testing
is mandatory to isolate fault free chips from the defective ones. Typically, testing a digital
circuit involves applying test vectors to the inputs of the circuit and comparing the outputs
of the circuit with the expected responses (i.e., golden responses). The circuit is considered
fault free if the responses match for all test vectors. Otherwise, it is considered faulty. The
role of testing is to detect whenever any erroneous output is produced by the circuit and to
separate out the faulty chips, followed by shipping only the normal ones to the customer.
Testing of digital VLSI circuits can be classified into three important classes as:Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) based testing [79, 90], Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) [8, 33]
and On-line Testing (OLT) [83, 84, 103]. ATE is a computer controlled equipment which is
used to apply test patterns to the Circuit Under Test (CUT), compare the output responses
obtained from the CUT with the stored responses for the fault free circuit and finally declare
the CUT as fault free or faulty. In ATE based testing, the circuit is tested just after
it’s manufacturing. The main difficulties of ATE based testing in advanced semiconductor
technology are at-speed and in-situ testings [17]. Further, the cost of ATE based testing is
high because of the cost of its individual components [79,90]. These difficulties are addressed
by the BIST technique, where a part of on-chip circuitry is used to test the circuit itself (i.e.,
CUT). In BIST, a circuit is tested every time before it is powered on for operation. The
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basic BIST architecture comprises three additional on-chip hardware blocks along with the
CUT−(i) pattern generator, (ii) response analyzer, and (iii) test controller. Though the
BIST technique supports at-speed and in-situ testings but it incurs an on-chip hardware
overhead as well as a greater design complexity [2, 17, 133].
These traditional off-line testing strategies (ATE based testing and BIST) cannot detect
faults that develop on-the-fly during operation of the circuit. It has been observed that the
probability of occurrence of such faults in the present day VLSI circuits designed using deep
sub-micron technology is high [48, 87]. Immediate detection of faults that occur on-the-fly
during operation of the circuit requires incorporation of a technique which will continuously
observe the circuit’s operation by checking whether the response follows its normal behavior.
These techniques fall under the category of OLT [83, 84]. Therefore, OLT is becoming an
indispensable part of testing. OLT can be defined as the procedure to enable integrated circuits
to verify the correctness of their functionality during normal operation by checking whether
the response of the circuit conforms to its desired dynamic behavior. Unlike off-line testing,
OLT does not require any external test equipment or on-chip pattern generator for generating
test inputs for the CUT. It requires an on-chip Design For Testability (DFT) circuity to test
the CUT for all the input patterns that would appear during normal operation [10, 84, 103].
In this thesis we look at OLT of digital VLSI circuits.
Since last two decades, a number of OLT techniques have been proposed for digital
circuits, which can be broadly classified as−signature monitoring in Finite State Machines
(FSMs) [22, 66, 67, 100, 115], self-checking design [34, 39, 84], partial replication [12, 13, 35, 36,
116] and on-line BIST [4, 7, 82, 113, 130]. The OLT techniques namely, signature monitoring
and self checking design, require some special properties in the circuit structure, which
lead to a change in the original structure of the circuit. So, these two OLT techniques are
intrusive in nature. Since change in the original structure of the circuit is not desirable,
so these techniques have limited applicability. Also, the OLT technique based on on-line
BIST utilizes the idle times of the various parts of the circuit during operation to perform
testing. Therefore, the efficiency of on-line BIST mainly depends on the amount of idle
times available in the circuit modules. The present day circuits target to achieve pipelining
and parallelism, which reduce the idle times of their modules (i.e, high utilization of their
modules). So, on-line BIST cannot be considered as an efficient technique for OLT. In the
case of partial replication technique, a minimized version of the CUT is designed and OLT is
performed by cross-checking for similarity of output responses of the CUT and the replicated
circuit. The partial replication technique is widely used in OLT because of the advantages
such as simplicity in design [116], non-intrusiveness (minimal changes in original structure
2

of the CUT) [35, 36], flexibility in terms of trade-offs between area and power overheads
of the on-line tester versus fault coverage and detection latency [12, 13], etc. However, it
has been found that most of the OLT schemes developed based on the partial replication
technique target the traditional single stuck-at (s-a) faults and attempt to tap as many lines
as possible of the CUT [12, 35, 36]. Further, these schemes consider circuits modeled at gate
level, so they are not scalable [12, 13, 35, 36]. In addition, these schemes are designed only
for synchronous circuits and hence, cannot be directly applied to asynchronous circuits. The
partial replication based OLT schemes for synchronous circuits involve generation of test
patterns and design of an on-line tester as a synchronous circuit using straightforward FSM
synthesis philosophy [12,13]. In case of OLT of asynchronous circuits, the on-line tester must
also be asynchronous. If the synchronous philosophy is applied for design of asynchronous
on-line tester, then the FSM may have Complete State Coding (CSC) violations and liveness
issues. Such an FSM cannot be synthesized as an asynchronous circuit [80].

Based on the above discussion it may be concluded that partial replication is considered
to be the best option among all other OLT techniques however, it has some shortfalls. In
this work, we aim to design partial replication based OLT schemes for digital VLSI circuits
to overcome these drawbacks. The major contributions of the thesis are−(1) Introduction of
“minimization of tap points” of the CUT or “measurement limitation” as a new parameter
for OLT and design a flexible OLT scheme with the concept of tap point minimization. The
scheme analyzes the effect of minimization of tap points on fault coverage, detection latency
and area overhead. (2) Design of an OLT scheme for AND-OR bridging faults which covers
both feedback and non-feedback bridging faults. The scheme first isolates the oscillating
feedback bridging faults, then handles all non-feedback and non-oscillating feedback bridging
faults. (3) Development of an OLT scheme for circuits at higher description level, e.g.,
Register Transfer Level (RTL). The scheme is capable of handling large sized circuits. (4)
Development of an OLT scheme for Speed Independent asynchronous (SI) circuits.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1, we present a brief discussion on
OLT of digital VLSI circuits. Following that, a brief literature review on Decision Diagrams
(DDs) and their applications in digital circuit testing are presented in Section 1.2. Finally,
the motivations and contributions of the thesis in the area of OLT of digital VLSI circuit
are discussed in Section 1.3.
3
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1.1

Introduction to OLT of digital VLSI circuits

OLT techniques for digital VLSI circuits, reported in the literature, can be broadly classified
into the following categories: a) Signature monitoring in FSMs, b) Self-checking design, c)
Partial replication and d) On-line BIST.
Signature monitoring techniques for OLT basically work by studying the state sequences
of the circuit FSM model during its operation [22, 66, 67, 100, 115]. Signatures are FSM
state sequences traversed during execution. In these methods, signatures are analyzed
concurrently with the execution of the circuit. This analysis targets to detect faults leading
to illegal paths in the control flow graph, i.e., paths having transitions which do not exist in
the FSM specification. To make the runtime signature of the fault-free circuit FSM different
from the one with the fault, a signature invariant property is forced during FSM synthesis.
To obtain an FSM with signature invariant property, the state assignment procedure may
have to be modified to take into account the constraints related to such an invariant. In
the worst case, when the FSM graph is well connected, a large number of new states are
added to achieve the signature invariant property. Thus, this technique is an intrusive one.
Further, the state explosion problem in FSM models makes the application of this scheme
difficult for practical circuits; results reported in the OLT literature using these schemes are
limited to circuits having typically about one hundred states.
The technique of self checking design involves encoding of the circuit outputs using some
error detecting code and then checking the corresponding property of code invariance (e.g.,
parity, m-out-of-n code, etc.) [20,34,39,49,53,84,128]. This technique ensures that erroneous
outputs generated due to any fault will not be misinterpreted as correct ones. For a checker,
a non-code word output is the error indication. Examples of some error detecting codes
used for OLT are parity codes [34, 39], m-out-of-n codes [20], berger-codes [78], etc. The
area overhead for making circuits self checkable is usually not high. A number of design and
synthesis constraints are however required by the coding technique based methodologies to
control the scope of fault propagation. For example, the method reported in [53] necessitates
that all inverters be pushed to the primary inputs and the one discussed in [34] mandates
that there is no logic sharing inside the sub-circuits corresponding to outputs comprising
a single parity group. Since these techniques require some special properties in the circuit
structure, they require re-synthesis and re-design, which lead to a change in the original
structure of the circuit. Therefore, self-checking design is accordingly termed as intrusive
OLT methodology, which because of structural changes may affect the critical paths in the
circuit leading to compromise in the operating speed of the design.
Drineas et al. [35, 36] have developed a method based on partial duplication, which
4
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is non-intrusive, generic and flexible in terms of trade-offs regarding area overhead with
respect to detection latency. This approach replicates only a part of the original circuit (i.e.,
CUT) that can detect all the targeted faults in that circuit. A complete set of test vectors
is generated using any Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) algorithm on the next
state logic of the CUT, considering the current state bits also as primary inputs. In [35], a
subset of the test vectors are taken and synthesized into a “prediction logic” that generates
the expected next state of the CUT when any input-present state combination matches with
a test vector (of the subset used in the “prediction logic” design). The prediction logic
outputs are compared with state flip-flop outputs of the CUT and in case of a mismatch,
a fault indicator bit is set. The input-present state combinations which are not considered
in the subset of test vectors are don’t cares and this results in the “prediction logic” circuit
having lower area as compared to the CUT. The key idea of this method is based on the
generation of complete set of test vectors using ATPG algorithms. Since ATPG algorithms
generally reveal one test vector for a given fault, they are executed multiple number of times
in order to generate a complete set of test vectors. In case of practical circuits, the use of
ATPG algorithms may become extremely complex, as OLT requires the exhaustive set (or a
large subset) of test vectors. Results have been illustrated in the papers [35, 36] for circuits
up to 64 states and 3 inputs only. Recently, a number of partial replication based OLT
schemes have been developed using Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [9, 12, 13], which are
scalable to handle circuits having about ten thousand gates and five hundred flip flops.
Design of circuits with additional on-chip logic, which can be used to test the circuit
before it powers on, is called off-line BIST. Off-line BIST resources can be used for OLT
[4, 7, 82, 113, 130, 131] during the idle times of the various circuit modules. The advantage
is resource sharing for both on-line and off-line BIST. However, idle times are reducing in
modern day circuits (because of pipelining and parallelism) and so these schemes are of
limited utility.
All the above mentioned OLT techniques have emphasized on keeping the scheme as
non-intrusive as possible, totally self-checking, low power and area overheads, high fault
coverage (mainly single s-a faults), low detection latency, etc. However, in deep sub-micron
era, several other factors need to be considered for OLT, which include,
• OLT schemes should provide flexibility in terms of trade-offs between area and power
overheads of the on-line tester versus fault coverage and detection latency [12, 13].
• The on-line tester should cover advanced fault models [32, 73] (e.g., bridging faults,
delay faults, etc.),
5
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• Requirement for improvement of scalability of OLT schemes by switching to higher
description levels [57, 58] (e.g, register transfer level, behavioral level, etc.) from gate
level.
• OLT schemes should be developed for asynchronous circuits or circuits with multiple
clocks [107, 109].
Based on the above discussion, it can be concluded that OLT techniques of digital
circuits require research and experiments in the areas mentioned above.

1.2

Introduction to decision diagrams and their applications in digital circuit testing

Efficient ways of representing and manipulating Boolean functions of digital systems are
important in testing [2, 17]. A variety of methods have been proposed and among them
Decision Diagrams (DDs) have found widespread use as a concrete data structure for Boolean
function representation and manipulation [110, 134].
One of the most primitive DDs is Binary Decision Diagram (BDD), which is a
graphical representation of Shannon decomposition of a Boolean function [3, 64]. The idea
of representing and manipulating Boolean functions as BDDs was introduced for the first
time for circuit simulation in [64] and test generation in [3]. To elaborate, BDD is a directed
acyclic graph in which every node represents a Boolean function. Every non-terminal node
of a BDD is associated with one input variable of the Boolean function. There are two
outgoing edges from the non-terminal nodes. If an non-terminal node represents a Boolean
function f and is associated with the input variable x, then one outgoing edge points to the
node which represents the function f |x=1 . On the other hand, the second edge points to the
node which corresponds to the function f |x=0 . In a BDD, there are only two terminal nodes
which represent the constant functions 1 and 0.
BDD has recently gained popularity as an efficient data structure for handling Boolean
functions because of the extensions made by Bryant [16]. Bryant reduced the graph sizes
by two simple rules−(i) if both the outgoing edges of a node point to the same child, then
the parent node is eliminated and all of its incoming edges are redirected to the child,
(ii) if any two nodes are roots of two isomorphic subgraphs, then one of them is deleted
and all edges to that (deleted) node are redirected to the other retained node. The size
of a BDD largely depends on variable ordering. BDDs that are constructed with a define
variable ordering are called Ordered BDDs (OBDDs). Many algorithms for efficient variable
6
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ordering have been proposed in the literature [5, 41, 52, 72]. Bryant proposed polynomial
time algorithms (in size of the OBDDs) for manipulating them. In 1986, Bryant presented
a special OBDD called Reduced OBDD (ROBDD), which is a canonical (unique) form of
representation of a Boolean function [16]. This canonical property makes ROBDDs useful in
performing different operations like equivalence checking between Boolean functions, validity
of a Boolean function, satisfiability of a Boolean function, absence of redundant variables in
a Boolean function, etc. [16]. For this reason, ROBDDs have found widespread use in VLSI
CAD applications including testing of digital circuits [12, 13].
Testing of digital circuits using OBDD model can be accomplished by first representing
all the output expressions using separate OBDDs under normal and faulty conditions. Then
logical XOR operation is performed between the normal and faulty OBDDs and resulting
XORed OBDD is constructed. Finally, the test patterns can be generated by applying
“satisfy-all-1” operation on the XORed OBDD. In this way, OBDD model makes the test
generation process simple and becomes an efficient data structure for digital circuit testing.
However, the run time complexity of the CAD tools developed based on OBDD methodology
may reach impractical limits typical for circuits with more than a thousand input and state
bits [12,13]. This is because of the fact that in such cases generation of OBDDs itself become
complex [16].
Apart from BDD and its variants, different types of DDs have been proposed in
past several years and they have strong impact in the area of formal verification and
testing of digital systems. Some of them are, Algebraic Decision Diagrams (ADDs) [6],
Structurally Synthesized BDDs (SSBDDs) [95, 96], High Level Decision Diagrams (HLDDs)
[92, 93, 122, 124], etc. ADDs are the extended versions of BDDs which allow non-boolean
values such as integers and real numbers to be associated to the terminal nodes [6]. ADDs
are generally useful in verification and testing of arithmetic circuits by representing vectors of
Boolean functions as word-level functions, e.g., integer or floating-point functions. SSBDDs
are another special class of BDDs to represent the structural properties of the digital circuits
in terms of signal paths [95, 96]. The SSBDDs were introduced to improve the efficiency of
test generation methods for gate level structural faults without representing them explicitly.
The main advantage of SSBDD based test generation methods is that they can be easily
generalized for higher level DDs to handle digital circuits represented at higher abstraction
levels [125]. These variants of DDs address the issue of complexity of ROBDDs.
Now-a-days, testing at gate level is a very complicated and time consuming problem
because the circuit complexity has increased rapidly. Further, testing of such complex circuits
using ROBDD model is difficult because generation of these DDs itself become too complex.
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Thus, researchers are interested to test the circuits at higher level like behavioral or Register
Transfer Level (RTL). High Level Decision Diagrams (HLDDs) were first introduced to
represent the digital systems at higher abstraction levels for the ease of fault simulation
and diagnosis [122, 124]. The main advantage of HLDDs is that they allow generalization
and extension of the gate level fault simulation and test generation algorithms to higher
abstraction levels. For this reason, the variables in the form of Boolean values are extended to
Boolean vectors or integers and the Boolean functions are extended to the data manipulation
operations [96]. A series of works have been proposed by Raik et al., where they have used
HLDD as an efficient model for generating test sets for circuits at RTL [91–93]. They have
shown experimentally that the test generation time at RTL can be improved to a great
extent using HLDDs. The main differences between HLDD model and BDD model are: (a)
the terminal nodes in the HLDDs are labeled by some operations or functions whereas the
terminal nodes in the BDDs are labeled with constants 0 and 1, (b) the non-terminal nodes
in HLDDs are labeled by some control expressions whereas the non-terminal nodes in BDDs
are labeled by some variables. Therefore, HLDDs are used to represent circuits at higher
description level and BDDs are used to represent circuits at gate level.

1.3

Motivations and Contributions of the thesis

Based on the literature review on OLT of digital circuits (in Section 1.1) and application of
DDs in circuit testing (in Section 1.2), the contributions of the thesis are presented in this
section. In addition, motivations of the proposed works are also discussed.
• Flexible OLT scheme design: An OBDD based approach to OLT of digital
VLSI circuits with measurement limitation
– Since the on-line tester circuit is fabricated on the same chip with the CUT,
thus any point of the CUT can be tapped (measured) easily. This enables the
measurement of any required digital parameter of the CUT by the tester. So
all of the above mentioned OLT schemes have ignored the issue of tap points or
measurement limitation [12, 13, 35, 36]. However, tapping of lines of any circuit
results in increase of load (fan-outs) on the gates which drive the tap points.
To handle the increased load extra buffers are required, which increase the area
of the circuit. If the on-line tester is designed with high number of tapings in
the CUT, it results in huge area overhead. So, minimization of tap points (i.e,
measurement limitation) of the CUT by the tester is another parameter which
needs to be studied from the OLT perspective.
8
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– In this contribution, we design an OBDD based OLT scheme for digital circuits,
targeting minimization of tap points. However, minimization of tap points also
compromises fault coverage and detection latency. We have considered “number of
tap points” as a new design parameter to provide flexibility in terms of trade-offs
between area overhead versus fault coverage and detection latency. The scheme
starts with generation of test patterns for all possible faults of the circuit under
full measurement. Following that, the test patterns that can still detect faults
under a given measurement condition are retained. Finally, the on-line tester is
designed using these remaining test patterns. The procedure of generation of test
patterns and determination of test patterns under measurement limitation are
implemented using OBDDs.
– Results on ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits illustrate that measurement limitation
has minimal impact on fault coverage and detection latency but reduces the area
overhead of the tester. Further, it was also found that for a given detection latency
and fault coverage, area overhead of the proposed scheme is lower compared to
other similar schemes reported in the literature.
• OLT for advanced fault model: An OBDD based approach to OLT of digital
VLSI circuits for feedback bridging faults
– In majority of the works on OLT of digital circuits, single s-a fault model is
considered. However, in modern integration technology, single s-a fault model can
capture only a small fraction of real defects [135] and as a remedy, advanced fault
models such as bridging faults, transition faults, delay faults, etc., are now being
considered. The number of OLT schemes for advanced fault models is few and
most of them are based on the bridging fault model. Since feedback bridging faults
may cause oscillations, so detecting them on-line is a difficult task in OLT. Most
of the works on OLT of bridging fault model have considered only non-feedback
bridging faults and ignored feedback bridging faults. As the existing schemes have
directly dropped all the feedback bridging faults, thus these schemes compromise
fault coverage significantly [13, 73]. However, not all feedback bridging faults
create oscillations and even if some does, there are also test patterns for which
the fault effect can be manifested logically. Thus, there is a need to study the
importance of non-oscillating feedback bridging faults in OLT.
– In this contribution, we design an OBDD based OLT scheme for bridging fault
model. The proposed scheme considers both non-feedback and feedback bridging
9
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faults. The major steps of the scheme are−(a) checking if a feedback bridging
fault causes oscillations and filtering out oscillating feedback bridging faults, (b)
generating exhaustive test patterns for non-feedback bridging faults and nonoscillating feedback bridging faults. All these steps are implemented using OBDDs
which enable the proposed scheme to handle fairly complex circuits.
– Results on ISCAS’89 benchmarks illustrate that consideration of feedback
bridging faults along with non-feedback ones improve fault coverage, however,
increase in area overhead is marginal compared to schemes only involving nonfeedback faults.
• OLT for circuits at higher description level: A HLDD based approach to
OLT of digital VLSI circuits at Register Transfer Level
– Most of the OLT schemes reported in the literature are at the gate level and these
techniques take reasonable computational time and are not scalable for larger
circuits. The major reason being these schemes work at bit level, leading to the
state explosion problem. This issue of scalability can be solved by developing OLT
schemes for circuits at higher description levels, like RTL, behavioral level, etc.
The number of OLT schemes at higher description level is less compared to gate
level [43, 57, 58] and they have major issues such as high latency, intrusiveness,
architecture dependency, etc. Thus, there is a need to develop efficient OLT
schemes at RTL in order to overcome these issues.
– The partial replication based OLT schemes at gate level using OBDDs [12, 13]
satisfy almost all efficient parameters of OLT, i.e., non-intrusiveness, architecture
independence, low area and power overheads, low detection latency, etc. However,
these schemes are not scalable to handle large circuits because they work at gate
level and the test pattern generation time of these schemes are quite high even
for moderate sized circuits. To retain the advantages of partial replication based
schemes, in this contribution we aim at developing a partial replication based OLT
scheme at RTL. However, unlike the use of BDD for gate level representation,
in RTL we use HLDD. The CUT is partitioned into a number of sub-circuits
and each sub-circuit is represented using different HLDDs under normal and
faulty conditions. For each fault, Fault Detecting control patterns (F D-controlpatterns) are generated from HLDD representations. Finally, on-line tester circuit
is designed using F D-control-patterns and their faulty responses.
– The proposed scheme is applied to different HLSynth92 benchmark circuits and
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it is shown that the test generation time is greatly improved using HLDDs, thus,
large circuits can be easily handled. It also achieves comparable fault coverage
and area overhead with respect to OLT schemes at gate level.

• OLT for asynchronous circuits: An OBDD based approach to OLT of Speed
Independent asynchronous circuits

– Recently, VLSI community has grown interest in asynchronous circuits because
they have no clock skew problem, have potentially lower power consumption,
can be designed for average case performances rather than the worst case
performances, and have higher degree of modularity. Testing of asynchronous
circuits as compared to synchronous circuits is considered difficult due to the
absence of the global clock. Also, OLT of such circuits is one of the challenging
tasks. It is seen that most of the OLT schemes are designed for synchronous
circuits compared to asynchronous circuits. There are very few works that have
been proposed for OLT of asynchronous circuits [107, 109, 129] and are based on
Mutex approach. However, these schemes have issues like high area overhead,
protocol dependency, etc. Thus, there is a need to develop efficient OLT schemes
for asynchronous circuits to overcome these problems.
– In this contribution, we propose an OBDD based OLT scheme for Speed
Independent asynchronous (SI) circuits which is protocol independent and incurs
low area overhead. We model the SI circuits along with their faults as Signal
Transition Graphs (STGs) and then translate them into State Graphs (SGs),
from which test patterns are determined. An efficient way of generation of the
test patterns directly from the circuit description using OBDD, without need of
the explicit SG model, is also discussed. Finally, we propose a new technique
for on-line tester design which can be synthesized as an SI circuit. The tester is
designed as SG model which is live and has Complete State Coding (CSC); these
properties ensure its synthesizability as an SI circuit.
– The scheme is applied to different SI benchmark circuits and it is found that the
area overhead for the on-line tester is much less compared to the existing Mutex
approach. The scheme provides flexibility to trade-off area overhead by reducing
fault coverage and detection latency depending upon the testability requirements.
Such flexibility can not be achieved by the Mutex approach.
11
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1.4

Organization of the thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2: In this chapter, we present literature review on OLT of digital VLSI circuits,
followed by DDs and their applications in circuit testing. The pros and cons of the reported
OLT techniques are discussed and then motivations and contributions of the thesis are
derived.
Chapter 3: In this chapter, we propose an OBDD based OLT scheme for digital VLSI
circuits with measurement limitation in order to provide flexibility in the on-line tester
design.
Chapter 4: In this chapter, we propose an OBDD based OLT scheme for advanced fault
model–bridging faults, where both feedback and non-feedback bridging faults are considered.
Chapter 5: In this chapter, we propose a HLDD based OLT scheme for digital VLSI circuits
at RTL in order to improve scalability.
Chapter 6: In this chapter, we propose an OBDD based OLT scheme for asynchronous
circuits. The scheme is applicable to all types of SI circuits.
Chapter 7: In this chapter, we summarize the works done in this thesis and future scope
is presented.
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Chapter 2
Literature review: On-line Testing of
Digital VLSI Circuits and Decision
Diagrams
This chapter presents a literature review regarding On-line Testing (OLT) of digital circuits
and application of Decision Diagrams (DDs) in testing. Section 2.1 starts with a brief
introduction to digital VLSI testing and concludes with the motivation of OLT in the
current era of deep sub-micron designs. Section 2.2 discusses different techniques of OLT
for digital VLSI circuits and their pros and cons. The major issues of OLT are discussed in
Section 2.3, which include flexibility in terms of trade-offs between area overhead versus fault
coverage and detection latency, coverage for advanced fault models, scalability, applicability
for asynchronous circuits, etc. This is followed by an overview of different types of DDs
and their applications in modeling and testing of digital circuits, in Section 2.4. Finally, we
conclude in Section 2.5

2.1

Digital VLSI testing

The challenge of testing digital systems has grown rapidly over the last two decades. As the
fabrication technology moves to lower sub-micron processes and engineers keep increasing the
design complexity, testing encounters greater challenges. The complexity of VLSI technology
has reached a point where an effort is made to put millions of transistors on a single chip
by decreasing the feature size. The reduction in feature size increases operation speed,
allows design of complex circuits, provides high performance, etc., however, it also raises the
probability of occurrence of defects in the integrated circuits. Since the defects occurring
13
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during the process of manufacturing are unavoidable, so some of the circuits may be faulty.
Hence, testing is mandatory to isolate fault free circuits from the defective ones [2, 17, 99].
Further, the advent of complex systems like Network-On-Chip (NOC) [40] and System-OnChip (SOC) [132] make it mandatory to start considering testing early in the design process.
This process of test planning include, but are not limited to, development of accurate fault
models, examining testability at a higher level of design representation and embedding more
effective test constructs prior to or during synthesis [81, 133].
Figure 2.1 illustrates a typical digital VLSI design and test flow. This starts with
the development of the specifications for the system from the set of requirements, which
includes functional characteristics ( i.e., input-output), operating characteristics (i.e., power,
frequency, noise, etc.), environmental and physical characteristics (i.e., packaging, humidity,
temperature, etc.) and other constraints like area, pin count, etc. This is followed by
an architectural design to produce a system level structure of realizable blocks for the
functional specifications. These blocks are then implemented at the Resister Transfer Level
(RTL) using some hardware description language like Verilog or VHDL. The next step is
called logic design, where the blocks are decomposed into logic gates maintaining operating
characteristics and other constraints like area, pin count, etc. Lastly, at the physical design
step, the logic gates are implemented using physical devices (e.g., transistors) and a chip
layout is produced. Then the chip layout is converted into photo masks which are used in the
fabrication process. Backtrack from an intermediary stage of the design and test flow may
be required if the design constraints are not satisfied. It is unlikely that all fabricated chips
would satisfy the desired specifications. Impurities and defects in materials, equipment
malfunctions, etc. are some causes leading to the mismatches. The role of testing is to
detect the mismatches, if any. As shown in Figure 2.1, the test phase starts in the form
of planning even before the logic synthesis and hardware based testing is performed after
the fabrication. Depending on the type of circuit and the nature of testing required, some
additional circuitry, pin out, etc. need to be added with the original circuit so that hardware
testing becomes efficient in terms of fault coverage, test time, etc. This additional design to
enhance test is called Design For Testability (DFT). For example, if one time manufacturing
test is the requirement, then scan based design may suffice; however, if OLT is required,
then the design must be augmented with circuit monitors. Figure 2.2 illustrates the basic
operations of digital testing. Binary test vectors are applied as inputs to the circuit and the
responses are compared with the golden signature, which is the ideal response from a fault
free circuit. Testing can be classified according to several criteria. Table 2.1 summarizes the
most important attributes of various testing methods and the associated terminology. The
14
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Customer’s requirements

Specifications
High level synthesis
Architecture synthesis

RTL design

Front−end
Test planning

Logic synthesis

Back−end

Physical layout

Fabrication of circuit
packaging

Manufacturing test

Chips to customers

Figure 2.1: A typical VLSI design and test flow
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items presented in bold letters in the table are related to OLT.
Test patterns
(ATE or on−chip TPG)
10001
10010
00001
11100

101
111
110
100

Output response
(ATE or on−chip signature analyzer)
101
111
110
100

Circuit Under Test
(CUT)

Comparator

Golden response

Status

Figure 2.2: Principle of digital testing

2.1.1

Structural vs. functional testing

The tests used for verifying that the chip meets the input-output specifications are called
functional testing. Typically they have low fault coverage. Further, test pattern generation
for exhaustive functional testing may be quite expensive. The number of test vectors required
for this is of the order of 2n , where n is the number of inputs. The situation becomes more
complex if it has sequential elements in it [2,17]. For example, the 32-bit full adder shown in
Figure 2.3 requires 233 vectors for exhaustive functional testing. Using structural knowledge
of the system this complexity, however, can be reduced to a great extent. Structural testing,
introduced by Eldred in [38], depends on the specific structure of the circuit involving gate
types, interconnects, fault models, etc. One of the advantages of structural testing is the
ability to develop efficient algorithms to generate the structural test vectors. For example,
by using the information about the structure of the adder (shown in Figure 2.3) and adding
a small amount of additional hardware, it can be tested with 8 test vectors only. The 32 bit
adder with DFT circuitry is shown in Figure 2.4.
It may be noted that in this case, two−31 bit shift registers, and 31 number of 2 : 1
multiplexers comprise the additional DFT circuit. One shift register (called input register)
provides inputs to the “carry input” bits of the individual adders during test and the other
shift register (called output register) latches outputs from the “carry output” bits of the
individual adders. In the modified 32 bit adder, the carry input to the ith (full) adder is
multiplexed with the ith bit of the input shift register, 1 ≤ i ≤ 31. During normal operation
16
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Table 2.1: Variants of VLSI testing
Criterion

Attributes

of

testing

Terminology

method
When is the test per-

Concurrently with the normal

formed?

system operation

Where is the source of

On-line/Concurrent testing

As a separate activity

Off-line testing

Inputs during operation

On-line testing

Within the chip

Built-In-Self-Test (BIST)

Applied by an external device

Automatic

stimuli?
Test

Equipment

(ATE) based testing
What is tested?

Design errors

Design verification testing

Fabrication errors

Manufacturing test

Failure during operation

On-line testing (OLT)

Wafer

Non packaged ICs level testing

IC

Packaged level testing

Board

Board level testing

System

System level testing

In a fixed predetermined order

Static Testing

Depending on results

Adaptive testing

How fast are the stim-

Much slower than the normal

DC (static) testing

uli applied?

speed of operation

Which physical object
is being tested?

How are the stimuli applied?

Who checks the re-

At normal speed of operation

At-speed testing

On-chip circuit

Self-checking

External tester

External testing

sults?
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Figure 2.3: A 32 bit ripple carry adder
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Figure 2.4: A 32 bit ripple carry adder with the DFT circuitry
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of the 32 bit adder, the multiplexers connect the carry input of the ith (full) adder to the
carry output of the (i − 1)th (full) adder, 1 ≤ i ≤ 31. However, during test, the multiplexers
connect the carry input of the ith (full) adder to the output of the ith bit of the input shift
register, 1 ≤ i ≤ 31. The values in the shift register are fed externally. It may be noted that
by this DFT arrangement all the (full) adders can be controlled individually as direct access
is provided to the carry inputs of the adders; inputs other than carry are already controllable.
Hence, testing in this case would be for each (full) adder individually and that requires 8
test vectors as each of the 32 full adders can be tested in parallel. Correct operations of each
of the full adders are determined by looking at the sum and the carry outputs. Sum outputs
are already available externally and hence no DFT circuit is required to make them directly
observable. For the carry outputs, however, another similar DFT arrangement is required to
make them observable externally. This would require the output (31 bit parallel load and)
shift register where the carry output bit of the (i − 1)th adder is connected to the ith input of
the output shift register, 1 ≤ i ≤ 31. Once the values of all the carry bits are latched in the
register, which is done in parallel during test, they are shifted out sequentially. In this case
a full adder is tested functionally and structural information is used at the cascade level.
Thus, it may be stated that “structural testing is functional testing at a level lower than
the basic input-output functionality of the system”. In the case of digital circuits, structural
testing is “functional testing at the level of gates and flip-flops”. Structural test vectors aim
to detect manufacturing faults and try to confirm the correctness of the device structures in
the manufacturing process like wires, flip-flops and gates. The pros and cons of structural
and functional testing are shown in Table 2.2.

2.1.2

Fault models

Central to the advantages of structural testing are the fault models. At the physical level
an enormous number of different faults could be present and it is quite complex to analyze
them at that level. Thus, physical level faults are grouped together with regard to their
manifestation at the logic functionality of the circuit, which are termed as fault models
[2, 17]. A fault model facilitates the identification of targets for testing and generation of
input patterns to test the faults in the fault model. The most commonly used fault model is
the single stuck-at (s-a) fault model [2, 17]. This is modeled by having a circuit net s-a logic
0 or 1 (i.e., s-a-1 or s-a-0). The number of s-a faults in a circuit is linear with respect to the
number of nets in the circuit netlist; if there are n nets in a circuit, the number of single s-a
faults is O(2n).
With the arrival of deep sub-micron designs, it is found that the single s-a fault model
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Table 2.2: The pros and cons of structural and functional testing
Functional testing

Structural Testing

Without fault models.

With fault models.

Manually generated design verification

Automatic

test patterns.

(ATPG) algorithms available.

Slow and labor intensive.

Efficient and automated.

Fault coverage not known (need fault sim-

Fault coverage is a quantified metric.

Test

Pattern

Generation

ulation).
Long test length.

Short length of test patterns (efficient
compaction algorithms available)

Fault coverage usually low

Fault coverage determined by the user

Useful in design verification.

Not very helpful in verification (Assumes
correct design).

cannot capture more than a low fraction of physical defects [135]. As a result, advanced
fault models are being advocated for. They include path-delay fault model [19], bridging
fault model [104], n-Detect tests [88], etc.
Delay faults: Delay faults can be categorized into two types namely, delay to rise and
delay to fall. Delay to rise faults occur when the time required for the voltage (corresponding
to logic 0) to rise (to the voltage corresponding to logic 1), in a circuit net, is higher than a
threshold. Likewise for the delay to fall fault. Under both such faults, the delay of critical
paths may rise leading to violation of setup time requirements of the registers. In other
words, the delay caused by these faults are such that the new signal value corresponding to
the transition at the net under fault is not latched by the state register.
Bridging faults: A fault in a circuit that results due to unwanted shorts between
the lines is called a bridging fault. For most DSM CMOS fabrication processes, a large
percentage of malfunctions results due to such bridging faults [104]. The shorted lines are
assumed to form AND and OR logic operation; so the model is called wired-OR or wiredAND bridging fault. There are two types of bridging faults−non-feedback and feedback.
If there exists at-least one path between the shorted lines, then the bridging fault is called
feedback, otherwise it is called non-feedback.
n-Detect: The n-Detect approach uses traditional s-a fault model in conjunction with
enhanced test pattern generation algorithms to detect the same fault multiple times. The
model is based on the fact that random excitation and observation of a site by different test
vectors may enable detection of defects related to that site that were missed by approaches
where a single vector was used for testing.
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2.1.3

Test programming

The test program development consists of two broad steps−(i) generation of test vectors
and (ii) generation of the corresponding golden responses for a fault free circuit. Figure 2.5
shows the basic steps of a test program generation.
High level synthesis and
logic synthesis

Architecture specs.

Logic design

Test types
Fault model
Fault coverage

Placement and
routing

Test
patterns

Physical design

Pin assignments

Test program
generator

Test program

Figure 2.5: Basic steps in test program generation

Test pattern generation
It involves generation of a minimal subset of input patterns, such that all faults of the
considered fault model are sensitized and their effects are propagated to the output. The
process of test pattern generation can be divided into two distinct phases; 1) test generation
and 2) test application.
For (1), appropriate circuit model (e.g., gate level model) and fault model (e.g., s-a fault
model) are to be identified. Construction of a test pattern for a fault comprises determining
an input pattern such that the output obtained from the circuit with the fault is different
from that of the fault free circuit. As test patterns are to be generated for all faults, this
approach can be computationally expensive, however, it is performed off-line and only once
after the design stage. On the other hand, for (2), all test patterns are to be applied to
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each integrated circuit manufactured which may be millions in number; thus, the test set
generated must be efficient in terms of the time required for application to the circuits.
An overview of the algorithms used for test pattern generation is as follows. An ATPG
algorithm basically comprises three steps:
• Fault propagation: Select a line from the point of occurrence of the fault to the Circuit
Under Test (CUT) output that would be used to manifest the effect of the fault. The
inputs of all the gates falling in that path other than the one through which the fault
is to be propagated are to be driven to their non-controlling values; for example, if a
two input OR gate, having inputs X and Y , is in the fault propagation path and input
X is the line through which the fault is to be propagated to the output, then Y is to
be set to 0; a dual of this step is applicable for an AND gate.
• Fault sensitization: Assume a value at the fault site that is opposite of the fault to be
detected; in other words, if a s-a-1 is to be detected at net A, then assume a signal
value 0 at A.
• Line justification: Determine if an input pattern exists such that the assumed value at
net A is attained and the path from net A to the output is sensitized.
The same technique can be applied to a sequential circuit, but before that the sequential
elements of the circuit are explicitly driven to a required state using scan based DFT circuitry
[2, 17]. The well known ATPG algorithms are D-algorithm, PODEM and FAN [2, 17, 133].
Output response analysis
ATPG algorithms also provide the expected output response from the fault free CUT (for a
given test). The test data obtained from the CUT is compared with the expected response
and consequently, the comparison mainly serves two purposes. First, it helps to accept or
reject the CUT. Secondly, the mismatch of output due to fault can be used for “fault mode
analysis” which provides diagnostic information for improving the design, fabrication and
test flow for the subsequent design iterations.

2.1.4

Comparison of ATE based testing, BIST and OLT

VLSI testing can be broadly classified into the following three major categories on the basis
of the phase (manufacturing, startup or on-line) during which the test is performed:
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1. ATE based testing:

This involves testing the circuit using Automatic Test

Equipment (ATE) just after manufacturing. In this class of testing, test patterns are
applied to a circuit and outputs are compared with the expected fault free responses
using off-chip equipments [79, 90, 127]. Generally speaking, there is a difficulty in atspeed testing because the operational speed of modern day VLSI circuits is higher than
that of an ATE. Since testing of a circuit using ATE is performed once just after its
manufacturing, thus, the faults that develop after deployment of the circuit cannot be
detected. So ATE based testing is according termed as off-line testing. Further, the
cost of ATE based testing is high because of the price of its individual components.
2. Built-In-Self-Test (BIST): Due to the steep increase in complexity of digital circuits,
BIST has been realized in many designs to implement some of the test functions onchip [8, 33, 42]. Compared to off-line testing, the advantage of BIST is that it enables
reduction in the demands on the external ATE, thus enabling at-speed and in-situ
testing. This permits the scheme to test circuits every time they are powered ON, even
after they are deployed in the system. The basic BIST components are the Test Pattern
Generator (TPG), the Test Response Evaluation (TRE) unit and the Test Controller
(TC) [17]. At the circuit level, the inputs have to be preceded by a multiplexer to
connect either to the normal (functional) inputs or the outputs of the test pattern
generator. TPG, TRE and multiplexer are controlled by the TC. Figure 2.6 illustrates
the basic architecture of a circuit with BIST.
Data from system

Data to system

Test controller

analyzer (MISR)

Circuit Under Test
(CUT)

On−chip
response

On−chip
pattern
generator

MUX

Status
(pass/fail)

Figure 2.6: BIST scheme

3. On-line Testing (OLT):
It has been observed that as the scale of integration increases, the operation of the
Integrated Circuits (ICs) are becoming increasingly susceptible to faults that are absent
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during fabrication or power up but develop on-the-fly [37, 84]. Off-line test strategies
(like ATE based testing, BIST, etc.)

need to withdraw the circuit from normal

operation for testing, which may not be always permissible. Immediate detection of
the faults that occur on-the-fly during operation of the circuit requires incorporation
of a technique which will continuously observe its operation by checking whether the
response follows its normal behavior. These techniques fall under the category of OLT
[47, 83, 84, 89]. OLT (also called concurrent testing) can be defined as a technique to
monitor a circuit and detect the occurrence of a faut (from the fault model) within a
finite time of its occurrence. Unlike off-line testing (involving ATE based testing and
BIST), where test vectors can be applied, either through external test equipments or
on-chip pattern generators, OLT requires that the circuit contains some DFT circuitry
to test itself for all the vectors that it encounters during its normal mode of operation.
Thus, in OLT, neither can patterns be applied from a test circuit/pattern generator
nor can the memory elements (registers) be separated from the core. In other words,
unlike off-line testing, there is no “test mode” in OLT, where the circuit operation
can be altered for testing. There are four primary parameters to be considered in the
design of an OLT scheme:
(a) Fault coverage: The fraction of all modeled faults that are detected; it is usually
expressed in percentage.
(b) Fault detection latency: The number of clock cycles that may be required for the
detection of a fault after a deviation from the normal behaviour is observed for
the first time.
(c) Area overhead: The extra amount of on-chip hardware needed to perform OLT,
i.e., area of the on-line tester circuit.
(d) Power overhead: The extra power needed to perform OLT.
Tables 2.1.4, 2.1.4 and 2.1.4 compare these three major test paradigms to bring forth
their advantages and disadvantages.

2.2

Literature review: On-line testing of digital VLSI
circuits

In this section we provide a survey highlighting the works reported in the literature on OLT
of digital circuits. Further, the pros and cons of each of the test methodologies are also
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Table 2.3: Merits and demerits of ATE based off-line structural testing [2, 17]
Merits

Demerits

• Low complexity of ATPG algorithms.

• Difficulty in at-speed testing:

• On-chip hardware overhead: 5 to 10%

– ATE speed is in MHz range while

of core area.
• Automated flow:

operational VLSI core speed
may be several GHz.

Well-established

CAD tool support for scan based DFT

• Converts sequential circuits to virtual

and ATPG.

combinational ones using scan chains.
– Changes the core delay characteristics.
– Requires

a

non-operational

mode for testing: OLT is not
supported.
• Dead load of test equipments
– Difficulty in in-situ testing.

discussed. OLT techniques for digital VLSI circuits (both combinational and sequential),
reported in literature, can be classified into the following main categories:
1. Signature monitoring in Finite State Machines (FSMs)
2. Self-checking design
3. Partial replication
4. On-line BIST

2.2.1

Signature monitoring in FSMs

Signature monitoring techniques for OLT basically work by studying the state sequences
of the FSM model of a sequential circuit during its operation.

Signatures are FSM

state sequences traversed during execution. In these methods, signatures are analyzed
concurrently with the execution of the circuit. This analysis targets to detect faults leading
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Table 2.4: Merits and demerits of BIST
Merits

Demerits

• Reduced parasitics, loading, etc. due

• High on-chip hardware overhead when

to absence of ATE, probes, packaging,

compared to ATE based testing.

etc.

• On-chip BIST hardware design com-

• Reduced test point access problem.

plexity

• Startup, at-speed and in-situ testing

– Signal application.

supported.

– Signal tapping.
– Test evaluation.
• Test of BIST hardware.
• Cannot detect faults that develop on
the fly.
• CAD tools for automated BIST circuit
design are rare or application specific.
• On-chip power consumption

Table 2.5: Merits and demerits of OLT
Merits

Demerits

• All advantages of BIST holds.

• Area and power overhead of the OLT
circuit.

• On-line detection of faults is possible

• On-chip tester area overhead is higher

avoiding suspension of normal operation.

compared to area requirements of
BIST.
• Testing of the OLT circuit.
• No CAD tool for generating on-line
test circuits is widely accepted or
available commercially.
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to illegal paths in the control flow graph, i.e., paths having transitions which do not exist in
the FSM specification. To ensure that the runtime signature of the fault free FSM is different
from the one with fault, a signature invariant property is forced during FSM synthesis. The
principle of signature monitoring for FSMs has been proposed in [66,67]. Figure 2.7 illustrates
the basic architecture for OLT using the scheme of signature monitoring in FSMs. The main
component of the monitor is a Multiple Input Shift Register (MISR), which generates a
signature using the polynomial division of the codes of the state that is reached during
normal operation. So the runtime signature represents a value of the path followed through
the control-flow graph of the FSM. A primitive polynomial is used to perform division in order
to reduce the fault masking (also called “aliasing”). The correct values of the signature are
pre-computed from the specified FSM graph and are compared with the runtime signature
at some special states called checking points. To ensure that the runtime signature of the
normal circuit FSM is different from the faulty one, an invariant property is forced during
FSM synthesis and can be stated as [67]:
Signature invariance property: The signature of the sequence of state codes
obtained by polynomial division with the primitive divisor polynomial is invariant after
each state in the graph, when any legal path is taken. Checking involves comparison of the
runtime signature with the invariant reference signature when the current state corresponds
to any selected check points. To obtain an FSM with signature invariance property the
state assignment procedure is modified to take into account the constraints related to
such an invariance. The approach has been proved to be feasible in [66, 67] and several
implementations based on this approach have been reported in [22, 100, 115].
The major advantage of the schemes based on signature monitoring is due to the fact
that the area overhead incurred for OLT is extremely low (and almost negligible in cases
of FSMs with large number of states); the results presented in [67] has reported that the
area of the additional circuit required for OLT is about 1% to 5% of the CUT when the
FSM is large. It is also discussed in [67] that detection latency may be high for some FSMs
which can be remedied by increasing the number of checkpoints, however, incurring more
area overhead. The hybrid signature monitoring scheme reported in [22] detects control
flow errors caused by transient and intermittent faults. It is shown that the scheme has
offered very high fault coverage with low detection latency and area overhead. In [115], a
concurrent control flow error detection and recovery mechanism has been proposed using
encoded signature monitoring technique. The scheme recovers from most of the control flow
errors with relatively low performance overhead.
However, many times by default, signature invariance is not present. In that case, the
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FSM for the circuit

Signature monitor

MISR
PI
State
register

Next state
function

Output
logic

Status
Reference
logic

PO

Comparator

Comparison
signal

Figure 2.7: Basic architecture for signature monitoring

state assignment procedure of the FSM may have to be modified to take into account the
constraints related to such an invariance. In other words, signature monitoring techniques
for OLT require some special properties in the circuit structure, so they require re-synthesis
and re-design, which lead to a change in the original structure of the circuit; they are
accordingly termed as intrusive OLT methodologies. In the worst case, when the FSM
graph is well connected, a large number of new states are added to achieve the signature
invariant properly. Further, the state explosion problem in FSM makes the application of
this scheme difficult for practical circuits; results reported in the OLT literature using these
schemes are limited to circuits having typically about one hundred states.

2.2.2

Self-checking design using error detecting codes

The basic principle for self-checking design using error detecting codes is as follows. Let the
Circuit Under Test (CUT) realize a Boolean function f . The OLT scheme contains another
module called output characteristic predictor, which predicts some special characteristic of
the CUT output f (i) for the input i, independently. Finally, the checker verifies whether the
special characteristic of the output which is produced by the CUT in response to input i is
same as the predicated one. If there is any mismatch found, then an error signal is produced.
Some examples of the characteristic of f (i) (for self-checking using error detecting codes) are
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parity of f (i), 1’s count in f (i), etc. The basic self-checking design scheme discussed above
is depicted in Figure 2.8.
PI
i

CUT
function

PO
f

Output
characteristic
predictor

Checker

Error
indication

Predicted
output characteristic

Figure 2.8: Basic architecture for self-checking circuit

The technique of OLT using self-checking circuits based on error detecting codes was
motivated from the error detection and correction techniques used in communication. The
CUT output (or information) bits are augmented with some additional bits, called check
bits (using an additional logic), such that under normal condition of the CUT and the
additional logic, the CUT output augmented with the check bits is a code word of the error
detecting code chosen. The checker verifies whether the CUT output augmented with the
check bits is a code word of the error detecting code chosen. The effect of a fault in the CUT
leading to change in some output bit is called an error. The above mentioned technique
can be easily used for sequential circuits [53, 118] where the CUT illustrated in Figure 2.8
is the next state function of the sequential circuit. The circuit corresponding to the output
characteristic predictor feeds additional flip-flops (other than the ones in the original circuit).
Thus, the outputs of circuit flip-flops augmented with that of the additional flip-flops is a
code word of the error detecting code chosen. The checker taps the outputs of these flip-flops
taken together. The basic self-checking design scheme for sequential circuits is depicted in
Figure 2.9.
Before we move on to presenting the most important error detecting codes, we define
some fundamental terms used in the context of self-checking circuits; they can be found in
almost every publication addressing self-checking designs [14, 53].
Self-testing circuit: A circuit is self-testing, if for every fault in the specified fault model,
there is an input that produces a non-code output.
Fault-secure circuits: A circuit is fault-secure, if an input can produce a non-code word
or a correct code word. That is, they cannot be incorrect code words.
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Totally Self-Checking (TSC): A circuit is TSC with respect to all the modeled faults if
and only if it is both self-testing and fault-secure.
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Figure 2.9: Basic architecture for self-checking sequential circuit

The totally self-checking property is the usual goal when designing a circuit having
OLT capability. It guarantees that there are no redundant faults (self-testing) and that
the erroneous outputs generated due to any fault will not be misinterpreted as correct ones
(fault secure); the fault may be either in the CUT or the checker. A number of research
papers have has been published in the area of self-checking checker design using different
codes [20, 34, 49, 53, 84, 86, 101, 102, 119, 128]. We now discuss some of the important coding
techniques used in design of TSC circuits with pros and cons of each of them.
Parity codes: The most simple TSC circuit design is by using a single bit parity
where a single check bit is added to the CUT output bits and it is calculated such that the
parity of each code word is constant (odd or even). Such a parity code can detect all single
or odd multiplicity errors. It is the cheapest possible error-detecting code since the check
bit is only one. TSC circuit design using parity codes is reported in [84, 86]. It may be
noted that if TSC circuits are designed using single bit parity codes, then all the faults that
manifest themselves as even multiplicity errors cannot be detected. For such cases, circuits
are synthesized specially such that all the faults in the modeled list manifest themselves
as single or odd multiplicity errors. The technique presented in [34] has used single parity
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bit for the entire circuit. To limit the scope of fault manifestation, each primary output is
synthesized independently and so there is no sharing of logic gates among any pair of output
bits. As a result, faults in any block can imply at most one output error. The single bit
parity technique mandates no logic sharing among any two outputs. So it may result in high
area overhead for some circuits. In order to reduce area overhead, the multiple-parity-group
technique was introduced in [39, 119] that allows logic sharing among some outputs. This
technique partitions the primary outputs into different parity groups. It was shown that
logic sharing can be allowed among the outputs that correspond to different parity groups
and that would still result in faults changing only a single output bit. The outputs of the
same parity group are verified using a TSC parity checker.
m-out-of-n codes: An m-out-of-n code word has exactly m 1s out of total n bits.
m-out-of-n code is an unordered code i.e., no two code words x and y are present such that
x has 1 in every bit position where y has a 1. An example of m-out-of-n code for TSC
circuit design can be found in [20]. Simple inspection of the results presented is enough to
illustrate the complexity of checkers based on such unordered codes compared to a parity
checker. They were not widely adopted since they are much more expensive to implement
than parity based schemes.
Berger codes: A Berger code consists of an information part and a check part, which is
the binary representation of the number of 1s in the information part. So, it is an unordered
code. TCS circuits using this methodology can be found in [21, 112]. Area overheads of
the self-checking circuits designed using Berger codes are higher compared to ones designed
using parity based schemes.
As a practical application, the residue code technique is used in [49] for design of self
checking modulo multiplier, which is used in various cryptographic systems. In another work
[128], D. P. Vasudevan and P. K. Lala have proposed a new approach for designing of self
checking carry select adder of arbitrary size and the adder can detect both permanent and
transient s-a faults on-line. The area overhead for making circuits totally self checkable is
usually not high. A number of design and synthesis constraints are, however, required by
the coding technique based methodologies to control the scope of fault propagation. For
example, the method reported in [53] requires that all inverters be pushed to the primary
inputs and for the scheme proposed in [34] there should be no logic sharing within a single
parity group. Since these techniques require some special properties in the circuit structure,
they require re-synthesis and re-design. So, OLT schemes based on design of TSC circuits
using coding theory are intrusive in nature.
To address the issue of intrusiveness of coding theory based OLT schemes, weight based
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codes are used [31], where a weight is assigned to each output (information) bit and the sum
of weights of the output (information) bits, which have value 1, represent the check bits.
Weight-based codes can distinguish between errors changing output bits from 1 to 0 and
from 0 to 1, because both these errors result in a different weight. So they do not require
any special synthesis constraints to restrict the fault manifestation. Further, such codes
are positional ones, i.e., the check bits are a function of the erroneous bits as well as their
positions in the output (which is determined by the individual weights assigned to the output
bits). Thus, they can have high fault detection capabilities. The only drawback of using
weight based codes is the high area overhead compared to Berger, parity or m-out-of-n codes.

2.2.3

Duplication schemes for OLT
Input data

Module 1

Module 2

XOR based comparator

Status

Figure 2.10: Basic architecture for duplication based OLT

One of the most straightforward way of designing systems with OLT capability is
duplicating itself and crosschecking for similarity of the output responses.

The basic

duplication scheme is presented in Figure 2.10. Module 1 and Module 2 are functionally
equivalent, that is, they operate identically (in the fault free case) and produce the same
outputs when fed with the same inputs. If they are structurally equivalent as well (i.e., their
gates and interconnections are identical), then the technique is called identical duplication.
Otherwise, it is a diverse duplication technique. Duplication schemes are fault secure by their
very nature. However, hardware overhead of more than 100% is introduced in the design if
every module is physically duplicated [84]. In [76], Mitra et al. have compared identical and
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diverse duplications with respect to their vulnerabilities to fault pairs; their simulation results
are in favour of the diverse case. An interesting alternative to full hardware duplication is
presented in [116], where Module 2 (Figure 2.10) is replaced by a minimized version of
Module 1 (i.e, CUT), such that all targeted faults can be detected eventually. Further, the
comparator is equipped with a (simple) test control unit that specifies if the checker must
check or not, depending on the input word. So, it becomes a controllable comparator/checker.
This technique is termed as “partial replication”. The main advantages of partial replication
technique are due to its non-intrusiveness, low area overhead and flexibility in terms of tradeoffs between area overhead versus fault coverage and detection latency.
A number of OLT schemes based on partial replication have been proposed by Drineas
et al. [35,36], where a complete set of test vectors is obtained using standard Automatic Test
Pattern Generation (ATPG) on the next state logic of the CUT, considering the current state
bits also as inputs. Then a subset of the test vectors is taken and synthesized into a partially
replicated circuit that generates the expected next state of the CUT when an input-present
state combination matches with a test vector. The partially replicated circuit outputs are
compared with state flip-flop outputs of the CUT and in case of a mismatch, a fault indicator
bit is set. The input-present state combinations that are not considered in the test vector
subset are treated as don’t cares and this results in the partially replicated circuit having
lower area when compared to the next state logic of the CUT. The efficiency of these schemes
[35, 36] strongly depends on the prior knowledge regarding the input patterns that the CUT
is likely to receive. To elaborate, the patterns (test vectors) that occur frequently should
be included in the subset for construction of the partially replicated tester and others that
occur rarely may not be considered. Further, since ATPG algorithms generally reveal one
test pattern for a given fault, they must be executed a multiple number of times to generate
a complete (or large) set of test vectors. In case of practical circuits, the use of ATPG
algorithms may become prohibitively complex, as OLT requires the exhaustive set (or a
large subset) of test vectors. Since these schemes reported in [35, 36] use standard ATPG
algorithms for generation of test vectors, they are not scalable. Results have been reported
for circuits up to 64 states and 3 inputs only.
Biswas et al. [10–12] have proposed a series of partial replication based OLT schemes
for s-a faults. These techniques are non-intrusive in nature, flexible in terms of area overhead
versus fault coverage and detection latency, and scalable up to circuits having ten thousand
gates and five hundred filp flops. The complexity of generation of test patterns of the CUT
is addressed by using Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD). The complete set of test
patterns is generated from the OBDD representation of the CUT and on-line tester circuit
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is designed using a subset of these test patterns. The steps involved for generation of test
patterns are−i) representing each output of the CUT using separate OBDDs under normal
and faulty conditions, ii) performing XOR operation between normal and faulty OBDDs and
constructing XORed OBDD, iii) applying “satisfy-all-1” on the XORed OBDD. Application
of OBDD enables the proposed scheme to handle fairly complex circuits.
It is seen that most of the partial replication based OLT schemes reported in the
literature work for single s-a faults [10–12,35,36]. However, in modern integration technology,
single s-a fault model can capture only a small fraction of real defects and as a remedy,
advanced fault models such as bridging faults, transition faults, delay faults, etc.

are

considered. Biswas et al. have extended the approach reported in [12] for bridging faults
and delay faults in papers [13] and [9], respectively. However, in case of bridging faults the
authors have considered only non-feedback bridging faults and ignored the feedback bridging
faults as they create oscillations. Further, all the OLT schemes based on partial replication
technique [9–13, 35, 36] consider the circuits modeled at gate level, hence these are scalable
only up to certain extent. Also, these schemes are designed only for synchronous circuits, so
they cannot be directly applied to asynchronous circuits. Another assumption is regarding
the tapping of lines of the CUT by the on-line tester. All the existing works on on-line
tester design tap as many lines as possible of the CUT because the on-line tester circuit is
fabricated on the same chip with the CUT and any point of the CUT can be tapped easily.
However, it is known that tapping of lines of any circuit results in increase of load (fanouts)
on the gates which drive the tap points. To handle the increased load extra buffers are
required, which increase the area of the circuit. So if the on-line tester is designed with more
number of tapings in the CUT, it results in large area overhead.

2.2.4

On-line BIST

As discussed in Subsection 2.1.4, the scheme used for design of circuits with additional onchip logic, which can be used to test the circuit every time before it starts up, is termed
as off-line BIST. Off-line BIST resources can also be utilized for OLT [7, 82, 113, 130, 131].
This technique performs on-line BIST by utilizing the idle times of the various modules of
the circuit during normal operation. Thus, this is the only technique that facilitates both
on-line and off-line testing using the same on-chip resources. As the feasibility and efficiency
of this scheme depends on the idle times of the circuit modules, it may not be applicable to
modern day circuits. This is because, such circuits are designed to achieve parallelism and
pipelining by reducing the idle times of the circuit modules.
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2.2.5

Pros and cons of different OLT techniques

We have discussed four broad classes of OLT techniques with their advantages and
disadvantages in Subsections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4. Table 2.6 shows the important
pros and cons of these OLT techniques in brief. Based on the observations in Table 2.6, it
can be stated that partial replication technique is the best among others. However, many
issues still remain to be solved in partial replication based OLT schemes and some of the
prominent ones are as follows:
• Measurement limitation based flexibility: The on-line testers should provide
flexibility in terms of trade-offs between measurement limitation (reduction in number
of tap points) versus area overhead, fault coverage and detection latency.
• Coverage for advanced fault models: Designing OLT schemes that support fault
models appropriate for the latest VLSI design paradigm, e.g., bridging faults including
feedback, delay faults, transition faults, etc.
• Scalability: The on-line tester design algorithms should be capable of handling large
size circuits.
• Handling asynchronous circuits: Developing OLT schemes that are applicable for
asynchronous circuits.
There are very few works that have been proposed to address these problems. In
the next section, we review elaborately the existing works in these areas, following that,
motivation of the thesis is discussed.

2.3

Desired features of OLT schemes

2.3.1

Measurement limitation based flexibility in OLT

In OLT, a tester circuit is designed using a subset of test patterns and it checks the response
of the circuit against each of the patterns in the subset and detects if there is any deviation
from the normal responses. The area and power overheads of an OLT scheme depend on the
number of test patterns considered in the design of the on-line tester circuit. There are two
possible approaches to reduce the area and power overheads of the on-line tester. First one
is, by dropping some of the test patterns in the on-line tester design, however, it increases
the fault detection latency. Second one is, by not considering some faults in the on-line tester
design, however, it reduces the fault coverage. Similarly, the power overhead can be reduced
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Table 2.6: Pros and Cons of different OLT techniques
OLT techniques
Pros
Cons
Signature monitoring

Low area overhead

Intrusiveness

in FSMs
State explosion problem in FSMs
Applicable for small circuits
High fault detection latency
Self-checking design

Low area overhead

Intrusiveness
Low fault coverage

Partial replication

Simplicity in design,

Area overhead is more than 100%
(under full duplication)
Maximum possible tap points
(full measurement)

Supports non-feedback

Mainly applied for

bridging faults,

stuck-at faults

Facilitates trade-offs

Works at gate level,

between area overhead

hence non-scalable

versus fault coverage
and detection latency,
Non-intrusiveness.

Designed for
synchronous circuits

On-line BIST

Provides both on-line

Depends on idle time of

and off-line testing with a

circuit modules

single on-chip tester.

High fault detection latency

by selecting test patterns such that the number of switchings between any two test patterns
is less. Thus, flexibility in OLT schemes can be achieved through trade-offs between area and
power overhead of the tester versus fault coverage and detection latency. The OLT schemes
reported in [9, 12, 13] provide flexibility in terms of trade-offs between area overhead versus
fault coverage and detection latency by selecting a subset of the test patterns. These works
have shown that the area overhead can be lowered by considering a subset of test patterns
for on-line tester construction. However, the subset is selected in a fashion such that for all
faults, at-least one test pattern is present. It is also shown that the impact of lowering the
test patterns is almost linear with the detection latency [9, 12, 13]. In [12], the authors have
developed an OLT scheme using state based model for s-a faults and this scheme is extended
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for non-feedback bridging faults and delay faults in [13] and [9], respectively.
The on-line tester circuit is placed on-chip with the Circuit Under Test (CUT). The
tester taps certain lines of the CUT, whose values are used to determine whether any fault
has developed in the CUT. Such tap points are analogous to sensors used in physical systems
[62]. Unlike physical systems, where sensors cannot be placed at all desired locations, in case
of circuits the on-line tester can tap any point of the CUT. So, all the above mentioned OLT
schemes (Section 2.2.3) have emphasized on keeping the scheme as non-intrusive as possible,
totally self-checking, low area overhead, high fault coverage, low detection latency, etc., but
ignored the issue of tap points. However, tapping of lines of a CUT results in increase of
load (fan-outs) on the gates which drive the tap points [63]. Such increase in load requires
use of additional buffers that increase area overhead. So, if the concept of fault detection
under measurement limitation (i.e., sensor placement limitation in case of physical system
[85, 114]) is applied for OLT of circuits, we can minimize the tap points of the CUT and
reduce the number of driving buffers. This will minimize the area overhead of the tester.
However, minimization of tap points also compromise fault coverage and detection latency.
So, number of tap points can be considered as a new design parameter to provide trade-offs
between area overhead versus fault coverage and detection latency.
In this thesis, we develop a partial replication based OLT scheme for s-a faults with
the concept of tap point reduction and analyze the affect of this reduction on fault coverage,
detection latency and area overhead.

2.3.2

OLT schemes for advanced fault model

With the arrival of DSM designs it is observed that the single s-a fault model cannot capture
more than a fraction of the real defects [135]. In view of this some initial efforts have been
given for the design of circuits having OLT facility for advanced fault models. The number of
such OLT schemes is few and most of them are based on the bridging fault model. Broadly
speaking, if two normally distinct points (lines) are shorted together in a circuit, then the
situation is called bridging fault. The shorted lines are assumed to form AND and OR logic
operation; so the model is called wired-OR and wired-AND bridging fault. Bridging faults
can be divided into two types (i) simple bridging fault or non-feedback bridging fault and
(ii) feedback bridging fault. If there exist at-least one path between the two shorted lines,
then the bridging fault is called feedback bridging fault, otherwise it is called non-feedback
bridging fault. Now, we present a literature review on different OLT schemes for the bridging
fault model.
OLT for bridging faults was first attempted in [73]. This scheme is based on self37
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checking design, where the outputs are encoded with error detecting codes and presence
of any bridging-fault would result in an output which is a non-code word. There are two
major issues with the work, namely (i) inherently the methodology is intrusive and (ii) only
non-feedback faults are considered. As already discussed, the basic idea of self-checking
design comprises imposing some special structure in the circuit so that any fault (from the
fault model considered) results in an non-code word as output, which leads its detection
[53]. Further, the circuit would never produce a wrong codeword as output. To maintain
the self-checking property, several design constraints are imposed during circuit synthesis
making the scheme intrusive. Only non-feedback bridging faults are considered because in
self checking design, effects of the faults need to be mapped to non-code words and if a fault
causes oscillations such mappings are infeasible [73].
Biswas et al. in [13] have developed a partial replication based OLT scheme for bridging
faults. Experimental results in this work illustrated an interesting fact that area overhead
for OLT of bridging faults is not higher compared to that of s-a faults. The major reason
is, a test pattern that detects a bridging fault also detects a s-a fault, but the reverse may
not hold. So, while selecting the partial set of test patterns, only those which can detect
some bridging fault are considered. Using this procedure, low detection latency and high
fault coverage could be achieved for bridging faults, even at low area overheads. The tester
inherently built for bridging faults also provided high fault coverage for s-a faults. However,
again, only non-feedback bridging faults were considered in [13].
Das et al. in [32] attempted to test feedback bridging faults on-line in cluster based
FPGAs.

OLT is performed by comparing the outputs (for specific input test pattern

sequence) of the FPGA block under test with golden response using an output response
analyzer. For input cases, when the block under test does not cause oscillations, presence
of fault can be easily tested by comparing responses. However, for other inputs there may
be oscillations, to avoid which, an asynchronous circuit called Muller-C element is used in
all the FPGA blocks. As Muller-C element is adaptable to delay variation, its presence
helps in preventing the circuit to go into oscillation. Although the work was more of a
proof of concept and tried on FPGA, it can be applied by suitable adaption to ASIC based
implementation as well. However, there are two main issues with this approach namely,
intrusivity of the design and use of asynchronous elements. It may be noted that design of
asynchronous testers for OLT of synchronous circuits is not desirable.
Based on the above literature review, in this thesis we propose a synchronous partial
replication based OLT scheme for wired AND-OR bridging faults.

The scheme first

determines the bridging faults which do not lead to oscillations, i.e., all non-feedback and
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some feedback bridging faults. Following that, exhaustive set of test patterns for these faults
are generated. Also, it is checked if there are patterns, even in case of oscillating feedback
bridging faults, which can detect these faults without oscillations. All these test patterns
taken together are used to design the on-line tester, called F N -detector (Fault versus Normal
condition detector).

2.3.3

OLT schemes for circuits at higher description level

It has been observed that the partial replication based OLT schemes [9,12] at gate level satisfy
almost all efficient parameters of OLT, i.e., non-intrusive, architecture independent, low area
and power overheads, low detection latency, etc. However, these schemes are not scalable to
handle large circuits because they work at gate level and the test pattern generation time
of these schemes are quite high even for moderate sized circuits. So, testing at gate level
becomes a complicated and time consuming task for complex circuits. To overcome this
problem, researchers are interested to test the circuits at higher level of abstraction using
high level fault models. However, testing at higher level is a challenging task due to lack
of well accepted fault models, unlike at the gate level, where single s-a fault model is well
accepted. But it is verified that there exists good correlation between high level fault models
and gate level fault models [25, 94], further gate level fault models have good correlation
with physical defects. So, there exists indirect mapping between high level fault models
and physical defects [133]. Since testing at lower levels (say gate level) using lower level
fault models (say stuck-at-fault model) is scalable only up to certain extent (about 30K
gates and 500 flip flops), so high level fault models are used to test the circuits at higher
abstraction levels. In other words, even though gate level fault models are highly correlated
to real defects, they are not scalable. This difficulty is addressed by developing high level
fault models, testing of circuits using these fault models at higher abstraction levels and
analyzing test quality by indirect mapping of faults versus physical defects [92, 97, 117].
Now we discuss some high level fault models which are based on behavioral or functional
description of the circuit. These high level fault models are designed to provide good
correlation with the gate level fault models. In [56], Anton Karputkin and Jaan Raik have
proposed a set of behavioral fault models that target detection of stuck at faults in gate level
implementations of the RTL designs. Experiments on a set of ITC’99 benchmarks show that
the proposed fault models achieve high gate level stuck-at fault coverage (average of 86%). F.
Coron et al. [25] proposed an RTL fault model which assumes that all the statements in the
high level description are executed at least once and their fault effects are propagated to the
primary outputs. This fault model captures the single stuck at bit faults on all assignment
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statements based on a set of predefined rules. They have achieved a correlation coefficient
about 77% between RTL and gate level fault coverages. The fault model at RTL presented in
paper [59] is based on code validation techniques used in software testing. Results show that
the RTL fault coverage obtained by using this fault model based methodology has a close
match with the gate-level fault coverage. The mixed hierarchical functional fault models
reported in paper [94] are designed to test sequential cores inside the Systems on a Chip
(SoC). The fault models proposed in this paper, based on combination of hierarchical and
functional fault models provide high fault coverage for sequential circuits. It is shown by
experiments that these fault models cover more than 90% of gate-level stuck-at faults for
testing of sequential cores.
Since last decade, a number of high level testing schemes have been proposed using
different high level fault models. Among them the number of OLT schemes is very few
compared to off-line mode of testing. Now, we start with some off-line testing schemes
followed by existing OLT schemes at higher level. Pradip A. Thaker et al. [117] developed
an RTL fault model and fault injection algorithm based on application of stratified sampling
theory and stratum weight extraction techniques where the RTL fault coverage of a module
tracks the gate-level fault coverage within error bounds predicted by the random sampling
technique. An RTL Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) scheme [68] was proposed
by Li et al., which is based on clustering of circuit states at higher description level, termed
as behavioral phases. These phases represent the circuit functionality more explicitly, thus,
simplifies the representation to ease the testing. A series of works have been proposed
by Raimund Ubar et al. [92, 93], for generation of hierarchical test patterns for sequential
circuits using HLDDs. Experimental results show that these schemes have achieved high fault
coverage (average of 89% in [92] and avegage of 91% in [93]) and low test generation time for
some benchmark circuits. Reinsalu et al. in [97,98] have proposed a deductive method (based
on bit coverage fault model) for RTL fault simulation using high level decision diagrams.
Experimentally they have shown that good fault coverage (average of 90% in [98] and average
of 86% in paper [97]) and shorter run-times are achieved with this method in comparison to
gate level fault simulation. A new off-line testing scheme for RTL circuits has proposed by
Mohammad Mirzaei et al. in [74]. This scheme introduces hybrid canonical data structure
based on a decision diagram for generation of test patterns from the arithmetic model of
a RTL circuit. Results illustrated that the scheme achieves high fault coverage (average of
93%) with very short processing time and minimum memory usage.
All the above testing schemes at RTL are purely based on off-line mode of testing and
hence cannot detect the faults that develop during normal operation. There are very few
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works on OLT of VLSI circuits at RTL. The first work in this direction [58] was presented
by Ramesh Karri and Balakrishnan Iyer. This Concurrent Error Detection and Diagnosis
(CEDD) technique is based on replication of model operations and the replicated operations
are executed with the different functional units in the idle computation clock cycles. The
outputs obtained from these functional units are compared and, thus, faulty units are
detected. Although the technique has low area overhead but the main disadvantage of
this scheme is that, it is difficult to find the idle computation clock cycles of functional units
of a system; so it has long latency. Further, now-a-days systems are designed to achieve
parallelism by keeping the functional units busy in all clock cycles. Since the scheme relays
on execution of replicated operations with different functional units, thus this technique
cannot be applied to the operations where there is no secondary functional units to execute
the replicated operations [58].
In another work, Ramesh Karri and KAijie Wu [57] developed an RTL Concurrent
Error Detection (CED) technique based on algorithm level re-computing using allocation
diversity and data diversity. In the case of allocation diversity technique, the operation-tooperator allocation in the normal computation and the re-computation cases are different,
whereas in the data diversity technique, shift operands are applied to the re-computation.
This time-redundancy-based CED scheme achieves high fault coverage with a very low area
overhead. However, this scheme has high time overhead or fault detection latency because it
performs normal computation and re-computation at different times and compares their
results. O. Goloubeva, M. Sonza Reorda and M. Violante [43] presented a behavioral
RTL CED technique that deals with re-computation of the design operations with shifted
operands. This scheme has been applied to two data dominated benchmark circuits; i.e.,
ELLIPF and DIFFEQ, where the fault coverage of functional units are found to be high.
From the above discussion we may state that the OLT schemes at higher abstraction
level have the following issues− i) These schemes depend on idle time of different functional
units of the CUT, so, they have high latency. ii) Since these schemes require some special
properties in the circuit structure, they require re-synthesis and re-design of the original
circuit. So, these OLT schemes are intrusive in nature. iii) These schemes are not architecture
independent, since they always require secondary functional units for OLT. So, these schemes
cannot be directly applied to all types of circuits.
To retain the advantages of partial replication based OLT schemes at gate level reported
in [9, 12, 13], in this thesis we aim at developing a partial replication based OLT scheme at
RTL. However, unlike the use of OBDD for gate level representation, in RTL we use High
Level Decision Diagram (HLDD).
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2.3.4

OLT schemes for asynchronous circuits

Most of the circuits used in VLSI designs are synchronous. Compared to synchronous
circuits, asynchronous designs offer great advantages such as no clock skew problem, low
power consumption and average case performances rather than worst case performances.
Testing asynchronous circuits as compared to synchronous circuits is considered difficult due
to the absence of the global clock [50]. Also, on-line testing of such circuits is one of the
challenging tasks in deep sub-micron designs. The OLT schemes developed for synchronous
circuits are not applicable to asynchronous circuits due to their different design principles.
There are few works that have been proposed on OLT of asynchronous circuits [107,109,129].
Now we elaborate these works as follows.
Traditionally double redundancy methods were used for OLT of asynchronous designs
[129]. In this scheme, two copies of the same circuit work in parallel and the on-line tester
checks if they generate the same output. This scheme results in more than 100% area and
power overheads. Further, both being the same circuit, they are susceptible to similar nature
of failures. The schemes reported in [107, 109] basically work by checking if the output of
the asynchronous circuit maintains a predefined protocol (i.e., there is no premature or
late occurrence of transitions). The checker circuit is implemented using David Cells (DC),
Mutual Exclusion (Mutex) elements, C-elements and logic gates. The checker circuit has
two modes of operation–normal mode and self-test mode. In normal mode the checker is
used to detected if there is any violation in the protocol being executed by the CUT. On the
other hand, in self-test mode the checker is used to detect faults that may occur within the
checker. Mutex elements (component of asynchronous arbiter) were used to grant exclusive
access to the shared DCs between different modes of operation. The area overhead of the
Mutex blocks is high, even compared to the original circuit. So, area overhead of the online tester in this case would be much higher than that of the original circuit and even
the redundancy based methods. Further, this tester only checks the protocol and so fault
coverage or detection latency cannot be guaranteed.
From the above discussion we aim at developing an efficient OLT scheme for
asynchronous circuits which is protocol independent and incurs low area overhead. The
proposed non-intrusive OLT scheme is easily applicable to all type of Speed Independent
asynchronous (SI) circuits.
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2.4

Complexity of generation of exhaustive set of test
patterns for OLT

Unlike off-line testing where a single test pattern is enough for detecting a fault, OLT requires
exhaustive set of test patterns [2, 17]. In OLT, first the exhaustive set of test patterns for
each fault in the considered fault model is generated. Then the on-line tester circuit is
constructed using these test patterns. The process of generation of exhaustive set of test
patterns for a fault is quite involved. Generation of a single test pattern requires three
steps−fault sensitization, fault propagation and line justification. If no input pattern exists
(for a selected path) for fault propagation, then a backtrack is required by selecting another
new path for fault propagation. The above three steps are repeatedly executed till no more
new test patterns are determined. Also, for determination of each test pattern, multiple
backtracks may be required. Further, it may be hard to determine whether no more new
test patterns exist for a fault or the algorithm requires backtrack for a new path. It may
be noted that the number of paths in a circuit net-list can be exponential in the number
of its nets. Hence, there is a requirement of simplification techniques for generation of the
exhaustive set of test patterns.
The simplification in the procedure of generation of exhaustive set of test patterns for a
fault can be incorporated by representing the circuit outputs using Ordered Binary Decision
Diagrams (OBDDs) and devising processing steps to work on these OBDD representations.
To accomplish the exhaustive set of test pattern generation, an OBDD is constructed for
each circuit output in both normal and faulty conditions. The normal and faulty OBDDs are
XORed and the resulting XORed OBDD is constructed. The exhaustive set of test patterns
is generated by applying the “satisfy-all-1” operation on the XORed OBDD. The operations
on OBDDs was first proposed by Bryant in [16], where he has devised algorithms to perform
Boolean operations using OBDD. The size of an OBDD depends mainly on variable ordering.
Many algorithms for efficient variable ordering have been reported in the literature [5,41,52].
Reduced OBDD (ROBDD) is an OBDD where there is no redundant nodes as well as
no isomorphic subgraphs. ROBDDs are compact and canonical representation of Boolean
functions. This makes ROBDDs useful in various VLSI CAD applications, in particular,
design, verification and testing of digital circuits [12, 13]. ROBDDs are suitable to represent
digital circuits at logic gate level, however, they suffer from state explosion problem which
limits their applications on large sized circuits.
To overcome the state explosion problem of ROBDDs, different types of Decision
Diagrams (DDs) have been proposed mainly to represent large sized circuits at higher
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level descriptions. Some of them are Algebraic Decision Diagrams (ADDs) [6], Structurally
Synthesized BDDs (SSBDDs) [95, 96], High Level Decision Diagrams (HLDDs) [92, 93, 125],
etc. ADDs are generally useful for representation, verification and testing of arithmetic
circuits where as SSBDDs are used to represent the structural properties of the digital
circuits in terms of signal paths. HLDDs represent the digital system as a whole at higher
levels like behavioral or RTL for the purpose of ease of fault simulation and diagnosis [96]. In
the next subsection we discuss different types of DDs and their applications in representation
of digital circuits at different level of abstractions.

2.4.1

Decision Diagrams

Decision Diagrams (DDs) are derived from Decision Trees (DTs) by reduction of nodes and
edges, and are used to represent Boolean functions efficiently. The idea of representing
Boolean functions using DDs was first introduced by Lee [64] and Akers [3] and they called
these diagrams as Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs). In the past several years, different
types of DDs have been proposed for applications in digital circuit design, simulation and
test. Now, we summarize a few of them.
Binary Decision Diagram (BDD)
BDD is a directed acyclic graph where a node represents a Boolean function. Every nonterminal node of a BDD is associated with one input variable of the Boolean function. Two
outgoing edges are there from the non-terminal nodes. If an non-terminal node represents
a Boolean function f and is associated with the input variable x, then one outgoing edge
points to the node which represents the function f |x=1 (called Shannon cofactor of f with
respect to x). On the other hand, the second edge points to the node which corresponds to
the function f |x=0 (called Shannon cofactor of f with respect to x̄). In a BDD, there are only
two terminal nodes which represent the constant functions 1 and 0. Figure 2.11 illustrates
the BDD representation of the Boolean function f = xy 0 + yz. The number of nodes in a
BDD depends heavily on ordering of the input variables. An Ordered BDD (OBDD) is a
BDD which has an ordering of input variables. The same figure (Figure 2.11) also illustrates
the OBDD for representing of function f = xy 0 +yz, where ordering of variables is x ≺ y ≺ z.
In 1986, Bryant proposed Reduced OBDD (ROBDD) where the size of the BDD was
reduced using two rules [16]. These two rules are:
a) Merging of two non-terminal nodes: If any two nodes (non-terminals) are roots of two
isomorphic subgraphs, then one of them is deleted and all edges to that (deleted) node
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are redirected to the other retained node.
b) Eliminate an non-terminal node: If both the outgoing edges of a node (non-terminal)
point to the same child, then the parent node is eliminated and all of its incoming edges
are redirected to the child. Such a node is called a redundant node.
Figure 2.12 represents the two reduction rules. Left side of the figure shows merging of
two isomorphic subgraphs and right hand side of the figure shows elimination of a redundant
node. We cannot apply any reduction rules to the BDD shown in Figure 2.11. Thus,
this BDD is an ROBDD representing the function f = xy 0 + yz. The size of an ROBDD
depends on the variable ordering. If the chosen variable ordering is a good one, then we
get a compact representation for the given function, otherwise, the number of states in the
ROBDD is large. Finding the optimal variable ordering of an ROBDD is a computationally
expensive problem, but there exist several heuristics which usually generate a fairly good
variable ordering [5, 41, 52].
ROBDDs provide compact and canonical representation of Boolean functions and
support all the Boolean operations. The operations involve checking equivalence of Boolean
functions, validity of a Boolean function, satisfiability of a Boolean function, absence of
redundant variables in a Boolean function, etc. [51]. For this reason, ROBDDs have several
applications in the area of design, verification and testing of digital circuits.
• Equivalence of Boolean functions: Instead of converting the functions to be compared
into Sum of Product (SoP), Product of Sum (PoS), truth table or binary decision
trees, we can construct ROBDDs using a common variable ordering. If the ROBDDs
obtained are the same then the functions are equivalent.
• Validity of Boolean function: A Boolean function is valid if it returns TRUE for all
possible variable assignments. This can be tested by noticing occurrence of terminal
node 0 in the ROBDD. If there is no terminal node corresponding to 0 in the ROBDD
then the function is valid, else not.
• Satisfiability of Boolean function: A Boolean function is satisfiable if it returns TRUE
for some variable assignment. This can be tested by noticing occurrence of terminal
node 1 in the ROBDD. If there is a terminal node corresponding to 1 in the ROBDD
then function is satisfiable, else not.
• Absence of Redundant Variable in a Boolean function: In case there is a redundant
variable in the function, it can be found out by constructing ROBDD of the function.
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If the diagram does not have any occurrence of a particular variable, then the variable
is redundant to the function.

Structurally Synthesized Binary Decision Diagrams (SSBDDs)
SSBDDs are another special class of BDDs which are developed to represent structural
aspects of digital circuits [95, 96]. SSBDDs are constructed directly from the the gate level
topology of the circuits. SSBDDs were first introduced in [121, 122] as structural alternative
graphs and became an efficient mathematical model to represent digital circuits. This model
has several features in circuit modeling, simulation and test [54]. Firstly, the size of the
SSBDD model is linear with respect to the circuit, while size of the ROBDD can be of
exponential. Secondly, the SSBDD model retains circuit’s structural property while other
BDD models do not have such features. Finally, it also reduces the model complexity since
the algorithms running on the SSBDD model treat different gates equivalently. Due to these
advantages, the SSBDD model has been used in various CAD applications, such as fast
generation of test patterns [121,122], diagnosis of design errors in combinational circuits [55]
and designing efficient algorithms for timing and fault simulation [123], etc.
Next we discuss how a SSBDD is generated directly from the gate level description of
a digital circuit. First the circuit is partitioned into fanout free sub-circuits and each of
them are modeled by different SSBDDs. Figure 2.13 shows a combinational circuit and it’s
SSBDD representation. The SSBDD represents the output of the circuit y = abc1 + c02 d0 ,
where a, b and d are the input variables and c1 and c2 are the fanout branches of input c in
the circuit. The SSBDD is a procedure of calculating the value of the output variable (here
y) for a given values of the node variables. This is performed by traversing the corresponding
path in the SSBDD. If the value of a node variable is 1 (0) then the direction of the path
is always towards the right (down) from the node. There are two terminal nodes in SSBDD
which are labeled by Boolean constants 0 and 1. The terminal nodes are not shown in this
figure and it is assumed that if there is no edge that goes down (right) from a node then
terminal node 0 (1) is reached. The value of output variable y will be determined by the
constant in the terminal node where the procedure stops. In this example, an input pattern
1110(a, b, c, d) is simulated and the path is traced through the node variables a, b and c1
and stops at node variable c1 , which can be found in Figure 2.13(b). The path is stopped at
node variable c1 because the value of variable c is 1 and there is no edge towards right from
node variable c1 . Thus, this input pattern produces the value of y = 1. Similarly, for the
input pattern 1001(a, b, c, d) the path is traversed through the node variables a, b, c02 and
d0 , and stops at node variable d0 . At node variable c02 , the path is traced towards right for
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the value of variable c = 0 because this node contains complement of variable c. Finally,
the path stops at node variable d0 since no edge goes down from this node for the value of
variable d = 1. Thus, the pattern results output y = 0.
a

y
a

b

c1

c1

b

y

c2

c
d

c2

d
(b) SSBDD

(a) combinational circuit

Figure 2.13: Combinational circuit and it’s SSBDD representation

High Level Decision Diagrams
BDDs and SSBDDs are good in representing digital systems at logic gate level but, in case
of complex systems, we often need to describe the systems at high levels, like behavioral,
procedural or RTL. For this purpose High Level Decision Diagrams (HLDDs) were introduced
to represent such systems at higher description levels [122,124]. Since the last decade, HLDDs
have been used for high level and hierarchical test generation for complex digital circuits
[91–93]. The main advantage of using HLDDs is to generalize and extend the gate level
methods and algorithms of fault simulation and test generation to higher abstraction levels
[96]. For this reason, the variables in the form of Boolean values are extended to Boolean
vectors or integers and the Boolean functions are extended to data manipulation operations.
HLDDs have also proven to be an efficient model for fault simulation and test generation
at RTL as both data and control parts are handled in an uniform manner [92, 93]. When
representing a digital circuit at higher level (say RTL) by HLDD model, in general case, a
network of DDs rather than a single DD is required. Next, we discuss the representation of
RTL circuits using HLDD model.
HLDD representation for RTL circuit
At RTL a circuit description is partitioned into two parts−data path and control part. The
data path is viewed as an interconnection of modules, where there are different functional
units, registers, multiplexers, etc. The control part of the circuit is viewed as an FSM and
both the data path and the control part can be represented by different HLDDs.
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Figure 2.14: HLDD representation of a data path segment of an RTL circuit

The upper portion of Figure 2.14 shows an example of a data path of an RTL circuit.
The circuit performs multiplication of two input numbers among three numbers and stores
the product in the register (reg) and finally outputs the product. The first input i.e., IN 3 is
directly applied to the multiplier whereas, the second input between IN 1 and IN 2 is selected
by the multiplexer (mux). When the multiplexer selection line, i.e., mux-sel is 0(1), then
IN 1(IN 2) is selected by the multiplexer and applied to the multiplier. The multiplication
is performed (either IN 1 ∗ IN 3 or IN 2 ∗ IN 3) and the product is stored in the register when
the register enable signal, i.e., reg-enable is high. The lower portion of Figure 2.14 shows
the HLDD representation of the data path. The initial node n0 of the HLDD represents
the reg and is associated with the expression reg-enable, i.e., enable signal of reg. Similarly,
node n1 represents the mux and is associated with the expression mux-sel, i.e., selection
line of mux. The content of the register remains unchanged as long as reg-enable=0 ; this is
modeled at terminal node n2 , labeled by constant assignment operation, which assigns the
previous value of the register as output. Similarly, two multiplication operations IN 1 ∗ IN 3
and IN 2 ∗ IN 3 are carried out at the terminal nodes n3 and n4 , respectively. Thus, in the
data path HLDD model, the non-terminal nodes are labeled by some control or selection
expressions and the terminal nodes are labeled by some operations.
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Figure 2.15: Decision Diagram representation of a control part segment when current state is S2

In similar way, the control part of an RTL circuit is represented using another HLDD
model. The upper part of Figure 2.15 shows an example of a portion of the control part of
an RTL circuit in form of FSM state table and its the corresponding HLDD representation
is shown in lower part of the figure. In the control HLDD model, the non-terminal nodes
correspond to the current state status and FSM input control signals (conditions) whereas,
terminal nodes hold a vector which includes values of next state along with the values of
FSM output control signals. Here, the FSM state table shows behavior of the circuit when
the present state is S2. The initial node n0 in the HLDD model represents present state and
is is associated with current state status S. The non-terminal nodes n1 and n2 represent
FSM inputs and are associated with control signals cin1 and cin2, respectively. The terminal
nodes n3 and n4 represent next state and FSM outputs when the values of hcin1 cin2i is 10
and 11, respectively.
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2.4.2

Testing of digital circuits using Decision Diagrams

In last subsection, we have discussed different types of DDs and their uses for representation
of digital circuits. Among them Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD) has been used as
an efficient data structure for OLT of digital circuits at gate level [9,12,13]. The OLT schemes
reported in papers [9, 12, 13] directly generate test patterns from the OBDD representation
of the circuit and design on-line tester circuit using these test patterns.

Each output

of the circuit is represented using separate OBDDs under normal and faulty conditions
(say OBDDnormal and OBDDf aulty ). Then logical XOR operation is performed between
OBDDnormal and OBDDf aulty and resulting XORed OBDD (say OBDDxor ) is constructed.
Finally, test patterns are generated by applying “satisfy-all-1” operation on the OBDDxor .
For example, let fN (a, b, c) = ab0 + a0 b + a0 c be an output function of a circuit under normal
condition and fF (a, b, c) = a0 c + ab0 c be the output function under faulty condition. The
OBDD representation of fN is shown in Figure 2.16 and OBDD representation of fF is
shown in Figure 2.17. The XOR operation is performed between normal and faulty OBDDs
and resulting XOR-OBDD is shown in Figure 2.18. The test patterns to detect that fault
can be generated by applying the “satisfy-all-1” operation on the OBDDxor . Here, the
test patterns (ha, b, ci) are h1, 0, 0i and h0, 1, 0i. The feasibility of the test patterns can be
verified by applying them on the normal and faulty OBDDs; for both the test patterns,
in case OBDDnormal (OBDDf aulty ) they generate output as 1 (0). Thus, the obtained test
patterns are valid and can successfully detect the fault. Once all test patterns for all possible
faults of the CUT are generated using the XOR-OBDD procedure, then the on-line tester
circuit is designed using these test patterns. The on-line tester executes concurrently with
the CUT and detects the occurrence of faults during normal operation.
The OLT schemes reported in [9, 12, 13] use OBDD in a straight forward manner for
generation of test patterns for the circuits modeled at gate level. However, this procedure of
generation of test patterns using XOR of OBDDs cannot be directly applied for addressing
the challenges of OLT discussed in Section 2.3.

• Measurement limitation: When some lines of the CUT are not tapped (under
measurement limitation) by the on-line tester then generation of test patterns using
OBDDs is not a straight forward procedure. This is because the test patterns generated
using the above procedure under full measurement case (tapping all lines of the
CUT) may not remain so under a given measurement limitation. Thus, test pattern
generation under measurement limitation cannot be directly performed using the above
XOR-OBDD based scheme.
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2.5 Conclusion

• Feedback bridging fault: The simple XOR based procedure of generation of test
patterns using OBDDs may not be a direct approach for feedback bridging faults
because in some cases they create oscillations.
• Scalability: In case of OLT scheme at higher description level like behavioral level,
register transfer level, etc., the procedure of generation of test patterns using OBDDs
cannot be applied because OBDDs model the circuits at the gate level.
• OLT for asynchronous circuits: OBDDs have not yet been applied for OLT
of asynchronous circuits. So a study is required to find whether the XOR-OBDD
procedure is applicable to OLT of asynchronous circuits.

2.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we have discussed different types of OLT techniques for digital VLSI circuits
along with their pros and cons. It is seen that partial replication technique is widely used
compared to other techniques because of the advantages like non-intrusiveness, simplicity,
flexibility, etc. However, there are some shortfalls in this technique which are addressed in
the thesis; these are−(i) measurement limitation based flexibility, (ii) coverage for feedback
bridging faults, (iii) improvement in scalability and (iv) handling asynchronous circuits.
Also, different types of decision diagrams and their application in modeling and testing of
digital circuits have been discussed in this chapter. It is seen that OBDD is used in a straight
forward manner for generation of test patterns for OLT of circuits at gate level. However,
such a procedure of generation of test patterns using OBDDs cannot be directly applied to
the problems in case of measurement limitation, feedback bridging faults, circuits modeled
at higher level of abstractions and asynchronous circuits. So several extensions are required
to the XOR-OBDD procedure to address these problems.
In the next chapter we will address our first problem, i.e., designing a flexible OLT
scheme with the concept of measurement limitation using OBDD.
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Chapter 3
On-line Testing with Measurement
Limitation
3.1

Introduction

On-line Testing (OLT) is performed when the circuit is in operational mode. It basically
involves continuous monitoring of the circuit and detecting the occurrence of a fault within
a finite time of its occurrence. Broadly speaking, there are four primary parameters that
are considered in design of an on-line tester−i) fault coverage, ii) fault detection latency, iii)
area overhead and iv) power overhead (Chapter 2, Subsection 2.1.4). The area and power
overheads of the on-line testers are high because they are designed using the exhaustive set
of test patterns for each fault of the circuit. If some faults and test patterns are dropped
then area and power overheads reduce, however, at the cost of fault coverage and detection
latency. Thus, one of the main requirements of OLT is to provide flexibility in the online tester circuitry design. The OLT schemes reported in the literature [9, 12, 13] provide
flexibility in terms of trade-offs between area overhead of the tester versus fault coverage and
detection latency. These schemes have lowered the area overhead by considering a subset of
test patterns for design of the on-line tester circuit. However, the subset of test patterns is
selected in a fashion such that for all faults, at least one test pattern is present. Experimental
results in [9, 12, 13] have illustrated that very high fault coverage can be achieved even with
low area overheads. It is also shown that the impact of lowering the test patterns is almost
linear with the detection latency.
The on-line tester circuitry executes concurrently with the Circuit Under Test (CUT)
and needs to tap certain lines of the CUT. As the on-line tester is fabricated on the same chip
with the CUT, any point of the CUT can be easily tapped. This enables easy measurement
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of any required digital parameter of the CUT by the tester. So, most of the works on OLT
[9, 12, 13] (Chapter 2, Section 2.3) have ignored the issue of tap points or measurement
limitation. It may be noted that measurement limitation reduces load (fan-outs) on the
gates of the CUT which drive the tap points. This in turn reduces the number of additional
buffers required for driving the tester by the CUT, thereby decreasing the area overhead of
the tester. However, minimization of tap points also compromise fault coverage and detection
latency. This is because some of the test patterns generated for the full measurement case
no longer retain their capability to detect faults under measurement limitation. Therefore,
“number of tap points” can be used as a parameter to trade-off area overhead versus fault
coverage and detection latency.

In this chapter, we aim at developing a partial replication based OLT scheme for
digital circuits with measurement limitation. We also study the effect of minimizing tap
points on fault coverage, detection latency and area overhead, from the OLT perspective.
The scheme starts with generation of test patterns, called Fault Detecting transitions (F Dtransitions), for each fault of the circuit under full measurement. Following that, the F Dtransitions that remain so under a given measurement limitation are determined. Finally, online tester, called Fault versus Normal condition detector (F N -detector), is designed using
these F D-transitions. The procedure of generation of F D-transitions and determination
of F D-transitions under measurement limitation are implemented using Ordered Binary
Decision Diagrams (OBDDs). Experimental results on ISCAS 89 benchmarks have been
presented, which illustrate that measurement limitation can be used as a trade-off parameter
to minimize area overhead to a great extent with minimal compromise in fault coverage and
detection latency. It is also found that for a given detection latency and coverage, area
overhead of the proposed scheme is lower compared to other similar schemes reported in the
literature.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we discuss circuit modeling using
Finite State Automata (FSA) framework and F N -detector construction under measurement
limitation. Section 3.3 illustrates use of Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) to
generate F D-transitions efficiently for construction of the F N -detector, which makes the
approach scalable. Section 3.4 presents experiential results regarding area overhead, fault
coverage and detection latency versus measurement limitation of the F N -detector. Finally
we conclude in Section 3.5.
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3.2

FSA framework under measurement limitation:
Circuit modeling and F N -detector design

In this section, we model a digital sequential circuit having a single clock using the FSA
framework. Figure 3.1 illustrates the basic block diagram of a sequential circuit with the
on-line tester. First we consider the Next State Function (NSF) block and Flip-Flops (FFs)
for OLT. The mechanism can be easily extended for the Output Function (OF) block, which
is a combinational circuit; this will be illustrated in Subsection 3.3.3. In other words, first
only the two sub-parts of the circuit, i.e., NSF block and the FFs are considered as the CUT.
Later we will demonstrate how the scheme is applied for the OF block of the circuit.
A sequential circuit without the OF block is modeled as FSA G = hV, X, X0 , Σ, =i,
where V = {v1 , v2 , ...., vn } is a finite set of Boolean variables, X is a finite set of G-states
(also called set of states), X0 ⊆ X is the set of initial states, Σ is a finite set of input
symbols and = is a finite set of transitions. The set V of variables can be partitioned
into two subsets, namely (i) S = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vk } representing the state variables and (ii)
I = {vk+1 , vk+2 , · · · , vn } representing the input variables. A G-state or state x ∈ X is a
mapping x : S → {0, 1}. Similarly, any input symbol σ ∈ Σ is a mapping σ : I → {0, 1}.
Thus, a state is represented by a binary k-tuple, where k = dlog2 |X|e. Similarly, any input
symbol can be represented as a binary i-tuple, where i = n − k and |Σ| = 2n−k .

Circuit Under Test(CUT)

Secondary Inputs(state feedback)
S

Next State Function
(NSF)

I

NSF block
outputs
S+

Primary Inputs
I

State
Flip Flops
(FF)

Present state

Output
Function
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(OF)

Clock

Tap point
S+
Tap point: I
FN−detector

Status

Figure 3.1: Basic architecture of a sequential circuit with on-line tester (F N -detector)
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All input and state variables are not measurable. Let Im ⊂ I and Sm ⊂ S be the
subsets of measurable input and state variables, respectively. The unmeasurable state (input)
variables correspond to register-outputs (primary input lines) which are not tapped by the
on-line tester. The measurable input alphabet Σm = {σ|Im such that σ ∈ Σ} and the
measurable set of states Xm = {x|Sm such that x ∈ X} 1 .
A transition τ ∈ = from a state x to another state x+ is an ordered three-tuple
τ = hx, σ, x+ i where, x (initial(τ )) is the initial state of the transition, x+ (f inal(τ )) is
the final state of the transition and σ ∈ Σ (input(τ )) is the input symbol of the transition.

3.2.1

Circuit modeling under single stuck-at fault

Single stuck-at (s-a) faults are represented in the FSA model of a circuit using the following
steps:
• The variable set V is extended to include a subset C of l = dlog2 (p + 1)e status
variables. Thus, V = S ∪ I ∪ C, where S and I are the sets of state and input variables
respectively, as given before, and p is the number of possible faults in the circuit.
• The state mappings are extended so that each becomes a mapping from S ∪C to {0, 1}.
S
x(C) = {N, F1 , F2 , · · · , Fp }, where N stands for normal status and Fi , 1 ≤ i ≤ p,
x∈X

stands for the ith fault status. The image x(C) of C under x is called the fault label
of the state x.
The set of status variables are unmeasurable. The FSA model of a circuit (capturing
both normal and fault status) can be conveniently conceived as a collection of sub-machines,
one for the normal condition and one each for the faults F1 , F2 , · · · , Fp . The onset of a fault
Fi is captured by a transition from a state x1 with x1 (C) = N to a state x2 with x2 (C) = Fi ;
such transitions are termed as si -transitions (for the start of fault Fi ) and are represented as
si = hx1 , T, x2 i, where x1 (C) = N , x2 (C) = Fi and “T ” stands for “always true”. Due to the
occurrence of an si -transition, only the status variable changes its value from N to Fi and
all other state variables remain unchanged. Thus, si -transitions are unmeasurable. These
transitions need not occur at the triggering edges of the clock, i.e., they are asynchronous.
Their enabling conditions do not depend on any input variable combinations as they are
always true.
We use a flat indexing like x1 , x2 , · · · , xl when no differentiation needs to be made among
1

x|Sm is the restriction of values x to set Sm . For example, if x = hv1 v2 v3 i = h110i and Sm = {v1 , v2 },

then x|Sm returns h11i.
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the sub-machines (normal or faulty). When we need to make a distinction between normal
and faulty sub-machines, the states for the normal sub-machine are designated as x0j , 1 ≤ j,
and those of the Fi -sub-machine are designated as xij , 1 ≤ j; likewise for the transitions.
Definition 3.1. N -state: A G-state is called normal (i.e., N -state), denoted as x0j , 1 ≤ j,
if x0j (C) = N . The set of all normal states is denoted as XN .
Definition 3.2. Fi -state: A G-state is called an Fi -state, denoted as xij , 1 ≤ j, if
xij (C) = Fi . The set of all Fi states is denoted as XFi .
Definition 3.3. Normal G-transition and Faulty G-transition:

A G-transition

hx, σ, x+ i is called a Normal (Faulty Fi ) G-transition if x, x+ ∈ XN (XFi ).
Since faults are assumed to be permanent, there is no transition from any XFi state to
any XN state.
Definition 3.4. Measurement equivalent states: Two states x1 and x2 are measurement
equivalent, denoted as x1 Ex2 , if x1 |Sm = x2 |Sm .
Definition 3.5. Measurement equivalent transitions: Two transitions τ1 = hx1 , σ1 , x+
1i
and τ2 = hx2 , σ2 , x+
2 i are measurement equivalent, denoted as τ1 Eτ2 , if x1 |Sm = x2 |Sm ,
+
x+
1 |Sm = x2 |Sm and σ1 |Im = σ2 |Im .

In other words, two transitions are measurement equivalent if their source states are
measurement equivalent, destination states are measurement equivalent and so are the
inputs.
Throughout this chapter the simple example circuit given in Figure 3.2 is used to
illustrate the theory. A single s-a-1 fault F1 is assumed at the fanout branch marked A in
Figure 3.2. Figure 3.3 shows the FSA model for the circuit corresponding to the normal and
faulty behaviour.

3.2.2

F N -detector design for FSA model of a circuit

Let us first consider the circuit of Figure 3.2 under the case of full measurement i.e., Sm = S
and Im = I. If we compare the transitions under normal condition with the corresponding
ones after the s-a-1 fault in the FSA model given in Figure 3.3, it is seen that there is one
transition namely, hx11 , 1, x13 i : τ16 , that implies a change in the circuit behaviour after
the fault. This is because, for transition hx11 , 1, x13 i : τ16 the corresponding transition in
normal condition is hx01 , 1, x02 i : τ06 , where x01 |Sm = x11 |Sm = 10, σ06 = σ16 = 1 but
x02 |Sm = 00 6= x13 |Sm = 01. All other F1 -transitions have an equivalent N -transition, e.g.,
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Figure 3.2: A simple sequential circuit with a s-a-1 fault
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τ01 Eτ11 ; so they cannot detect the fault. Hence, a Finite State Machine (FSM) can be
designed to determine if the following takes place. The CUT is in state x01 or in x11 (i.e.,
measured state variables are 10) and after that at input 1 the next state is x13 (i.e., the
measured state variables in the next clock period become 01); this indicates the s-a-1 fault.
We term this machine as an F N -detector (Fault versus Normal condition detector) and the
transition(s), that detect the faults, as F D-transitions (Fault Detecting transitions).
From the above observation, it appears that the F N -detector needs to monitor both
the NSF block outputs and the state flip-flop outputs. In case of the CUT of Figure 3.2, the
F N -detector may measure v1 , v2 along with the NSF block outputs v1+ , v2+ and the input v3 .
If the input vector hv1 , v2 , v3 , v1+ , v2+ i = h10101i, then the F N -detector can move to a fault
indicating state; else, on encountering h10100i (or any other don’t care pattern), it can loop
back to the same state.
Since the number of state variables in a typical VLSI circuit is quite high, the number of
inputs to the F N -detector circuit should be restricted. In this work, we are able to do so by
allowing the the F N -detector to monitor only the NSF outputs and detect an F D-transition
in two steps (in two consecutive clock cycles). The F N -detector, in the first clock cycle,
verifies whether the CUT is going to be in the initial state of the F D-transition. If it has
happened, then the detector, in the next clock cycle, examines if the primary input and the
NSF block output match, respectively, the input and the final state of the F D-transition.
Obviously, both these steps can be performed by measuring only the NSF block outputs.
It is to be observed that the technique still allows the F N -detector to move in step with
the CUT, i.e., both the F N -detector and the CUT can be driven by the same clock edge.
The basic schematic of the F N -detector vis-a-vis the CUT is shown in Figure 3.1. The
process of F N -detector construction from F D-transition is first demonstrated for the CUT
of Figure 3.2 and then we give a generalized treatment.
The state transition diagram of the F N -detector of the FSA model of the CUT,
shown in Figure 3.3, is given in Figure 3.4. This F N -detector detects the F D-transition
hx11 , 1, x13 i : τ16 . The detector starts from z0 (the initial state). State z1 is reached by the
transition t2 when the CUT traverses to the state x11 = inital(τ16 ), i.e., the measured NSF
block outputs v1+ and v2+ are 1 and 0, respectively. The value of the input variable v3 is a
don’t care (d) because the F N -detector depends only on the next state of the CUT to reach
z1 . If the CUT moves to a state other than x11 , (or x01 ), then t1 , the self-loop transition,
takes place. So, the F N -detector reaches the state z1 simultaneously with the CUT moving
to the state x11 (or x01 ). The transition t3 from the state z1 represents the fact that the F Dtransition τ16 will occur in the CUT in the next clock edge because the NSF block outputs
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Figure 3.4: F N -detector for the FSA model of the circuit with a s-a-1 fault (Figure 3.3)

v1+ = 0 and v2+ = 1 and the input variable v3 = 1, as given by the 3-tuple hv1+ v2+ v3 i = h011i.
Thus, the transition t3 leads the F N -detector to the final state zf yielding the output 1,
indicating that the s-a-1 fault has occurred at the fanout branch marked A. If such an
input-next state combination is not found in the state z1 , then the F N -detector traverses
back to z0 by the transition t4 . If the final state zf is reached, the detector always remains
in that state since the faults are permanent; the output is 1 indicating fault detection.
Now, we formally define the F D-transitions and the F N -detector.
Definition 3.6. F D-transition: An Fi -G-transition τik = hxik , σik , x+
ik i is an F Dtransition, for fault Fi (denoted as F Di -transition), if there is a normal-G-transition
+
τ0l = hx0l , σ0l , x+
6 x+
0l i such that x0l Exik , σ0l |Im = σik |Im and x0l E
ik .

The set of all F Di -transitions is denoted as =F Di . The set of all F D-transitions for all
faults is denoted as =F D . Let =F Di = {τi1 , τi2 , · · · , τil }, where, 1 ≤ j ≤ l, τij = hxij , σij , x+
ij i.
The F N -detector is driven by the same clock edge as the CUT. In general, there are
three types of states in any F N -detector − an initial state z0 , a set of intermediate states
z1 , z2 , · · · , zl and a single final state zf . The initial state z0 keeps track of the next Gstate by monitoring the outputs of the NSF block v1+ , v2+ , · · · , vk+ . The input variables
vk+1 , vk+2 , · · · , vn are don’t cares for the transitions emanating from z0 . Whenever the CUT
is going to be in any state xij |Sm , for some τij ∈ =F Di , at the next clock edge, the F N detector moves to an intermediate state zk . Thus, there is a transition from z0 to zk (for
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τij ), labeled with the values of the measurable state variables corresponding to xij |Sm (i.e.,
initial(τij )); the outputs associated with all these transitions from z0 are 0. In the state
zk , the F N -detector keeps track of those outputs of the NSF block v1+ , v2+ , · · · , vk+ which
are in Sm and inputs from vk+1 , vk+2 , · · · , vn which are in Im . If the input pattern matches
with σij |Im (i.e., input(τij )) and the NSF block output pattern matches with x+
ij |Sm (i.e.,
final(τij )), then the F N -detector moves to the final state zf yielding an output 1; else it
moves back to z0 . Thus, there is a transition from zk to zf (for τij ), labeled with the values
of the measurable state variables corresponding to the state x+
ij and the measurable values of
the input variables corresponding to σij . The set of F N -detector states, therefore, is given
by Z = {z0 , z1 , z2 , · · · , zl , zf }, where z1 , z2 , · · · , zl correspond to the initial states of the F Di transitions. In a similar way F D-transitions of all other faults need to be incorporated in
the F N -detector by associating intermediate states with each transition. It is possible to
merge two intermediate states zk and zn into a single one if the corresponding F D-transitions
+
τij = hxij , σij , x+
ij i and τln = hxln , σln , xln i are such that xij |Sm = xln |Sm . Thus, the F N -

detector is a finite state machine given by the six-tuple,
GF N = hZ, z0 , ΣZ , δZ , YZ , zf i,

(3.1)

where Z is the set of states, z0 is the initial state, ΣZ = Xm × Σm is the input alphabet,
δZ is the transition function, YZ is the output function and zf is the final state. Here,
δZ : Z × ΣZ → Z and YZ : Z × ΣZ → {0, 1}. The following steps are used for the
construction of the F N -detector.
1. Create an initial state z0 and final state zf .
2. For each F D-transition τij , repeat Step 3 and Step 4.
3. Create an intermediate state zk . Add a transition tk from z0 to zk . Input of tk is
v1+ , v2+ , · · · , vk+ = initial(τij ) co-joined with vk+1 , vk+2 , · · · , vn , which are don’t cares.
Output of tk is 0.
4. Add a transition tl from zk to zf . Input of tl is v1+ , v2+ , · · · , vk+ = f inal(τij ) co-joined
with vk+1 , vk+2 , · · · , vn = input(τij ). Output of tl is 1.
5. For each pair of intermediate states zk and zn , merge them into a single state, if the
+
corresponding F D-transitions τij = hxij , σij , x+
ij i and τln = hxln , σln , xln i are such that

xij |Sm = xln |Sm .
6. From each intermediate state zk , add a transition to z0 . The enabling condition of
the transition is any value of v1+ , v2+ , · · · , vk+ , vk+1 , vk+2 , · · · , vn other than the ones
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corresponding to enabling conditions of transitions emanating from zk and leading to
zf . The output is 0.
7. Add a self loop in z0 , whose enabling condition is any value of v1+ , v2+ , · · · , vk+ , vk+1 , vk+2 ,
· · · , vn other than the ones corresponding to enabling conditions of transitions
emanating from the initial state. The output is 0.
8. Add a self loop in zf , whose enabling condition is always TRUE (i.e., any value of
v1+ , v2+ , · · · , vk+ , vk+1 , vk+2 , · · · , vn ) and output is 1.
F N -detector under measurement limitation
Let us now examine the feasibility of an F N -detector under measurement limitation
Sm = {v2 } and Im = {v3 }, i.e., v1 is not tapped. In this case, the transition τ16 = hx11 , 1, x13 i
is an F D1 -transition because there is a normal-G-transition namely, τ06 = hx01 , 1, x02 i such
that x01 |Sm = x11 |Sm = 0, σ06 |Im = σ16 |Im = 1 and x02 |Sm 6= x13 |Sm because x02 |Sm = 0 and
x13 |Sm = 1.
Interestingly, however, τ16 cannot detect the fault F1 in an F N -detector as explained
below. Suppose we proceed to construct an F N -detector as follows. Since τ16 is measured
as hx11 |Sm , v3 |Im , x13 |Sm i = hv2 , v3 , v2+ i = h0, 1, 1i, on detecting v2+ to be 0, the F N -detector
would go to an intermediate state. Following that, if the input v3 is measured to be 1, and
v2+ is measured as 1, then the final state of the F N -detector is visited indicating fault F1 .
However, the transition τ02 = hx02 , 1, x03 i will also be measured as h0, 1, 1i; in other words, τ02
is measurement equivalent to τ16 . Thus, under the measurement limitation being considered,
the F N -detector cannot detect the fault. So, we may say that τ16 no longer remains so under
measurement limitation Sm = {v2 } and Im = {v3 }. Let us now examine the feasibility of an
F N -detector under another measurement limitation Sm = {v1 , v2 } and Im = {}, i.e., input
v3 is not tapped. In this case, the transition τ16 = hx11 , 1, x13 i is an F D1 -transition because
there is a normal-G-transition namely, τ06 = hx01 , 1, x02 i such that x01 |Sm = x11 |Sm = 10,
σ06 |Im = σ16 |Im = φ and x02 |Sm 6= x13 |Sm because x02 |Sm = 00 and x13 |Sm = 01. Interestingly,
unlike measurement restriction for v1 , τ16 (measurement restriction for v3 ) can detect the fault
F1 in an F N -detector as explained below. Suppose we proceed to construct an F N -detector
as follows. Since τ16 is measured as hx11 |Sm , v3 |Im , x13 |Sm i = hv1 v2 , φ, v1+ v2+ i = h10, φ, 01i, on
detecting v1+ v2+ to be 10, the F N -detector would go to an intermediate state. Following that,
if v1+ v2+ is measured as 01, then the final state of the F N -detector is visited indicating fault
F1 . It may be noted that in the normal sub-machine (Figure 3.3) there is no transition which
is measured as h10, φ, 01i, thereby successfully completing the F N -detector construction. So,
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in this case of measurement limitation, the F N -detector is capable of detecting the fault. In
other words, we may say that τ16 remains an F D1 -transition under measurement limitation
Sm = {v1 , v2 } and Im = {}.
Thus, it may be concluded that for some measurement limitation, certain F Di transition (under full measurement) becomes non-F Di -transition. Before we proceed to
the next section, we formally define F D-transition under measurement limitation Im and
Sm .
Definition 3.7. F Di -transition under Im and Sm : An Fi -G-transition τij = hxij , σij , x+
ij i
is an F Di -transition under Im and Sm , if there is a normal-G-transition τ0l = hx0l , σ0l , x+
0l i
such that x0l Exij , σ0l |Im = σij |Im and x+
6 x+
ij . Further, there should not be any normal-G0l E
+
+
transition τ0m = hx0m , σ0m , x+
0m i such that x0m Exij , σ0m |Im = σij |Im and x0m Exij . The set

of all F Di -transitions for fault Fi under Im and Sm is denoted as =F Di |Im ,Sm .
The inherent problem of constructing the F N -detector from the FSA model is that the
method becomes prohibitively complex even for simple VLSI circuits because the explicit
FSA model of a circuit is exponential in number of flip-flops in the circuit. In the next section,
we propose a scheme which is capable of detecting the F D-transitions (with measurement
limitation) directly from the circuit description without the need of the explicit FSA model
and, therefore, can be applied to fairly complex circuits.

3.3

Efficient construction of F N -detector

The NSF block is a combinational circuit with two types of inputs namely, the primary
inputs I and the secondary inputs S (which are feedback from the flip-flop outputs). The
NSF block outputs, denoted collectively as S + , determine the next state. This is illustrated
in Figure 3.5.
The NSF block can be described by the tuple S = hΣS , S + i, where ΣS = X × Σ is
the alphabet of input symbols (patterns) and S + = {v1+ , v2+ , · · · , vk+ } is the set of outputs
lines. For each vi+ ∈ S + , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, vi+ : ΣS → {0, 1}. Thus, an NSF output line
vi+ also designates the switching function realized on this line.

An input combination

σs ∈ ΣS is a mapping from V = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vk , · · · , vn } to {0, 1} represented as an n-tuple
hσs (v1 ), σs (v2 ), · · · , σs (vk ), σs (vk+1 ), · · · , σs (vn )i, where the first k members constitute a ktuple of the secondary inputs and the remaining (n − k) members constitute an (n − k)-tuple
of the primary inputs.
+
+ +
} denote the output maps represented by the NSF block
, vi2 , · · · , vik
Let Si+ = {vi1
+
+
+
} denote the output maps represented by
under fault Fi ; similarly let S0+ = {v01
, v02
, · · · , v0k
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Figure 3.5: Input-output of the NSF block

the NSF block under normal condition. If we speak of the NSF block without the context of
faults (i.e., only in the normal condition), then S + = {v1+ , v2+ , · · · , vk+ } denotes its outputs.
An F Di -transition τim = hxim , σim , x+
im i can be determined from the NSF block netlist
description in the following manner:
For the given s-a fault Fi , determine a value of the input combination of the NSF block
i.e., σs ∈ ΣS which sensitizes the fault and propagates the effect through the NSF block in
+
at least one of its outputs, i.e., ∃j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, vij+ (σs ) 6= v0j
(σs ). As the secondary inputs

of the NSF block are the outputs of the state flip-flops, a secondary input pattern denotes
the current state from where there is an F D-transition. Hence, the first k-tuple of σs =
initial(τim ) = xim . Similarly, the second (n − k)-sub-tuple of σs = input(τim ) = σim . The
output of the NSF block (with fault Fi ) corresponding to the input σs gives f inal(τim ) = x+
im
+
+
+
as hvi1
(σs ), vi2
(σs ), · · · , vik
(σs )i. To determine the set =F Di , all possible values of σs are to
+
(σs ).
be determined such that ∃j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, vij+ (σs ) 6= v0j

Now we study F D-transitions under measurement limitation. Given =F Di , subject to
measurement limitation Im and Sm , some of the F Di -transitions may not remain so. An input combination σs ∈ ΣS under Im , Sm is represented as an n-tuple hσs (v1 ), σs (v2 ), · · · , σs (vk ),
σs (vk+1 ), · · · , σs (vn )i, where σs (vi ) is d (don’t care), if vi ∈
/ Sm ∪Im . For example, hd, σs (v2 ), · · · ,
σs (vk ), d, · · · , σs (vn )i represents the input combination when v1 ∈
/ Sm and vk+1 ∈
/ Im , i.e.,
+
are not measured. The input combination σs ∈ ΣS under
NSF block output lines v1+ and vk+1

Im , Sm represents a set of input combinations (under full measurement) which are obtained
by replacing each d with 0 and 1. For example, if σs = hd, σs (v2 ), · · · , σs (vk ), d, · · · , σs (vn )i
under v1 ∈
/ Sm and vk+1 ∈
/ Im , then σs |Im ,Sm = {h0, σs (v2 ), · · · , σs (vk ), 0, · · · , σs (vn )i,
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h0, σs (v2 ), · · · , σs (vk ), 1, · · · , σs (vn )i, h1, σs (v2 ), · · · , σs (vk ), 0, · · · , σs (vn )i, h1, σs (v2 ), · · · ,
σs (vk ), 1, · · · , σs (vn )i}.
An F Di -transition τim = hxim , σim , x+
im i remains so under Im and Sm if
• Fault propagation is through a measured NSF output line: If σs (here xim × σim )
sensitizes the fault and propagates the effect through the NSF block in at least one of
+
its measured outputs, i.e., ∃j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, vij+ (σs ) 6= v0j
(σs ) ∧ vj ∈ Sm .

• Under measurement limitation τim does not become equivalent to any N -transition: 6 ∃
+
N -transition τ0l = hx0l , σ0l , x+
0l i, such that ∃(x0l × σ0l ) ∈ σs |Im ,Sm and v0j (x0l × σ0l ) =

vij+ (σs ), ∀vj ∈ Sm .
For example, τ16 = hx11 , 1, x13 i (Figure 3.2) is an F D-transition. Here, x11 = 10, σ16 =
1, x13 = 01. Also, input combination is σs ≡ hσs (v1 ), σs (v2 ), σs (v3 )i = x11 × 1 = 101. If Sm =
{v1 , v2 } and Im = {}, then input combination set σs |Im ,Sm ≡ 101|v3 is 10d = {100, 101}. Here,
+
+
+
+
+
+
v01
(100) = v11
(101) = 0 but v02
(100) = 0 6= v12
(101) = 1. Similarly, v01
(101) = v11
(101) = 0
+
+
but v02
(101) = 0 6= v12
(101) = 1. So τ16 = hx11 , 1, x13 i remains a F D1 -transition even under

Sm = {v1 , v2 } and Im = {}. Now let us consider measurement limitation Sm = {v2 }
and Im = {v3 }; input combination set σs |Im ,Sm ≡ 101|v1 is d01 = {001, 101}.
+
v01
(001)

=

+
v11
(101)

= 0 and

+
v02
(001)

=

+
v12
(101)

Here,

= 1. So τ16 = hx11 , 1, x13 i does not

remain an F D1 -transition under Sm = {v2 } and Im = {v3 }. The same conclusion was
arrived at in Subsection 3.2.2
Given a netlist description of the NSF block of the circuit, the set of F D-transitions
under Im and Sm can be determined in the following manner:
1. Simulate the NSF block under normal condition to determine output responses for all
input combinations.
2. Insert the s-a fault at the proper point in the NSF.
3. Simulate the NSF block with the fault for all possible input combinations.
4. Determine all possible values of inputs such that the output is different under fault
and normal condition; the corresponding transitions are F D-transitions under full
measurement (also called test patterns in off-line test terminology [17]).
5. For each F D-transition check if it remains so, under Im and Sm .
6. Repeat Steps (1) to (5) for all possible s-a faults.
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Step (1) through Step (4) basically involve determining all possible values of input
combinations for the NSF block that sensitize the fault and propagate its effect through at
least one NSF block output; this is called exhaustive test pattern generation [17]. Exhaustive
test pattern generation is a computationally hard problem. Further, to determine whether a
test pattern under full measurement remains so, even under a given measurement limitation
requires O(2k ), where k = n − (|Sm | + |Im |), times analysis of the normal circuit. In other
words, a test pattern under full measurement represents a set of patterns under measurement
limitation, which are obtained by replacing each unmeasurable input by 0 and 1 (O(2k ) in
number). So, like exhaustive test pattern generation procedure, this process of checking
test patterns under measurement limitation also involves exponential complexity. Hence, we
require optimized techniques for this problem.
The subsections that follow provide the details of these optimization steps. In essence,
these optimizations result by representing the NSF outputs as OBDDs [16] and devising
processing steps to work on these OBDD representations.

3.3.1

OBDD based procedure for exhaustive test pattern generation for the NSF block under full measurement

In this section we discuss the procedure for exhaustive test pattern generation for a fault Fi
for a given output line of the NSF block (under full measurement). Without compromising
fault detection capability, we assume that even if Fi is manifested at more than one NSF
output lines, any one of these lines can be used for its detection. Given an NSF block output
+
vj+ and a fault Fi , two OBDDs are generated for the Boolean functions v0j
and vij+ , the

former for the normal condition and the latter under Fi . The two OBDDs are XORed and
the exhaustive set of input test vectors for Fi (that is, the exhaustive set of test patterns)
is the result of “satisfy-all-1” operation on the resulting XORed OBDD because all paths
leading to 1 in the XORed OBDD represent the exhaustive set of input patterns for which the
output under normal condition is different from that under the fault. The output response
vij+ , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, for the fault Fi , for the given set of input test vectors, can be easily obtained
form the OBDD for vij+ by applying the test patterns; this process can go hand in hand as the
test patterns are generated. Let us now illustrate this procedure for the s-a-1 fault, termed
as F1 , at the fanout net marked A in the circuit shown in Figure 3.2. In this example, we
illustrate the OBDD with the ordering v1 ≺ v2 ≺ v3 . Figure 3.6 represents the OBDD for the
+
Boolean function v02
= v1 v2 +v10 v20 . Figure 3.7 represents the OBDD for the Boolean function
+
+
+
⊕ v12
of v12
= v1 v2 v30 + v1 v3 + v10 v20 . Figure 3.8 represents the OBDD corresponding to v02

obtained by XORing the normal OBDD and the F1 -OBDD illustrated in Figures 3.6 and 3.7,
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respectively. The exhaustive set of input patterns to test the fault F1 is obtained using the
satisfy-all-1 operation on the XORed OBDD (Figure 3.8) as {hv1 = 1, v2 = 0, v3 = 1i}, which
corresponds to the single path from the root node (v1 ) of the XORed OBDD to the leaf node
1. The output response under fault (F1 ) for this input test pattern can be easily determined
+
using the F1 -OBDD shown in Figure 3.7 as v12
= 1. Thus, for the given fault F1 and the

NSF block output v2+ , the exhaustive test pattern set corresponding to the tuple hv1 v2 v3 i
is given by {h101i}. The output for {h101i} corresponding to the tuple hv1+ v2+ i is {hd1i}.
Thus, the F D-transition set for fault F1 and the NSF block output v2+ is {h10, 1, d1i}.

v1

v 02 +=v 1 v 2 +v 1 ’v2 ’
0

1

v2

v2
1

1
0

0

0

1

Figure 3.6: OBDD for the function v02 + (circuit shown in Figure 3.2)

F D-transitions determined by the procedure discussed in the last paragraph detects a
fault by monitoring its manifestation at one NSF block output. However, it may happen that
for a given test pattern, Fi is manifested at one output line (say v1+ ) of the NSF block and for
another test pattern, Fi is manifested at some other output line (say v2+ ). While generating
the exhaustive F D-transitions for the output v1+ , we ignore the F D-transitions which may
lead to manifestation of F1 through v2+ . Ignoring these F D-transitions corresponding to v2+
may lead to rise in detection latency because they may include some input combinations
which are not covered in the F D-transitions for v1+ . To address this problem, therefore, the
exhaustive F D-transition sets are generated for each NSF output and for each Fi , which are
j
j
then used for designing an F N -detector for the entire NSF block. Let τim
= hxjim , σim
, x+j
im i

denote the mth F D-transition for the fault Fi determined at the NSF block output vj+ . The
values of state variables in xjim are don’t care values for members of S + whose corresponding
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v 12 +=v 1 v 2 v 3 ’+v1 v 3 +v 1 ’v2 ’

v1
1

0

v2

v2
0

0

1
1
v3
1

0

1

0

Figure 3.7: OBDD for the function v12 + (circuit shown in Figure 3.2)

v1

Normal OBDD XOR OBDD under F1

1
0

v2

satisfy−all−1
0

1
v3
0
1

0

1

Figure 3.8: XOR of v02 + and v12 + OBDD (circuit shown in Figure 3.2)
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members in S do not fall under the cone of influence

2

of the NSF block output (vj+ ) being

j
considered. Further, as the values of the variables corresponding to xjim conjoined with σim

are determined using OBDD (based XOR operation), even some of these variables that fall
in the cone of influence of vj+ may be don’t cares. Also, it may be noted that only one
+
variable in x+j
im , namely, vj , that corresponds to the NSF block output through which the

fault manifestation is monitored has a Boolean value of 0 or 1; rest are don’t cares.
Once the exhaustive set of F D-transitions are generated for each fault, we check whether
the F D-transitions remain so under a given measurement limitation.

3.3.2

OBDD based procedure for determination of F D-transitions
under measurement limitation

j
j
Consider an F D-transition τim
= hxjim , σim
, x+j
im i for the fault Fi determined at the NSF block
j
j
output vj+ . Now we discuss the procedure to check if τim
= hxjim , σim
, x+j
im i remains an F Di -

transition under measurement limitation Im and Sm , using OBDDs. Obviously, only those
NSF bock outputs are considered whose corresponding vj ∈ Sm (i.e., are measurable). In
other words, all F D-transitions where fault manifestation is only through NSF outputs which
are unmeasurable, can be directly dropped. So in this case, if vj is measurable (i.e., vj ∈ Sm )
then we proceed for further verification steps. Following that, we determine the value of the
j
j
NSF output (vj+ ) under failure condition for input σsm
= xjim × σim
by tracing the path in

the OBDD (representing output function for vij+ ) corresponding to values of the variables
j
j
in σsm
; let the value be valim
∈ 0, 1. Now, for each input combination under measurement
j
limitation Im , Sm i.e., σs ∈ σsm
|Im ,Sm , we need to determine the value of NSF output (vj+ )

under normal condition for input σs by tracing the path in the OBDD (representing output
j
+
function for v0j
) corresponding to values of the variables in σs ; let the value be val0σ
∈ 0, 1. If
s
j
j
j
val0σ
6= valim
, for all σs , then τim
remains an F Di -transition under measurement limitation
s
j
j
j
Im and Sm . Alternatively, if val0σ
|Im ,Sm , then for
= valim
for any input condition σs ∈ σsm
s

that σs , the corresponding NSF output vj+ gives same value both in normal and faulty case;
j
τim
does not remain an F Di -transition under measurement limitation.

Now we will illustrate the concept with the failure s-a-1 in line A (of Figure 3.2, whose
FSA model is shown in Figure 3.3) for measurement limitation (i) Im = {} and Sm = {v1 , v2 }
2
= h10, 1, d1i, corresponding to
(ii) Im = {v3 } and Sm = {v2 }. The F D1 -transition is τ16
+
2
= 10 × 1. If we traverse the OBDD for v12
(for the fault,
NSF output v2 . Here, σs6
2
= 1. For Im = {} and
shown in Figure 3.7) for the input combination 101 we have val16
2

In terms of VLSI testing the sub-circuit that is in the transitive fanins of an (NSF) output, vj+ say, is

called the “sub-circuit in the cone of influence of vj+ ” [17]
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+
2
|Im ,Sm = {100, 101}. From the OBDD for v02
(for the normal circuit,
Sm = {v1 , v2 }, σs ∈ σs6
2
shown in Figure 3.6), we have val0σ
= 0 for both the input combinations of σs = 100 and
s
2
101, which is not equal to val16
= 1. So h10, 1, d1i remains an F D1 -transition.
+
2
For Im = {v3 } and Sm = {v2 }, σs ∈ σ16
, we
|Im ,Sm = {001, 101}. From the OBDD for v02
2
2
have val0σ
= 1 for combination σs = 001 which is equal to val16
= 1. So h10, 1, d1i does not
s

remain an F D1 -transition.
j
Note: The above procedure to check if τim
remains an F D-transition under measure-

ment limitation Im , Sm requires exponential number (with respect to unmeasurable lines)
of checks in the normal OBDD. However, using OBDD we can perform this step efficiently
as discussed below. In the OBDD representing the NSF output corresponding to vj+ , under
normal condition, the following steps are required.
j
1. If vk ∈ Sm ∪ Im and σsm
(vk ) = 0 (or 1) then in the node of the OBDD corresponding

to vk , eliminate the edge corresponding to 1 (or 0).
2. Delete all edges and nodes unreachable from the root after elimination of the edge.
3. Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 for all vk ∈ Sm ∪ Im .
4. In the resultant OBDD if there is a path from root to leaf whose value is same as that of
j
j
the corresponding faulty OBDD for input combination σsm
, then τim
does not remain

an F Di -transition under measurement limitation; else it remains an F Di -transition.
In simple words, given an F Di -transition, we first replace all the variables of the input
combination with d which are unmeasurable. Now, in the normal OBDD, given a variable of
the input combination, we determine the corresponding nodes and keep the edge representing
0 or the edge representing 1 or both the edges, if the value of the variable is 0 or 1 or d,
respectively. This process is repeated for all variables of the input combination. In the
resultant OBDD, if there is a path to a leaf node whose value is same as that of the faulty
OBDD for the input combination of the given F Di -transition, then it does not remain an
F Di -transition under the given measurement limitation.
Let us consider the same s-a-1 fault (of Figure 3.2, whose FSA model is shown in
Figure 3.3) for measurement limitation Im = {v3 } and Sm = {v2 }. The F D1 -transition in this
2
2
= 1.
= h10, 1, d1i corresponding to the NSF output v2 . As already discussed, val16
case is τ16

In the normal OBDD (Figure 3.6), as v1 6∈ Sm we retain both the edges for the variable v1 .
As v2 ∈ Sm and value in the F D-transition is 0, we eliminate the edges corresponding to 1 in
the nodes for v2 . Finally, as v3 ∈ Im and value in the F D-transition is 1, we need to eliminate
the edges corresponding to 0 in the nodes for v3 ; however, this need not be done as the nodes
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for v3 are redundant and already eliminated by the OBDD construction. Figure 3.9 shows
+
the normal OBDD for v02
after edges and nodes for F D-transition h10, 1, d1i are eliminated

for Im = {v3 } and Sm = {v2 }. It may be noted that there is path from the root node to leaf
node with value 1, which is same as in the faulty OBDD (Figure 3.7) for input combination
h101i. So h10, 1, d1i does not remain an F D1 -transition. In a similar way, it can be shown
2
remains F D1 -transition under measurement limitation Im = {}, Sm = {v1 , v2 }.
that τ16
2
= h10, 1, d1i under measurement limitation
The F N -detector comprising F D1 -transition τ16

Im = {} and Sm = {v1 , v2 } for NSF output v2+ is shown in Figure 3.10.
v1
1

0

v2

v2
0

0

1

0

+
Figure 3.9: OBDD for v02
after edges and nodes for F D-transition h10, 1, d1i being eliminated for

Im = {v3 } and Sm = {v2 }

3.3.3

F N -detector design for Output Function block of the circuit

The above procedure of design of the F N -detector can be easily applied to the Output
Function (OF) block of the circuit shown in Figure 3.1. To elaborate, we represent each cone
of the OF block using separate OBDDs under normal and faulty conditions. The same OBDD
based operations (applied for NSF block) are performed to generate the F D-transitions
under full measurement and determine the F D-transitions that retain their capability under
a given measurement limitation. Finally, the F N -detector is designed using these F Dtransitions. Since the OF block is a combinational circuit, its F N -detector design is much
simpler than that of the NSF block. An F D-transition generated for the OF block consists
of a combination of input values and its faulty response, whereas an F D-transition for the
NSF block, as discussed in Subsection 3.2.2, consists of initial state values, input and final
(faulty) state values. So, the FSM of the F N -detector for the OF block involves only two
state−initial state (z0 ) and final state (zf ) and any transition from z0 to zf indicates the
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FD−transition <x 11, 1, x 13 > under measurement limitation I m ={ } and S m={v 1, v 2}
and NSF output v

t 2 :<10d/0>

2

+ =<10,d,d1>

z1

t 3 :<d1d/1>

t 4 :<else/0>

z0

zf
t 5 :<all cases/1>

Intermediate
state

t 1 :<else/0>
Transition label

Final state

Initial state

Enabling condition
(measurement limitation)
<output of NSF block−input variables>

output

Enabling condition
(measurement limitation + NSF output v 2+)
<output of NSF block−input variables>

<v 1+v 2+d>

<d v 2+d>

Figure 3.10: The F N -detector for F D-transition τ16 under Im = {}, Sm = {v1 , v2 } and NSF
output v2+

occurrence of a fault in the OF block. It may be noted that the fault detection in the OF
block is performed in a single clock cycle, whereas it requires two consecutive clock cycles
for the NSF block of the circuit.
We demonstrate the design of the F N -detector for the OF block using a simple
combinational circuit and avoid the detail formalisms. Figure 3.11 shows an OF block
having inputs−a, b, c, d and e, and outputs−OP1 and OP2 . First, we partition the OF block
into cones with respect to its outputs as shown in the figure. Let us consider a s-a-0 fault
at point B (of Figure 3.11). As the fault belongs to cone of OP2 , so we can propagate the
effect of the fault only through OP2 . Under full measurement the test patterns to detect
the fault are (ha, b, c, d, ei) h10110i and h01110i. These patterns produce output OP2 as 1
(0) under normal (faulty) condition. Suppose line a is not tapped by the F N -detector, then
the test pattern hd0110i does not retain its capability to detect the fault. This is because
the test pattern hd0110i comprises patterns h00110i and h10110i and the pattern h00110i
cannot detect the s-a-0 fault at B; value of OP2 is same under normal and faulty conditions
(i.e, OP2 = 0). However, the test pattern hd1110i retains its capability to detect the fault
because it comprises patterns h01110i and h11110i and both can detect the s-a-0 fault at
point B; value of OP2 is 1 (0) under normal (faulty) condition. The FSM of the F N -detector
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to detect the s-a-0 fault at B under measurement limitation (line a is not tapped) is shown
in Figure 3.12.

cone for OP 1

a

cone for OP 2
Inputs
b

Outputs

OP 1

c

s−a−0
B

OP 2

d

e

Figure 3.11: Example of OF block

<inputs,output>
fault status

t 1:<d1110,0/1>
t 3:<all cases/1>
zf

z0

t 2:<else/0>
initial state

final state

Figure 3.12: F N -detector for the OF block (Figure 3.11) where line a is not tapped
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3.4

Experimental evaluation

The techniques discussed in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 are used to design a tool “ML-OLT”,
which generates an F N -detector (in Verilog RTL) given a digital sequential circuit (in netlist
format). It basically involves the following steps:

1. Extract the the part of the netlist that corresponds to the NSF block.
2. Eliminate the flip-flops and partition the netlist (into sub-circuits) according to cones of
influence corresponding to each of the flip-flops. The output of each of the sub-circuits
is the corresponding input to the flip-flop.
3. Repeat the following for all the sub-circuits generated in Step 2.
(a) Insert s-a faults in all possible locations.
(b) Repeat the following for all the faults
i. Generate OBDD for the sub-circuit under normal condition.
ii. Generate OBDD for the sub-circuit under the fault condition.
iii. XOR the two OBDDs. The variable values corresponding to the paths to
leaf node “1”, are the input combinations for the F D-transitions. The faulty
OBDD output for an input combination determines the final state of the
F D-transition.
iv. Determine all the F D-transitions which remain so under the given measurement limitation and drop the remaining ones.
4. Generate the FSM of the F N -detector with the remaining F D-transitions and translate
the FSM to Verilog code [24].
5. Generate the FSM of the F N -detector for OF block under measurement limitation
and translate the FSM to Verilog code.
In this thesis, we have used CUDD (Colorado University Decision Diagram) package
for the manipulation of OBDDs in order to generate F D-transitions. The CUDD package
is considered as the best-manipulated BDD package and is freely available. The package
provides a large set of operations on BDDs, like performing boolean operations (AND, OR,
XOR, etc.) on BDDs, Satisfying all 1/0 operations on BDD, etc.
The Verilog code can be synthesized using any standard synthesis tool, design library
and user defined constraints. Following that area overhead of the F N -detector can be
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determined for a given measurement limitation. As already discussed, along with area
overhead, other important parameters for the F N -detector are detection latency and fault
coverage. In the next sub-section we discuss regarding these parameters and how trade-offs
can be exploited in the F N -detector design.

3.4.1

Trade-offs in F N -detector design: detection latency, fault
coverage, measurement limitation and area overhead

The performance of an F N -detector in terms of fault detection can be represented in terms
of−(i) fault coverage and (ii) detection latency. The former deals with coverage of all possible
faults conforming to the single s-a fault model. Detection latency implies the number
of times a fault is manifested at some output of the CUT due to occurrence of an F Dtransition, however, is not detected because that F D-transition is not considered in the
F N -detector due to measurement limitation. Detection latency may increase due to two
factors namely, i) some F D-transitions may be kept out of the purview of the F N -detector
or ii) measurement limitation, which in turn eliminates some F D-transitions. So, when all
the F D-transitions are used to design the F N -detector, any fault is detected immediately
after it results in the first measurable difference in the output (compared to the normal
condition); thus, the detection latency is zero. Clearly, if some of the F D-transitions are
dropped in the construction of the F N -detector, then the detection latency may increase.
This is because the F D-transitions that are not taken in the F N -detector may occur before
the F D-transitions that are taken.
In [12], the area overhead was reduced by eliminating some F D-transitions. In the
present work we will use measurement limitation as a trade-off factor to minimize area
overhead by compromising detection latency and fault coverage. In [12], for most of the
cases (i.e., for the F D-transition set selected for the F N -detector) all primary inputs and
output lines had to be measured. In the experimental results we will show that similar
detection latency, fault coverage and area overhead can be achieved by the proposed scheme
compared to [12], however, with reduction in the lines to be measured.
The CAD tool “ML-OLT” is used to generate OLT circuits for different ISCAS’89
benchmark circuits under various measurement limitations. First we illustrate results (as
graphs) for fault coverage, detection latency and area overhead of the circuit s1488 under
different combinations of measurement limitations. We have illustrated results where 1 or
2 lines are considered unmeasurable. The following measures were used to determine the
values of fault coverage, detection latency and area overhead for a tester given a measurement
limitation.
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• Fault Coverage (FC): We consider a fault to be covered if at least one F D-transition
of the fault remains in the F N -detector under measurement limitation. Fault coverage
= ((number of faults covered)/(number of faults in the circuit)) ×100 %.
• Detection Latency (DL): For a fault Fi (which is covered), let there be nF Di
number of F D-transitions under full measurement. After measurement limitation
let nmlF Di be the number of F D-transitions that remain.

Detection latency is

(dnF Di /nmlF Di e) − 1.
• Area Overhead (AO): Area Overhead=(Area of the F N -detector after synthesis)/(Area of the CUT after synthesis).
Figure 3.13, Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 illustrate detection latency, area overhead and
fault coverage, respectively of s1488 versus different combinations of measurement limitations
of one and two input lines of the NSF. Under this case of one and two input lines being
unmeasured, s1488 has 105 combinations of unmeasurable lines. In the graph, points in the
x-axis represent the line(s) not being measured; for example, the first point V 0 represents
that input V 0 is not measured whereas V 0 V 1 represents that V 0 and V 1 are not measured.
To keep the markings of the x-axis legible we illustrate only 55 combinations. The following
points may be noted:
• Figure 3.13: Impact of not measuring different (single or double) input lines may
have different impact on detection latency.

As already discussed, making line(s)

unmeasurable results in converting some F D-transitions to non-F D-transitions which
leads to rise in detection latency. Broadly speaking, the input lines whose transitive
fanouts have more fault sites (i.e., gates) have higher sensitivity to detection latency.
• Figure 3.14: Lower the detection latency, higher the area overhead. Higher detection
latency implies that unmeasurable lines resulted in converting more F D-transitions to
non-F D-transitions compared to a situation with lower detection latency. Generally,
speaking an F N -detector with less F D-transitions involve less states resulting in
lower area and vice-versa. Same detection latency (due to different combinations of
unmeasured lines) may also result in different area overheads. Detection latency implies
that some F D-transitions are not considered, however, it does not specify which F Dtransitions. As circuit area does not only depend on the number of minterms but also
on the specific minterms and don’t cares [61], same detection latency (same number of
F D-transitions) may also result in different area overheads.
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• Figure 3.15: All combinations have fairly good fault coverage. Good fault coverage
can be achieved because if at least one F D-transition for the fault is present in the
detector, the fault is covered.
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Figure 3.13: Detection latency for s1488 versus different combinations of measurement limitations
of one and two input lines of the NSF
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Figure 3.14: Area overhead for s1488 versus different combinations of measurement limitations of
one and two input lines of the NSF

For some other ISCAS’89 benchmarks, we report in Table 3.1 the worst (i.e., highest)
and best (lowest) values of area overheads for 1, 2 and 3 combinations of unmeasurable lines.
The detection latencies corresponding to those combinations (of measurement limitation)
are also reported. Following that, for each of these detection latencies we determine area
overhead for the on-line tester. The table also compares area overhead of the proposed
scheme with the ones reported in [12, 36] for similar detection latencies. It may be noted
that we have not explicitly reported fault coverage because in all cases reported in the table,
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Figure 3.15: Fault coverage for s1488 versus different combinations of measurement limitations of
one and two input lines of the NSF

high coverage could be achieved. We have mainly dealt with area overhead and detection
latency because they are the most sensitive parameters.
Columns 1-2 provide information about the circuit. Columns 3, 5 and 7 correspond to
the lowest (best) area overhead obtained among all combinations of 1, 2 and 3 unmeasured
lines, respectively. Columns 4, 6 and 8 correspond to the highest (worst) area overhead
obtained among all combinations of 1, 2 and 3 unmeasured lines, respectively. In Column 9,
we report the amount of CPU time taken to generate the exhaustive set of F D-transitions.
Corresponding to each circuit (i.e., row 4 to row 13) we have reported values regarding, i)
AO: Area overhead of the F N -detector for the corresponding combination of unmeasured
lines ii) DL: detection latency due to the particular combination of unmeasured lines and
iii) AO[]: Area overhead of the F N -detector designed using the scheme of [12, 36] to achieve
the particular detection latency; given a detection latency these schemes eliminate F Dtransitions randomly such that the given latency is maintained. For example, row 4-column
4, represents the single input line in circuit s27 (NSF block), whose unmeasurability gives
the best area overhead. The first element “AO:2.41” states that best case area overhead
is 2.41 for the corresponding single line being unmeasured. The second element “DL:2”
states that for the corresponding single line being unmeasured we get detection latency as
2. The third element “AO[]:2.45” states that for detection latency 2, the area overhead of
the F N -detector designed using the scheme [12, 36] is 2.45. The following conclusions can
be derived.
• Trends are similar to the case of s1488.
• The ranges between best case area overhead and worst case area overhead are fairly
high. Different input lines have different impact on transforming F D-transitions to
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Table 3.1: Area Overhead (AO) for different combinations of measurement limitations, resulting
Detection Latency (DL), AO comparison with [12, 36] and CPU time to generate F D-transitions∗
Circuit description

AO for different combinations of measurement limitations

CPU
Time
(Secs.)

Circuit No. of FFs-

one line

two lines

three lines

(Gates)

S27

S298

S386

S510

S5378

S9234

S15850

S35932

S38417

S38584

∗

3-(10)

14-(119)

6-(118)

6-(211)

179-(2779)

228-(5597)

597-(9772)

1728-(16065)

1636-(22179)

1452-(19253)

Best case

Worst case

Best case

Worst case

Best case

Worst case

AO

AO

AO

AO

AO

AO

AO:2.41

AO:2.99

AO:2.34

AO:2.66

AO:2.11

AO:2.51

DL:2

DL:1

DL:4

DL:1

DL:9

DL:2

AO[]:2.45

AO[]:2.99

AO[]:2.39

AO[]:2.99

AO[]:2.19

AO[]:2.45

AO:0.86

AO:1.36

AO:0.63

AO:1.34

AO:0.42

AO:1.32

DL:2

DL:1

DL:4

DL:1

DL:8

DL:1

AO[]:1.01

AO[]:1.88

AO[]:0.78

AO[]:1.88

AO[]:0.62

AO[]:1.88

AO:0.86

AO:1.38

AO:0.62

AO:1.25

AO:0.51

AO:1.13

DL:2

DL:1

DL:4

DL:1

DL:7

DL:1

AO[]:1.11

AO[]:1.80

AO[]:0.85

AO[]:1.80

AO[]:0.70

AO[]:1.80

AO:0.79

AO:1.2

AO:0.70

AO:1.1

AO:0.60

AO:1.0

DL:2

DL:1

DL:3

DL:1

DL:6

DL:1

AO[]:1.1

AO[]:1.75

AO[]:0.88

AO[]:1.75

AO[]:0.72

AO[]:1.75

AO:0.4

AO:0.98

AO:0.23

AO:0.98

AO:0.18

AO:0.97

DL:2

DL:1

DL:3

DL:1

DL:6

DL:1

AO[]:0.44

AO[]:0.98

AO[]:0.31

AO[]:0.98

AO[]:0.25

AO[]:0.98

AO:0.35

AO:0.99

AO:0.21

AO:0.97

AO:0.15

AO:0.97

DL:2

DL:1

DL:3

DL:1

DL:6

DL:1

AO[]:0.39

AO[]:0.99

AO[]:0.3

AO[]:0.99

AO[]:0.21

AO[]:0.99

AO:0.3

AO:0.99

AO:0.20

AO:0.99

AO:0.18

AO:0.98

DL:2

DL:1

DL:3

DL:1

DL:5

DL:1

AO[]:0.36

AO[]:0.99

AO[]:0.29

AO[]:0.99

AO[]:0.25

AO[]:0.99

AO:0.28

AO:0.95

AO:0.20

AO:0.94

AO:0.17

AO:0.93

DL:2

DL:1

DL:3

DL:1

DL:5

DL:1

AO[]:0.35

AO[]:0.98

AO[]:0.28

AO[]:0.97

AO[]:0.24

AO[]:0.97

AO:0.27

AO:0.89

AO:0.17

AO:0.88

AO:0.16

AO:0.87

DL:2

DL:1

DL:3

DL:1

DL:5

DL:1

AO[]:0.33

AO[]:0.95

AO[]:0.27

AO[]:0.94

AO[]:0.23

AO[]:0.93

AO:0.27

AO:0.90

AO:0.18

AO:0.88

AO:0.17

AO:0.87

DL:2

DL:1

DL:3

DL:1

DL:5

DL:1

AO[]:0.34 AO[]:0.95
AO[]:0.28 AO[]:0.94
AO[]:0.24
Executed in AMD Phenom IIX3 710 Processor with 4 GB RAM in Linux OS.
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AO[]:0.94

19

228

411

1027

74141

221529

481115

1023461

1253624

1221015
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non F D-transitions. This range can be utilized as a design parameter to trade-off area
overhead versus detection latency.
• For a given detection latency area overhead for the proposed scheme is lower compared
to that of [12, 36]. The scheme of [12, 36] randomly eliminates F D-transitions while
the proposed scheme performs this elimination by not measuring some input lines.
Not measuring some input lines of the NSF implies that they are not tapped by the
F N -detector. This reduces the fanouts of those input lines, resulting in less buffering
(drivers) and hence lower area.

3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we have proposed an OBDD based OLT scheme of digital circuits with
measurement limitation (i.e., minimization of tap points of the CUT). The scheme provides
flexibility in terms of area overhead of the tester versus fault coverage and detection latency
with measurement limitation. The scheme uses “minimization of tap points” as a new tradeoff parameter to reduce area overhead at the cost of fault coverage and detection latency.
Experimentally, it has been shown that the minimization of tap points do not have high
impact on fault coverage and detection latency but it reduces area overhead of the on-line
tester. It is also observed that for a given detection latency, area overhead of the scheme is
lower compared to other similar schemes reported in the literature.
The s-a fault model is widely used in testing (and also in OLT) for its simplicity,
however, this model cannot capture more a fraction of real defects in modern day VLSI
circuits. So, advanced fault models such as bridging faults, delay faults, etc., are introduced
in testing in order to capture a large number of real defects. In next chapter, we will
address another important issue of OLT, i.e., OLT for advanced fault models. We have
taken bridging fault as the advanced fault model where both non-feedback and feedback
versions are considered.
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Chapter 4
On-line Testing for Feedback Bridging
Faults
4.1

Introduction

In majority of the works on OLT, single stuck-at (s-a) fault model is considered. However
in modern integration technology, single s-a fault model can capture only a small fraction of
real defects and as a remedy, advanced fault models such as bridging faults, transition faults,
delay faults, etc., are now being adopted [135]. In this chapter, we focus towards OLT of one
of the most important advanced fault model, i.e., bridging faults. The first work on OLT for
bridging fault is reported in [73], which is based on self-checking design where the outputs
are encoded with error detecting codes and presence of any bridging fault would result in a
non-coded word as output. Biswas et al. in [13] have proposed an OLT scheme for bridging
faults which is based on the partial replication technique, where they have illustrated that
area overhead for OLT of bridging faults is not higher compared to that of s-a faults. The
main drawback of these two schemes is that they have only considered non-feedback bridging
faults and ignored feedback bridging faults. It may be noted that in some cases feedback
bridging faults cause oscillations and detecting them on-line using logic testing is difficult.
However, not all feedback bridging faults create oscillations and even if some does, there are
test patterns for which the fault effect is manifested logically. Directly dropping all feedback
bridging faults lead to significant compromise in fault coverage. Das et al. attempted to test
feedback bridging faults on-line in cluster based FPGAs [32]. There are two main issues with
this approach namely, intrusiveness of the design and use of asynchronous elements (MullerC elements). It may be noted that design of asynchronous tester for OLT of synchronous
circuit is not desirable. The details about these OLT schemes for bridging faults can be
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found in Chapter 2, Subsection 2.3.2.
Based on the literature review, in this chapter we propose a partial replication based
OLT scheme for wired AND-OR bridging faults. The scheme first determines the bridging
faults which do not lead to oscillations i.e., all non-feedback and some feedback bridging
faults. Following that, exhaustive set of test patterns for these faults are generated. Also, it
is checked if there are patterns, even in case of oscillating feedback bridging faults, which can
detect these faults without oscillations. All these test patterns taken together are used to
design the on-line tester, called F N -detector (i.e., fault versus normal condition detector).
All major steps of the scheme namely, checking if a feedback bridging fault causes oscillations,
generating exhaustive test patterns for non-feedback bridging faults and determining test
patterns that do not lead to oscillations in feedback bridging faults, etc., are implemented
using Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) [16]. Application of OBDD enables
the proposed scheme to handle fairly complex circuits. On-line testers have been designed
for ISCAS 89 benchmarks. Experimental results illustrate that consideration of feedback
bridging faults along with non-feedback ones improve fault coverage with a marginal increase
in area overhead compared to schemes only involving non-feedback faults.
The chapter is organized as follows. Finite State Automata (FSA) based modeling
of the Circuit Under Test (CUT) with bridging faults and F N -detector construction are
explained in Section 4.2. To handle the issue of complexity of F N -detector construction,
several optimization techniques namely, partitioning the CUT using cones of influence, use
of OBDDs to generate fault detecting transitions without explicit state modeling, etc., have
been applied and are discussed in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 presents experimental results
regarding fault coverage and area overhead. Finally we conclude in Section 4.5.

4.2

Circuit modeling and FN-detector design using
FSA framework

The modeling procedure of sequential circuits for bridging faults using FSA is same as the
modeling framework discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter 3, Section 3.2). However,
we reproduce the FSA framework in brief for readability.
The basic architecture of a sequential circuit with on-line tester is shown in Figure 3.1
(Chapter 3). A sequential circuit (i.e., the CUT) comprises three blocks namely, Next
State Function (NSF), Flip-Flops (FFs) and Output Function(OF). In this work we mainly
consider the NSF block and FFs for OLT. The mechanism can be easily extended for the OF
block as it is a combinational circuit and is illustrated in Chapter 3, Subsection 3.3.3 for s-a
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faults. The same philosophy is applied for bridging faults and we do not present explicitly
in this chapter. A sequential circuit without the OF block can be modeled as an FSA G,
defined below.
G = hV, X, X0 , Σ, =i

(4.1)

where V = {v1 , v2 , ...., vn } is the finite set of Boolean variables, X is the finite set of states,
X0 ⊆ X is the set of initial states, Σ is the finite set of input symbols and = is the finite set
of transitions. The set of variables V can be partitioned into two subsets–(i) state variables
S = {v1 , v2 , ......vk } and (ii) input variables I = {vk+1 , vk+2 , .....vn }. A state x ∈ X is a
mapping x : S −→ {0, 1}. Similarly, any input symbol σ ∈ Σ is a mapping σ : I → {0, 1}.
Thus, a state is represented by a binary k-tuple, where k = dlog2 |X|e; the value of the tuple
is called encoding of the state. Similarly, any input symbol can be represented as a binary
i-tuple, where i = n − k and |Σ| = 2n−k .
A transition τ = hx, σ, x+ i ∈ = is an ordered three-tuple, where x is the initial state
of the transition, denoted as initial(τ ), x+ is the final state of the transition, denoted as
final(τ ) and σ ∈ Σ is the input symbol of the transition, referred as input(τ ).

4.2.1

Circuit modeling under bridging faults

The present subsection explains how sequential circuits having bridging faults are modeled
as FSA. In most of the works on bridging faults, short is assumed between any two lines in
the CUT. Ideally speaking, a bridging fault may involve any number of lines of a circuit,
however, that would make the number of all possible faults exponentially high. So, in the
widely accepted bridging fault models only two lines are assumed to be involved [17]. As
per the fault model, the manifestation is in terms of logic AND and logic OR between the
two lines. This fault model is called wired AND-OR fault model. In the CUT, the fault is
represented once by adding an AND gate and then by adding an OR gate between the two
lines involved in the fault. Henceforth in this chapter, the term fault will be used to refer to
wired AND-OR bridging fault. Whenever, any other fault needs to be refereed to, it would
be explicitly mentioned.
Fault is modeled as a part of the same FSA which is used to model the CUT under
normal condition. To elaborate, the FSA is divided into sub-systems (i.e., a sub-set of
states and transitions) and each sub-system is used to represent the CUT under a fault or
normal condition. So, the variable set V is extended as V = S ∪ I ∪ C, where C is a set of
k(= dlog2 (p + 1)e) status variables (normal or fault), where p is the total number of possible
S
faults in the CUT.
x(C) = {N, F1 , F2 , · · · , Fp }, where N stands for normal status and
x∈X
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Fi , 1 ≤ i ≤ p, stands for the ith fault status. The image x(C) of C under x is called the fault
label of the state x. The state mapping is modified as (S ∪ C) −→ {0, 1}. It may be noted
that status variables are dummy variables only used for modeling and are unmeasurable. It
may be noted that if status variables are measurable then failure detection problem is trivial.
The occurrence of a fault (on the fly) Fi is captured by a transition from a state x1 with
x1 (C) = N (in normal sub-system) to a state x2 with x2 (C) = Fi (in Fi sub-system). For a
fault Fi such a transition is called si -transition (i.e., start of fault Fi ) and is represented as
si = hx1 , T, x2 i, where x1 (C) = N, x2 (C) = Fi . Firing of an si -transition does not depend
on input variables, rather it is “T ” implying “always true”. Due to occurrence of an si transition, only the status variable changes its value from N to Fi and all the other variables
remain unchanged. Thus, si -transitions are unmeasurable. In synchronous circuits the state
register changes only at the triggering edges of the clock depending upon the inputs. So,
even if faults occur on the fly (in the NSF block) their effects are not manifested before the
next active clock edge when the circuit moves to a state that is different from the normal
condition.

1

Now we repeat the definitions of some terminologies in brief which are related to the
FSA model G. The detailed about the definitions can be found in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.
Definition 4.1. N -state and Fi -state: A G-state is called normal (i.e., N -state), denoted
as x0j , j ≥ 1, if x0j (C) = N . The set of all normal states is denoted as XN .
A G-state is called an Fi -state, denoted as xil , l ≥ 1, if xil (C) = Fi . The set of all Fi states
is denoted as XFi .
Definition 4.2. Normal G-transition and Faulty G-transition:

A G-transition

hx, σ, x+ i is called a Normal (Faulty Fi ) G-transition if x, x+ ∈ XN (XFi ).
Definition 4.3. Measurement equivalent states: Two states x1 and x2 are measurement
equivalent, denoted as x1 Ex2 , if x1 |S = x2 |S ; x1 |S denotes the projection (i.e., values) of the
state variables in S.
Definition 4.4. Measurement equivalence transitions: Two transitions τ1 = hx1 , σ1 , x+
1i
+
and τ2 = hx2 , σ2 , x+
2 i are measurement equivalent, denoted as τ1 Eτ2 , if x1 |S = x2 |S , x1 |S =

x+
2 |S and σ1 |I = σ2 |I .
1

For explanation of our proposed OLT scheme we consider faults only in the NSF block. A bridging fault

in the flip-flops can be represented using a bridging fault involving the input and output lines of the NSF
block. It may be noted from Figure 3.1 that outputs and (secondary) inputs of NSF block are input lines
and output lines respectively, of the flip-flops.
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v1

v3
Primary
input

+

v2

v1 =v1 ’v2 +v2 ’v3
D−FF

v1

e1

Clock

v2
D−FF

e2
+

v2 =v1 ’v2 ’+v2 v3

Figure 4.1: A simple sequential circuit.

v1

v3
Primary
input

v2

v 1 + =v 1 v 2 ’v 3 +v 1 ’v 2
D−FF

v1

e1
e1 *
Bridging
(e 1 ,e 2 )

Clock

e2 *
v2
D−FF

e2
v 2 + =v 1 ’+v 2

Figure 4.2: Sequential circuit with AND-bridging between lines e1 and e2 .
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In this work, we have taken a simple sequential circuit, shown in Figure 4.1, for
illustration of the theory. We assume a wired AND-bridging fault (denoted as F1 ) between
lines e1 and e2 , as shown in Figure 4.2. The lines marked e∗1 and e∗2 represent the values of
lines e1 and e2 under the fault. All possible values at e1 e2 are 00, 01, 10, 11. Among all these
four possibilities, 00 and 11 do not lead to any difference in logic values at any net in the
circuit under fault condition compared to the normal condition. However, if e1 e2 = 01 then
e∗1 e∗1 = 00 and if e1 e2 = 10 then e∗1 e∗1 = 00. So, the wired AND-bridging fault between two
lines e1 and e2 is active only when these lines have different logic values. When e1 e2 = 01,
then fault is manifested through only line e∗2 , because e1 = e∗1 = 0 (i.e., there is no change in
e∗1 compared to e1 under fault) however, e2 = 1 6= e∗2 = 0 (i.e., there is change in e∗1 compared
to e1 under fault). In a similar way, when e1 e2 = 10, then fault is manifested through only
line e∗1 . So, it can be stated that in wired AND-bridging fault the line which has the logic
value 0 (e.g., e2 when e1 e2 = 10) is “dominating” over the line, called “dominated” (e.g., e1
when e1 e2 = 10), which has the value 1. In other words, in wired AND-bridging fault the
logic value at the dominating line is 0 which overrides the value at the dominated line by
pulling it from 1 to 0. This implies that wired AND-bridging fault results in s-a-0 fault at
the dominated line when the dominating line has the value 0.
Thus, test patterns for detecting the wired AND-bridging fault between lines e1 and e2
involve the following steps:
• All input patterns which result in e1 = 0 (dominating) and detect s-a-0 fault at
e2 (dominated), by propagating the fault effect at an output. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.3(a).
• All input patterns which result in e2 = 0 (dominating) and detect s-a-0 fault at e1
(dominated), by propagating the fault effect at an output. See Figure 4.3(b).
Note: In this chapter we will limit our discussion only on wired AND-bridging fault.
The mechanism for AND-bridging fault can be directly applied for OR-bridging fault by
applying the duality principle. For example, in case of OR-bridging the dominating line has
a value of 1 and it pulls the dominated line from 0 to 1, i.e., a s-a-1 fault.
As shown in Figure 4.1, under normal condition the expressions for the NSF block
0

0

0

0

outputs are v1+ = v1 v2 +v2 v3 and v2+ = v1 v2 +v2 v3 . The presence of the bridging fault changes
0

0

0

the output expressions to v1+ = v1 v2 v3 + v1 v2 and v2+ = v1 + v2 (Figure 4.2). Figure 4.4 shows
the FSA model for the normal and faulty behavior of the circuit. In the circuit modeling,
states for the normal submachine will be designated as x0j , 1 ≤ j, and those of the ith fault
(i.e., Fi -submachine) are designated as xij , 1 ≤ j; likewise for the transitions. In this example
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v1

v3
Primary
input

v2

v1+

D−FF

v1

e1
0
Clock
s−a−0 at e2

v2

v2+

D−FF

e2

(a) AND-bridging where e1 dominates e2 .

v1

v3
Primary
input

v2

v1+

D−FF

v1

e1
s−a−0 at e 1
Clock
0
e2

(b) AND-bridging where e2 dominates e1 .

Figure 4.3: AND-bridging fault
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as there is a single fault denoted as F1 , the faulty states and transitions are designated as x1j ,
1 ≤ j and τ1j , 1 ≤ j, respectively. The occurrence of the fault is captured by the transitions
marked s1 .
FSA for Normal Circuit

FSA for Circuit with Bridging Fault

Status variable: N

Status variable: F 1
s1
X 11

X 01

00
τ 07 :0

τ 15 :0

τ 01 :0

<v 1 ,v 2 >
τ 05 :0

Transition
label

00

τ 02 :1

τ 06 :1

τ 12 :1

τ 11 :0

s1

X 02

X 12

01

01

τ 03 :0

τ 04 :1

τ 17 :0

s1

X 03

X 13

10

10

τ 13 :0
τ 18 :1

τ 08 :1
τ 16 :1
X 04

11
Transition
enabling condition
(value of input variable)

τ 14 :1

values
of state variables

s1

X 14

11

State label

Figure 4.4: FSA model for the circuit (of Figure 4.1) under normal and faulty condition

Now comparing the transitions under normal condition with the corresponding ones
after the bridging fault in the FSA model given in Figure 4.4, it is noted that there are
three transitions that reflect a change in behavior after bridging fault. These transitions
are τ12 : hx11 , 1, x12 i, τ13 : hx12 , 0, x14 i and τ17 : hx14 , 0, x12 i. This is because, for transition
τ12 : hx11 , 1, x12 i the corresponding transition in normal condition is τ02 : hx02 , 1, x04 i, where
x01 |S = x11 |S = 00, σ02 = σ12 = 1 but x04 |S (= 11) 6= x12 |S (= 01). In simple words, in
these three transitions, for a given state and input variable combination the values of the
state variables in the next state are different in the normal model compared to its faulty
counter part. Such transitions that result in manifestation of faults are termed as F Dtransitions (i.e., Fault Detecting transitions). All other transitions in the normal model
have an equivalent counterpart in the faulty model; e.g., τ01 Eτ11 because, τ01 : hx01 , 0, x02 i,
τ11 : hx11 , 0, x12 i and x01 |S = x11 |S = 00, σ01 = σ11 = 0, x02 |S = x12 |S = 01.
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v1 =0

v3 =1
Primary
input

v2

=0

1

v1+

D−FF

v1

e1
0

1/0

1/0

1/0
(s−a−0 at e1)

Clock
(driving 0 to e2)

0

v2+

e2

v2
D−FF

1
1

Figure 4.5: F D-transition τ12 = h00, 1, 01i detects the given AND-bridging fault by driving 0 to
line e2 and checking s-a-0 fault at line e1 .

Now we show using the example of an F D-transition (τ12 = h00, 1, 01i say), that leads
to driving 0 at the dominating line and detects a s-a-0 fault at the dominated line. As shown
in Figure 4.5, τ12 = h00, 1, 01i implies that v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 1, which results in 0 at e2
and 1 at e1 . Since we need to detect a s-a-0 fault at e1 , applying 1 sensitizes the fault; this
is marked as “1/0” in e1 in Figure 4.5, which implies that under normal condition value of
the line is 1 and under the s-a-0 fault it becomes 0. It can be easily verified from the figure
that v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 1 also propagates the fault effect (i.e., 1/0) to the NSF output v1+ ,
leading to its detection. Similar can be shown for the other two F D-transitions.

4.2.2

F N -detector construction from the FSA model of the CUT

In this subsection we discuss the procedure to design an F N -detector using the F Dtransitions. The procedure is same as the one discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter 3,
Section 3.2, Subsection 3.2.2). We first refresh the definitions of the F D-transition and the
F N -detector, then discuss the design of F N -detector for the F D-transitions τ12 , τ13 and τ17 .
Definition 4.5. F D-transition: An Fi G-transition τij = hxij , σij , x+
ij i is an F D-transition
for fault Fi , if there is a Normal G-transition τ0l = hx0l , σ0l , x+
0l i such that x0l Exij , σ0l = σij
6 x+
and x+
ij . Such an F D-transition is denoted as F Di -transition. The exhaustive set of
lj E
F Di -transitions is denoted as =F Di .
F N -detector is a Finite Sate Machine (FSM) having six-tuples, defined as
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GF N = hZ, z0 , ΣZ , δZ , YZ , zf i,

(4.2)

where Z is the set of states, z0 is the initial state, ΣZ = X × Σ is the input alphabet,
δZ : Z × ΣZ → Z is the transition function, YZ : Z × ΣZ → {0, 1} is the output function and
zf is the final state.
Figure 4.6 represents the state transition diagram of the F N -detector for the FSA model
of the circuit under consideration. As discussed before the F D-transitions are τ12 , τ13 and
τ17 . In the detector, transitions t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 are responsible for checking if F D-transition
τ12 has occurred in the CUT. The detector starts from its initial state z0 . Following that, if
the NSF block outputs hv1+ , v2+ i = 00 then the CUT is going to be in state x11 = initial(τ12 )
(if fault has occurred) or x01 = initial(τ02 ) (if CUT is normal) in the next clock edge. The
detector reaches state z1 by the transition labeled t2 with the same clock edge. So the
detector reaches z1 along with the CUT reaching x11 or x01 . It may be noted that enabling
condition of z1 is 00d, which implies that measured values of v1+ , v2+ = 00 and v3 is don’t
care (d). In simple words, for each F D-transition, in the F N -detector there is a transition
from the initial state to intermediate state with enabling condition as “NSF outputs equal to
values of state variables of the initial state of the F D-transition”. From state z1 , the detector
needs to verify whether transition τ12 is going to occur in the CUT in the next clock edge.
The transition t3 from state z1 corresponds to this fact because enabling condition of t3 is
011, which implies NSF block outputs as v1+ = 0, v2+ = 1 and primary input as v3 = 1. Thus,
the transition t3 leads the F N -detector to the final state zf yielding output 1, indicating
that the bridging fault has occurred. If the enabling condition of t3 is not satisfied in state
z1 (i.e., v1+ = 1, v2+ = 1 and primary input as v3 = 1, corresponding to transition τ02 ), the
F N -detector moves back to the initial state by the transition t4 . Once the final state zf is
reached, the F N -detector remains in that state forever maintaining the output as 1 since
the faults are assumed to be permanent.
In a similar way, the working of the detector for the other two F D-transitions τ13 and
τ17 can be explained; transitions t1 , t6 , t7 , t8 , t5 and t1 , t9 , t10 , t11 , t5 correspond to τ13 and τ17 ,
respectively.

4.3

Efficient construction of F N -detector for bridging
faults

While the procedure discussed in the last section can construct the F N -detector but its
complexity is prohibitively high. The reason is selection of the F D-transitions from the
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Figure 4.6: F N -detector for the FSA model of the circuit shown in Figure 4.4

FSA model in which the number of states can be exponential with respect to the number
of flip-flops in the CUT. In this section we propose an efficient scheme for construction
of F N -detector. The technique involves several optimization steps namely, partitioning the
CUT into smaller sub-parts based on cones of influence, determining F D-transitions without
explicitly constructing the FSA models using OBDD, etc., which have enabled design of online testers for circuits having of the order of about ten thousand gates.

4.3.1

Partition of the CUT into sub-circuits using cones of
influence

From the basic architecture of a sequential circuit with on-line tester (shown in Chapter 3,
Figure 3.1), it may be noted that the NSF block of the CUT has two types of inputs;
primary inputs (I) and the secondary inputs (S). The secondary inputs are fed back from
the outputs of the flip-flops and represent the present state of the CUT. The outputs of
the NSF block are the next state of the CUT and denoted as S + . So, the NSF block
can be described as S = hΣS , S + i, where ΣS = X × Σ = v1 , v2 , · · · , vk , vk+1 , · · · , vn is the
NSF input and S + = {v1+ , v2+ , ..., vk+ } is the NSF output. An input combination σs ∈ ΣS
is a mapping from V = {v1 , v2 , ...., vn } to {0, 1}, which can be represented as an n-tuple
hσs (v1 ), σs (v2 ), · · · , σs (vk ), σs (vk+1 ), · · · , σs (vn )i, where the first k members correspond to
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secondary inputs (present state) and the remaining (n − k) members correspond to primary
inputs. For each vj+ ∈ S + , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, vj+ : ΣS −→ {0, 1}.
+
+
+
Let S0+ = {v01
, v02
, ..., v0k
} denote the NSF outputs under normal condition and
+ +
+
Si+ = {vi1
, vi2 , ..., vik
} denote the outputs under bridging fault Fi , 1 ≤ i ≤ p, where p is

the number of possible bridging faults. The j th F Di -transition τij = hxij , σij , x+
ij i can be
determined from the NSF block directly, without explicit construction of the FSA model, in
the manner discussed below.
For a given bridging fault Fi , determine an input pattern of the NSF block, i.e., σs ∈ ΣS
which sensitizes the fault and propagates the effect through at least one of the NSF outputs,
+
+
+
i.e., if output of the faulty (Fi ) NSF block for input σs is hvi1
(σs ), vi2
(σs ), · · · , vik
(σs )i, then
+
+
∃m, 1 ≤ m ≤ k, such that vim
(σs ) 6= v0m
(σs ). It may be noted that the first k-tuple of

σs = initial(τij ) = xij . The second (n − k)-sub-tuple of σs = input(τij ) and the output of
+
+
+
the NSF block (hvi1
(σs ), vi2
(σs ), · · · , vik
(σs )i) gives f inal(τij ) = x+
ij .

Given a netlist description of the NSF block of the CUT, the exhaustive set of F Dtransitions for the fault Fi (i.e., =F Di ) can be generated as follows:
1. For all σs ∈ ΣS simulate the NSF block under normal condition to determine the
+
+
+
output response hv01
(σs ), v02
(σs ), · · · , v0k
(σs )i.

2. Insert the bridging fault (Fi ) at proper position in the NSF.
3. Simulate the NSF block with the fault Fi with each input σs to get the corresponding
+
+
+
output response hvi1
(σs ), vi2
(σs ), · · · , vik
(σs )i.
+
+
4. Select those σs such that ∃m, 1 ≤ m ≤ k, vim
(σs ) 6= v0m
(σs ). All such σs conjoined

with the outputs of the NSF block (for those σs ), comprise the exhaustive set of F Di transitions.
5. Repeat Steps 2 − 4 for all possible bridging faults.
The complexity of the above procedure for determining the exhaustive set of F Dtransitions is exponential with respect to the number of inputs of the NSF block (i.e., O(2n ))
because |ΣS | = 2n . In case of reasonably complex VLSI circuits, n is of the order of thousands
and therefore there is a requirement of optimization techniques for exhaustive test pattern
generation. In this work, we address the issue using two techniques (i) divide the NSF
into sub-circuits using the principle of “cones of influence” with respect to the NSF output
lines. This technique divides the problem into sub-problems thereby lowering complexity;
(ii) OBDDs [16] have been used for all Boolean function operations required for test pattern
generation, checking if a pattern creates oscillation, etc.
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A combinational circuit can be represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) where
a gate is represented by a node, the inputs to the gate are represented by directed edges into
the node and the gate outputs are represented by directed edges out from the node. The
nets in the circuit are represented by edges in the DAG. In this graph model, there are also
nodes representing primary inputs (called as source nodes) and primary outputs (called sink
nodes). The DAG representation of a circuit is defined as a tuple hN, Ei, where N is the set
of nodes and E is the set of edges. An edge e ∈ E is denoted by a tuple hn1 , n2 i, n1 , n2 ∈ N .
The node set is partitioned into three subsets–NSi : set of sink nodes (for primary outputs),
NSc : set of source nodes (for primary inputs) and NI : set of intermediate nodes (for gates).
There is no input edges into the source nodes and no output edges from the sink nodes.
A cone of influence of a net is a sub-circuit, which contains all the gates, nets and
inputs that are transitive fan-ins of the net (for which cone is being computed). Given a
DAG hN, Ei of a combinational circuit, Algorithm 4.1 generates cones (i.e., sub-graphs of
hN, Ei) corresponding to a net e1 .
Algorithm 4.1 Algorithm for generation of cone of influence for a net e1 .
Input: hN, Ei: DAG representation of the circuit
e1 : Net for which cone is to be generated.
Output: gate cones(e1 ): set of gates in cone for e1
net cones(e1 ): set of nets in cone for e1
Create hN 0 , E 0 i: Modified DAG of hN, Ei where direction of all edges are reversed;
node cones(e1 ) ← φ
edge cones(e1 ) ← φ
Determine the node ne1 , such that hne1 , ni, where n ∈ N , is the edge corresponding to e1 ;
/* ne1 is the node from which the edge corresponding to net e1 emanates */
Perform Breadth First Search (BFS) in hN 0 , E 0 i, where root node is ne1 ;
node cones(e1 ) ← all gates corresponding to nodes visited in the BFS traversal;
edge cones(e1 ) ← all nets corresponding to edges visited in the BFS traversal;
Using the above algorithm for each of the NSF outputs, it can be divided in cones.
Following that, OBBD based Boolean function manipulation techniques would be used to
generate the F D-transitions for the bridging faults. If the bridging fault is between two nets
from different cones then only those two cones need to be considered at a time for generating
the F D-transitions. However, in case of faults involving nets from a single cone, OBBDs
need to operate only on a single cone at a time. So, partitioning using cones of influence
limits the size of the CUT that needs to be handled at a time to a great extent.
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In the next two subsections we discuss in details the OBBD based scheme of generating
F D-transitions for non-feedback bridging faults and feedback bridging faults, respectively.

4.3.2

OBDD based procedure for generation of exhaustive set of
F D-transitions for non-feedback bridging faults

In this section we discuss the procedure for applying OBDD for generating the exhaustive
set of F D-transitions for a given non-feedback bridging fault Fi , between two lines e1 and
e2 . As the fault is non-feedback, e1 does not lie in cone of influence of e2 and vice versa.
Initially, the normal circuit NSF is partitioned using cones of influence for each of the NSF
output lines. Let e1 be the dominated line and e2 be the dominating line. Fi is introduced
in the NSF block by inserting s-a-0 fault at the dominated line. Then the faulty NSF is
partitioned into cones for each of its outputs and those cones are selected which comprise
the dominated line. For each of these selected cones the following OBDD based operations
generate the set of F D-transitions for the fault.
+
1. Let the cone for vm
be one of the selected cones. Generate an OBDD for this cone.
+
This OBDD represents the Boolean function corresponding to vm
under s-a-0 fault at

the dominated line; let this OBDD be termed as “faulty OBDD”.
+
2. Consider the cone for NSF output vm
under normal condition (whose Boolean function
+
is v0m
) and represent it using an OBDD; it is termed as “normal OBDD”.

3. The two OBDDs (normal and faulty) are XORed and “satisfy-all-1” operation is
applied on the resulting XORed OBDD. The “satisfy-all-1” operation on an OBDD
generates all paths in terms of values of variables (of the Boolean function it represents)
that lead to leaf node with value 1. In the XORed OBDD, the paths leading to leaf node
with value 1 correspond to input patterns of the NSF cone under consideration, which
+
, under faulty (s-a-0 fault at dominated
result in different values at NSF output vm

line) condition compared to normal condition. Let IPs−a−0,dominated be the set of such
input patterns.
4. Generate a cone for dominating line in the NSF corresponding to the normal circuit.
Let the Boolean function corresponding to the dominating line be vdominating , which is
represented using another OBDD, termed as “dominating OBDD”.
5. The “satisfy-all-0” operation is applied on the dominating OBDD, which generates all
the input patterns for which the value at the dominating line is 0. The set of such
input patterns is IP0,dominating .
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6. The required test patterns that detect Fi (drives 0 to dominating line and detects
s-a-0 fault at dominated line) is obtained by the intersection of IPs−a−0,dominated and
IP0,dominating . These test patterns can be mapped to the initial state and input of the
F Di -transitions. The final state of the F Di -transitions can be obtained by applying
these patterns to the faulty OBDD, because the fault is manifested at the NSF output
+
.
vm

Note: Letτij = hxij , σij , xij i be the j th F Di -transition that detects fault Fi through
+
. τij can be obtained by mapping an input pattern (Step 3)
NSF output corresponding to vm
+
against
to initial(τij ) conjoined with input(τij ). The faulty output through the cone for vm

the pattern under consideration (Step 6) can be mapped to f inal(τij ). The values of state
variables in initial(τij ) and input variables in input(τij ) are don’t cares which do not fall
+
+
under the cone of influence of vm
. Also, only one variable in f inal(τij ) namely, vim
that

corresponds to the NSF block output through which the fault effect is monitored has a
+m
m
th
Boolean value of 0 or 1; rest are don’t cares. We denote τijm = hxm
ij , σij , xij i as the j
+
F Di -transition which detects fault through cone corresponding to output vm
.

It may be noted that the procedure discussed above generates the exhaustive set of
F Di -transitions when e1 is the dominated line and e2 be the dominating line. This is only
half of the task, and it needs to be repeated by changing the roles of e1 and e2 .
Now we explain the above procedure with the help of the circuit and the fault F1
shown in Figure 4.2. The partitioning of the NSF block (under normal condition) using
cones of influence on the NSF outputs is shown in Figure 4.7. First we assume that e1 is
the dominated line and e2 is the dominating line. The bridging fault under this case needs
inserting a s-a-0 fault at line e1 and enforcing 0 at e2 . Following that, the faulty NSF is
divided into cones on its outputs; this is shown in Figure 4.8(a). It may be observed from
the figure that only cone for NSF output v1+ comprises e1 . So OBDD based operations for
generating the F D-transitions are to be done only on the cone for v1+ .
0

0

The OBDD for cone of NSF output v1+ under normal condition (expression v1 v2 + v2 v3 )
is shown in Figure 4.9(a). Figure 4.9(b) illustrates the OBDD for NSF output v1+ under s-a-0
0

condition at e1 (expression v1 v2 ). The OBDD obtained after XORing the normal and faulty
OBDDs is shown in Figure 4.9(c). The “satisfy-all-1” operation on the XORed OBDD
generates the set IPs−a−0,dominated as {v1 = 1, v2 = 0, v3 = 1; v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 1}.
Here, e2 is the dominating line and vdominating = v1 + v2 , which is represented by the
dominating OBDD shown in Figure 4.9(d). “satisfy-all-0” operation on this OBDD generates
the set IP0,dominating as {v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = d}, where d is don’t care, implying
IP0,dominating = {v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 0; v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 1}. The intersection of
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Figure 4.7: NSF (normal condition) partitioned using cones of influence on its outputs.

IPs−a−0,dominated and IP0,dominating gives the set of test patters as {v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 1}.
Signal values at the nets of the NSF block under s-a-0 fault at e1 for the test pattern
{v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 1} is shown in Figure 4.8(a). In the figure “1/0” implies that under
normal condition (s-a-0 fault at e1 ) the signal value at the corresponding net is 1(0). The
fault (s-a-0) manifestation at v1+ , when {v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 1} is obtained by applying the
pattern to the faulty OBDD, which comes to be 0. So the F D1 -transition obtained from
the input pattern and fault manifestation is h00, 1, 0di, which corresponds to transition τ12
(Figure 4.4).
In a similar way, we determine the remaining F D1 -transitions by reversing the roles of e1
and e2 (Figure 4.8(b)); the F D-transitions obtained are h01, 0, d1i and h11, 0, d1i, which
correspond to τ13 and τ17 , respectively.

4.3.3

OBDD based procedure for generation of exhaustive set of
F D-transitions for feedback bridging faults

As already discussed, the bridging between two lines is called feedback bridging if there exists
at least one path between these two lines. We refer the two lines involved in the feedback
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Figure 4.8: NSF with faults (e2 dominates e1 and e1 dominates e2 )
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bridging fault as the back line(b) and the f ront line(f ), where b is closer to the primary
inputs and f is closer to the primary outputs. In other words, there is path from b to f .
The procedures of generation of test patterns for feedback bridging faults are discussed in
two parts. The first part discusses the procedure where f becomes the dominating line and
b becomes the dominated line and the second part deals with the reverse of that.
Part 1: Generation of exhaustive set of F D-transitions for feedback bridging
fault– the f ront line dominates the back line
The procedure for generation of the exhaustive set of F D-transitions for feedback bridging
faults (where f dominates b) involves all the steps required for the non-feedback bridging
faults (Subsection 4.3.2) namely, partitioning the normal NSF using cones of influence for
each of the outputs, introduction of fault by inserting s-a-0 fault at the dominated line,
partitioning the faulty NSF and finally generating the F D-transitions using OBDD based
operations.
However, additional steps are required in this case of feedback bridging fault to
determine if the F D-transitions cause oscillations. To elaborate, a test pattern that drives
0 to the dominating line (here f ) and detects s-a-0 fault at the dominated line (here b) may
not qualify to become an F D-transition, if the fault effect at line b propagates through line
f and makes it 1. It is easy to observe that for sensitizing the fault, line f is driven to 0 and
effect of s-a-0 fault at line b is propagated to the NSF output, however, if the fault effect
makes f = 1, then there is oscillation.
The following steps based on OBDD are performed to check if the test patterns
generated using the scheme for non-feedback bridging faults (Subsection 4.3.2) cause
oscillations for the given feedback bridging fault where f dominates b.
Let T P be the set of test patterns obtained from the intersection of IPs−a−0,dominated
and IP0,dominating . T P is obtained using the steps discussed in Subsection 4.3.2, for the case
when e1 , the dominated line is b and e2 , the dominating line is f .
1. Generate a cone for the dominating line (i.e., f ) in the faulty NSF (s-a-0 at b). Let
“dominating faulty OBDD” be the OBDD representation for the Boolean expression
corresponding to the dominating line f under the fault.
Apply the “satisfy-all-1” operation on the “dominating faulty OBDD”, which generates
all the input patterns for which the value at dominating line f becomes 1 under the
fault at dominated line b. The set of such input patterns be IPf =1,s−a−0 at dominated .
2. If there is a test patten tp in the intersection of T P and IPf =1,s−a−0 at dominated , then tp
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needs to be eliminated from the set T P . It may be noted that test pattern tp, implies
(i) 0 in the dominating line f under normal condition, (ii) different values in the NSF
+
output vm
under normal condition compared to s-a-0 fault at the dominated line b, (iii)

however, under fault, the dominating line f is pulled to 1. So, tp results in oscillation
under the fault.
The remaining set of test patterns in T P are mapped to F D-transitions.
A test pattern which remains in T P after the check implies (i) 0 in the dominating
line f under normal condition as well as faulty condition, (ii) different values in the
+
NSF output vm
under normal condition compared to s-a-0 fault at the dominated line

b. So such a test pattern can detect the fault without oscillation.
cone for line "f"
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Figure 4.10: NSF with fault, partitioned into cones, when f dominates b.

Now we explain the above procedure with the help of a simple sequential circuit with
feedback bridging fault F1 between lines e1 and e2 , as shown in Figure 4.10. Let e1 be the
dominated line (b) and e2 be the dominating line (f ). The partitioning of the NSF into
cones on its outputs and on the dominating line are also shown in the figure.
The OBDDs for the cone of NSF output v1+ under normal condition (expression
0

0

0

0

0

v1 v2 + v1 v2 + v1 v3 ) and s-a-0 condition at e1 (expression v1 v3 + v1 v2 v3 ) are shown in
Figure 4.11(a) and Figure 4.11(b), respectively. The OBDD obtained from XORing normal
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Figure 4.11: OBDDs for feedback bridging fault when f dominates b
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and faulty OBDDs is shown in Figure 4.11(c). The “satisfy-all-1” operation on XORed
OBDD generates the set IPs−a−0,dominated as {v1 = 1, v2 = 0, v3 = 0; v1 = 0, v2 = 1, v3 = 0}.
0

0

Here, the dominating line is e2 (f ) and vdomminating = v1 v2 + v1 v3 , which is represented by
the dominating OBDD shown in Figure 4.11(d). The “satisfy-all-0” operation is applied on
this dominating OBDD which generates the set IP0,dominating = {v1 = 1, v2 = 0, v3 = 0; v1 =
1, v2 = 0, v3 = 1; v1 = 1, v2 = 1, v3 = 0; v1 = 1, v2 = 1, v3 = 1; v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 0}.
The intersection of IPs−a−0,dominated and IP0,dominating gives the test pattern set T P as
{v1 = 1, v2 = 0, v3 = 0}.
Now, we check if the test pattern {v1 = 1, v2 = 0, v3 = 0} causes oscillation under
fault. The “dominating faulty OBDD” for the line e2 (f ) (expression is v1 0 v3 ) is shown
in Figure 4.11(e). Then “satisfy-all-1” operation is applied on this OBDD to generate
the set IPf =1,s−a−0 at dominated as {v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 1; v1 = 0, v2 = 1, v3 = 1}. Now
the intersection of T P and IPf =1,s−a−0 at dominated is φ, which implies that test pattern
{v1 = 1, v2 = 0, v3 = 0} can detect the feedback bridging fault F1 , when f dominates b,
as it does not cause oscillation. The fault (s-a-0) manifestation at v1+ for the test pattern
{v1 = 1, v2 = 0, v3 = 0} is 0, thereby mapping to F D1 -transition as h10, 0, 0di.
As discussed before, to generate the exhaustive set of F D1 -transitions, now we need to
repeat this procedure when the roles of f ront line and back line are reversed i.e., generation
of exhaustive set of F D-transitions for feedback bridging fault, when back line dominates
the f ront line.

Part 2: Generation of exhaustive set of F D-transitions for feedback bridging
fault– the back line dominates the f ront line
In the circuit considered in Part 1 (Figure 4.10), if the roles of f ront line and back line are
reversed we obtain the circuit given in Figure 4.12. In this case, as back line (e1 ) dominates
the f ront line (e2 ), we drive 0 to the e1 and test for s-a-0 fault at e2 . Using the OBDD
based operations to generate the test patterns (discussed in Subsection 4.3.2), we obtain T P
as {v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 1}. Now, it needs to be verified if the test pattern causes oscillation
under fault i.e., under fault, the dominating line b is pulled to 1. It may be noted that this
is not possible because fault effect cannot be propagated from the dominated line to the
dominating line. The reason is obvious, as there is no path from the dominated line to the
dominating line. So F D1 -transition corresponding to this test pattern is h00, 1, 0di, as NSF
output v1+ for this test pattern under fault is 0. So the exhaustive set of F D1 -transitions is
{h00, 1, 0di, h10, 0, 0di}.
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Figure 4.12: NSF with fault, partitioned into cones when b dominates f .

Note: For any feedback bridging fault, all the test patterns generated for the case
“b dominates f ” can be directly mapped to F D-transitions and used for F N -detector
construction (as they do not cause oscillation).

4.3.4

OBDD based procedure for illustration of an oscillating
feedback bridging fault

Now, we illustrate an example of a circuit where a feedback bridging fault (f dominates b,
case) causes oscillation.
The circuit in Figure 4.13 shows a feedback bridging fault F1 between lines e1 and e2 .
As we are illustrating oscillation, e1 is the dominated line (b) and e2 is the dominating line
(f ). The partitioning of the NFS into cones on its outputs and on the dominating line are
also shown in the figure. Using the OBDD based operations to generate the test patterns, we
obtain T P as {v1 = 1, v2 = 1, v3 = 0}. The expression for the line e2 (f ) under s-a-0 fault at
line e1 (b) is v10 + v30 . So, IPf =1,s−a−0 at dominated is {v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 0; v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 =
1; v1 = 0, v2 = 1, v3 = 0; v1 = 0, v2 = 1, v3 = 1; v1 = 1, v2 = 0, v3 = 0; v1 = 1, v2 = 1, v3 = 0}.
As test pattern {v1 = 1, v2 = 1, v3 = 0} is included in the set IPf =1,s−a−0 at dominated , it
implies that the test pattern under fault would pull the dominating line (f ) to 1, leading to
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oscillation. So this test pattern cannot be included in the set of F D1 -transitions. Also, it
may be noted that in this case there are no more test patterns. Hence, F1 cannot be tested
when f ront line dominates the back line.
However, in case of this fault when back line dominates the f ront line, the test patterns are
{v1 = 1, v2 = 0, v3 = 0; v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 1; v1 = 0, v2 = 0, v3 = 0; v1 = 0, v2 = 1, v3 = 0},
which map to F D1 -transitions {h10, 0, 0di, h00, 1, 0di, h00, 0, 0di, h01, 0, 0di}, respectively.
feedback bridging fault(b,f)

v1

1

b

(s−a−0)

1

e1
Primary
input
(v 3 )
0

f

1/0
0

1/0

v1+

0/1
e2

D−ff

0

v2 1

Clock
v2+
D−ff

NSF
block

Figure 4.13: NSF with fault causing oscillation, partitioned into cones when f dominates b

Note: Due to possibility of oscillation in case of feedback bridging faults, most of the
works on OLT of bridging fault have considered only the non-feedback faults. However,
as shown in the last subsection, there are feedback bridging faults for which there are test
patterns (even in case of f dominates b) which do not cause oscillation and hence can detect
the fault. Further, as discussed before, for all feedback bridging faults in case of b dominates
f , no test pattern causes oscillation. So, if all feedback bridging faults are dropped, there is
a substantial fall in fault coverage.

4.4

Experimental evaluation

Using the above techniques discussed in the last section we have designed a tool “OLT-FBF”,
which produces the F N -detector (in Verilog) for detecting bridging faults, given the netlist
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of a digital sequential circuit. On-line testers have been designed for several ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits using the tool OLT-FBF and performance in terms of fault coverage, detection
latency and area overhead have been analyzed.
× 100%

Fault Coverage (FC): =

N umber of f aults covered
T otal number of bridging f aults in CU T

Area Overhead (AO): =

Area of the F N −detector (af ter synthesis)
Area of the Circuit U nder T est(CU T )

Detection Latency (DL): Detection latency for Fi is (dnF Di /nmlF Di e) − 1, where nF Di
is total number of F Di -transitions and nmlF Di be the number of F Di -transitions that are
considered in the F N -detector.

4.4.1

Fault coverage analysis

Table 4.1 shows the details of bridging fault coverage

2

achieved by the proposed scheme

for different ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits and comparison with [13]. Column 1 provides
information about the circuit i.e., circuit name (number of flip-flops, number of gates).
Column 2 shows the number of all possible AND-OR bridging faults. In Column 3, we report
the percentage of bridging faults which are non-feedback. The same column also represents
the fault coverage of the scheme proposed in [13]. It may be noted that the scheme reported
in [13] only handles non-feedback bridging faults. Percentage of non-oscillating feedback
bridging faults and oscillating feedback bridging faults

3

are reported in Column 4 and

Column 5, respectively. Column 6 represents the coverage of the proposed scheme i.e., sum
of non-feedback and non-oscillating feedback bridging faults. Strictly speaking, the proposed
scheme also covers the oscillating bridging faults partially, because even for such faults F Dtransitions are present in the F N -detector when b dominates f . In Column 7, we report the
CPU time taken to generate the exhaustive set of F D-transitions.
The following points may be noted:
• Broadly, about 10 to 20 percentage of bridging faults are feedback bridging faults.
However, among them only a small fraction (less than 1 percent) creates oscillations.
So neglecting all feedback bridging faults leads to substantial reduction in coverage,
which is the case in [13]. By filtering out the oscillating bridging faults and covering
the remaining bridging faults, i.e., non-feedback and non-oscillating feedback bridging
2

detection latency was zero, i.e., all F D-transitions were considered in the F N -detector for the faults

covered
3
in this table a bridging fault is considered oscillating if there is a test pattern for which the circuit
oscillates, when the f ront line dominates the back line
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faults, more than 99 percentage of fault coverage is obtained for all the benchmark
circuits by the proposed OLT scheme.
• The number of feedback bridging faults is higher in circuits where the average number
of gates per cone of influence of the NSF outputs are large. The reason is explained as
follows. As we have seen, for a feedback bridging fault the back line should be within
the same cone as the f ront line. Obviously, larger cones imply more nets and more
such combinations of back lines and f ront lines.
It can be observed that the percentage of feedback bridging faults for the benchmark
circuit s382 having 21 flip-flops and 158 gates is 9.89 %. Whereas for the circuit s386,
having 6 flip-flops and 159-gates, the percentage is 15.17 %. It may be noted that these
two circuits have almost equal number of gates but only difference is in the number
of flip-flops. The average number of gates per cone in circuit s386 is 26.5, whereas in
case of s382 it is only 7.52. Similar trend can be seen for other circuits as well.
• The percentage of feedback bridging faults causing oscillations is low (less than 1
percent). In most of cases we have observed that a feedback bridging fault creates
oscillation if the back line involved in the fault has no other path for fault propagation
except through the f ront line; if back line belongs to more than one cones then
probability of this situation is low. It may be observed from Table 4.1 that in most of
the cases, higher the number of flip-flops (i.e., cones) in a circuit, lower is the number
of oscillating feedback bridging faults.

4.4.2

Area overhead analysis

If we design an F N -detector with highest possible fault coverage and target zero detection
latency (i.e., incorporate all F D-transitions for all faults in the F N -detector), area overhead
of the detector is high. So depending on the tolerable detection latency, some F D-transitions
may be dropped from each fault, thereby leading to reduction in area overhead.
Note: The scheme of blindly dropping F D-transitions based on given detection latency
is not applied for all faults. It has been observed that for some faults the number of F Dtransitions is quite less compared to others; such faults are called “difficult to test faults”.
If F D-transitions for such faults are dropped using the formula of detection latency (given
above), extremely low number or no F D-transition will be present in the F N -detector for
such faults. This would practically imply that the fault is dropped, leading to compromise
in fault coverage, which is not desirable. So, in this work, a threshold is determined based
on the input space of the CUT and all faults whose number of F D-transitions are less than
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16471

14706

99681

130816

145530

279378

4477528

17073246

37415575

53898153

158909878

284232403

214586686

s382-(21, 158)

s386-(6,159)

s713-(19,393)

s838-(32,446)

s1238-(18,508)

s1423-(74,657)

s5378-(179,2779)

s9234-(228,5597)

s13207-(669,7951)

s15850-(597,9772)

s35932-(1728,16065)

s38417-(1636,22179)

s38584-(1452,19253)

∗ Executed

25.73

25.86

24.72

22.87

21.88

21.28

20.14

16.93

10.75

8.85

23.27

15.17

9.89

0.525

0.522

0.537

0.590

0.602

0.611

0.598

0.608

0.717

0.623

0.985

0.904

0.631

0.623

0.860

bridging faults, FBFs: feedback bridging faults, Non-FBFs: non-feedback bridging faults.

74.27

74.14

75.28

77.13

78.12

78.72

79.86

83.07

89.25

91.15

76.73

84.83

90.11

14.04

9.06

FBFs(%)

99.475

99.478

99.463

99.410

99.398

99.389

99.402

99.392

99.283

99.377

99.015

99.096

99.369

99.377

99.14

Proposed scheme

#FBF(%)+ #Oscillating- Fault coverage(%)

in AMD Phenom IIX3 710 Processor with 4 GB RAM in Linux OS.

+ BFs:

16836

s344-(15,160)

85.96

90.94

9180

s298-(14,119)

#Non-FBFs(%)+
Fault coverage(%) [13]

Total#BFs+

circuits-(FFs,GATEs)

ISCAS’89 benchmark

2512320

2872524

2267521

942365

811764

485982

155730

11215

5012

3823

3410

522

720

780

329

(Secs.)

Time

CPT

Table 4.1: Fault coverage by the proposed method, comparison with the existing technique [13] and CPU time to generate F D-transitions ∗
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the threshold are marked as difficult to test faults. All F D-transitions corresponding to
such faults are included in the F N -detector. This rarely leads to a significance rise in area
overhead because of the low number of extra transitions that are required to be explicitly
included in the F N -detector.
Table 4.2 shows the area overhead of the F N -detector for different ISCAS’89 benchmark
circuits under different values of detection latency.
The following points may be noted
• As expected, increase in detection latency results in reduction in area overhead of the
F N -detector.
• For a given detection latency, area overhead decreases with increase in size of the circuit
and finally saturates. For partial replication based OLT for s-a faults, Drineas et al.
in [35] identified the fact that area overhead ratio is approximately α + 1/k, where
α is the fraction of the test patterns incorporated in the tester design (i.e., detection
latency in our case) and k is the number of state bits (generally proportional to circuit
size). It can be observed from Table 4.2 that the dependence of area overhead ratio
with detection latency adheres (approximately) to the above-mentioned fact, even for
bridging faults. For example, in case of a small circuit (s298), where the number of
state bits is 14, area overhead is nearly three times even for detection latency of 9.
However, the area overhead for a large circuit (s9234), where state bits are 228, is less
than one fourth for the same latency. From the table it may be noted that this trend
follows for all the benchmark circuits considered.
Thus, for most of the practical circuits (which generally have more than tens of
thousands of gates), near hundred percent bridging fault coverage can be achieved
with reasonably low area overheads by suitably compromising detection latency.
• For a given latency, the proposed scheme leads to slightly higher area overhead
compared to [13]. The reason is, more F D-transitions in the detector due to the
additional coverage of feedback bridging faults in the proposed scheme compared to
[13].
• It can be seen in Table 4.2 that the area overheads for small sized circuits (i.e., from
s298 to s713) are more than 200% even for detection latency 9, where as for large
sized circuits it gradually decreases to around 10%. So it may be concluded that the
proposed scheme provides high fault coverage and tolerable latency at reasonable area
overhead for circuits having more than thousand gates (which is typically the case for
most of the practical circuits).
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2.85
2.83
2.9
2.88
2.37
1.5
1.48
1.44
1.25
1.23
1.22
1.18
1.05
1.02
1.03

s344-(15,160)

s382-(21, 158)

s386-(6,159)

s713-(19,393)

s838-(32,446)

s1238-(18,508)

s1423-(74,657)

s5378-(179,2779)

s9234-(228,5597)

s13207-(669,7951)

s15850-(597,9772)

s35932-(1728,16065)

s38417-(1636,22179)

s38584-(1452,19253)

[13]
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1.12

1.11

1.13

1.22

1.27

1.29

1.32

1.51

1.54

1.64

2.96

3.28

3.12

3.04

3.03

Proposed work

0.158

0.159

0.167

0.33

0.41

0.44

0.5

1.10

1.18

1.38

1.98

2.78

2.81

2.74

2.80

[13]

0.183

0.192

0.215

0.45

0.53

0.57

0.61

1.21

1.31

1.52

2.16

2.94

2.90

2.85

2.86

Proposed work

For Detection latency=4

0.110

0.113

0.121

0.178

0.206

0.209

0.213

1.05

1.13

1.21

1.82

2.48

2.53

2.43

2.64

[13]

0.117

0.123

0.131

0.190

0.217

0.219

0.225

1.11

1.22

1.32

1.90

2.61

2.58

2.49

2.72

Proposed work

For Detection latency=9

Area overhead for Detection latency
For Detection latency=0

s298-(14,119)

circuits-(FFs,GATEs)

ISCAS’89 benchmark

Table 4.2: Area overhead for the proposed method and comparison with [13]
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4.5 Conclusion

• Since the area overheads of all the above benchmark circuits are greater than 100% for
zero detection latency, it can be argued that simply duplicating the original circuit and
comparing the responses would be much simpler and effective technique. However, the
main drawback of this full duplication scheme is that, same type of fault may occur
in both the circuits (original and duplicate) and in such case fault detection is not
possible. Such faults are called common-mode failures and it has been identified by
Mitra et al. [75] that their number is reasonably high, which reduces the efficacy of
pure duplication based OLT.

4.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed an OBDD based OLT scheme of digital circuits for ANDOR bridging faults. Most of the reported works on OLT of bridging faults cover only
non-feedback bridging faults, whereas the proposed scheme covers both feedback and nonfeedback bridging faults. Experimentally, it has been shown that on an average 20% of all
possible bridging faults are feedback, however, only less than 1% of them cause oscillations.
So, significant improvement in fault coverage is achieved by considering both feedback and
non-feedback bridging faults. It is also observed that there is marginal increase in area
overhead of the proposed scheme compared to the techniques considering only non-feedback
bridging faults.
None of the OLT schemes including the OBDD based ones, could scale up to the level of
complexity incurred in modern day circuits which have tens of thousands of gates. The major
reason being most of these OLT schemes work at gate level, leading to the state explosion
problem. So, one of the most important issues of the gate level OLT schemes is scalability.
In the next chapter, we will address the issue of scalability by proposing an OLT scheme for
the circuits at Register Transfer Level (RTL). The scheme uses High Level Decision Diagram
(HLDD) instead of OBDD in OLT (for circuits at gate level).
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Chapter 5
On-line Testing at Register Transfer
Level
5.1

Introduction

One of the important issues of OLT in modern deep sub-micron design is scalability. Most
of the OLT schemes reported in the literature including the ones proposed in Chapter 3
and Chapter 4 work at logic gate level and are scalable only up to a certain extent, i.e.,
circuits having about 30 thousand gates and 500 flip-flops. This is because these schemes
are designed at logic gate level leading to the state explosion problem. In order to solve this
issue, i.e., to improve the scalability, a number of OLT schemes at higher description level
have been proposed [43, 57, 58]. The details about these schemes can be found in Chapter 2,
Subsection 2.3.3. The OLT schemes at Register Transfer Level (RTL) presented in [43, 58]
are based on replicating each operation and executing them using different functional units
in the idle computational clock cycles. Outputs of these functional units are compared and
the faulty functional units are detected. The scheme discussed in [57] is based on exploiting
RTL implementation diversity to detect both transient and permanent faults on-line. The
technique applies allocation diversity by changing operation-to-operator allocation and data
diversity by shifting operands before re-computation. Faults can be detected by comparing
the results obtained from normal computation and re-computation. All of these OLT schemes
have a number of drawbacks−(i) they are intrusive in nature since they require some special
properties in the circuit structure, (ii) they have high latency because they depend on idle
times of different functional units of the CUT, (iii) they are architecture specific because of
the use of secondary functional units, etc.
Similar to the schemes discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, in this work we develop
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a partial replication based OLT scheme at RTL in order to overcome the drawbacks of the
schemes reported in [43, 57, 58]. However, unlike the use of OBDD for gate level circuits
(in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4), this scheme uses High Level Decision Diagram (HLDD)
for circuits at RTL. The CUT is partitioned into a number of sub-circuits and each subcircuit is represented using different HLDDs under normal and faulty conditions. For each
fault, Fault Detecting control patterns (F D-control-patterns) are generated from HLDD
representations. Finally, on-line tester, called Fault versus Normal condition detector (F N detector), is designed using these F D-control-patterns. Application of HLDD enables the
scheme to handle fairly complex circuits. Experimental results illustrate that similar fault
coverage is achieved with lower area overhead and lower computational time compared to
OLT schemes at gate level. Further, the scheme is non-intrusive in nature, architecture
independent and can be easily applied to all types of circuits at RTL
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the preliminaries of HLDD and
Section 5.3 illustrates modeling of RTL circuits under normal and faulty conditions using
the HLDD framework. Generation of the exhaustive set of F D-control-patterns and design
of the F N -detector are discussed in Section 5.4. We have reported experimental results in
Section 5.5 and finally concluded in Section 5.6.

5.2

High-Level Decision Diagram

HLDD is a mathematical model used to represent digital systems at higher levels of
abstraction. Since the last two decades HLDDs have been used for high level and hierarchical
test generation for complex digital circuits [91–93]. HLDD can be defined as a directed acyclic
graph
GDD = (N, n0 , =, Γ, λ, X),

(5.1)

where N is the finite set of nodes and n0 ∈ N is the initial node. The set N is partitioned
into two sets as N = N T ∪ T , where N T is the set of non-terminal nodes and T is the
set of terminal nodes. Each non-terminal node (say ni ) is associated with an expression
(say expni ).

The expression may be a control signal or a condition.

terminal node is associated with an operation.
transitions.

Similarly, each

= = {τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , ...} is the finite set of

Γ = {Γ1 , Γ2 , Γ3 , ...} is the finite set of functions defined on non-terminal

nodes to evaluate the expressions associated with them. The expression associated with
each non-terminal node ni (i.e, expni ) is evaluated by its corresponding function Γi , where
1 ≤ i ≤ |N T |. λ = {λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , ...} is the finite set of functions defined on terminal nodes to
evaluate the operations associated with them. The operation associated with each terminal
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node nj (i.e, opnj ) is evaluated by its corresponding function λj , where 1 ≤ j ≤ |T |.
X = {x(τ1 ), x(τ2 ), x(τ3 ), ...} is the finite set of constants associated with the transitions. The
transition from a non-terminal node ni is decided by evaluating the expression associated
with it (i.e., expni ) and the number of outgoing transitions from ni is the number of possible
outcomes of Γi (expni ). Now we define a transition as:
A transition τ ∈ = from a node nτ to another node n+
τ is an ordered pair as
τ = hnτ , n+
τ i

(5.2)

where
• nτ ∈ N T is the initial node of the transition, denoted as initial(τ ).
• n+
τ ∈ N is the final node of the transition, denoted as f inal(τ ).
• The transition, τ = hnτ , n+
τ i, is said to occur successfully if the evaluated value
of the expression associated with nτ (that is expnτ ) is equal to x(τ ). That means
Γτ (expnτ ) = x(τ ).
n1

n0
exp n

x( τ 1)
0

τ1
τ2

n3

exp n

x( τ3)
1

τ3

op n

3

x( τ2)

exp n
n2

x( τ4)
2

τ4

op n

4

n4

Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of a HLDD model.

Figure 5.1 shows a graphical representation of the HLDD model GDD , where N =
{n0 , n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 } is the set of nodes, N T = {n0 , n1 , n2 } is the set of non-terminal nodes,
T = {n3 , n4 } is the set of terminal nodes, = = {τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , τ4 } is the set of transitions and n0
is the initial node. x(τi ) is the constant value associated with transition τi , where 1 ≤ i ≤ 4.
Different expressions and operations are associated with the nodes and are shown in the
figure. Consider a non-terminal node n0 ; the function Γ0 (expn0 ) evaluates the expression
associated with n0 . There are two possible transitions from the node n0 . If Γ0 (expn0 ) = x(τ1 )
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then the transition τ1 occurs in the model. On the other hand, if Γ0 (expn0 ) = x(τ2 ) then
the transition τ2 occurs in the model. Similarly, for each terminal node ni ∈ T , λi (opni )
evaluates the operation associated with ni . The value obtained from λi (opni ) is referred to
as the output of the path, starting from the initial node to the terminal node ni in the model.
For example, the value obtained from λ4 (opn4 ) is referred to as the output of the path from
n0 to n4 . Now, we formally define path in the HLDD model as:
Definition 5.1. Path in HLDD: A path p(i,j) from node ni to node nj in the HLDD
model GDD is a sequence of transitions of GDD , denoted as p(i,j) = hτ1 , τ2 , · · · , τk i, where
initial(τ1 ) = ni , f inal(τk ) = nj and the consecutive property holds, i.e., initial(τl+1 ) =
f inal(τl ), where 1 ≤ l ≤ (k − 1).
We denote the path from initial node n0 to any other node nj in GDD as pj .
For example, the path from initial node n0 to node n4 in the above HLDD is
denoted as p4 . This path includes two transitions–τ2 and τ4 . The path p4 is established
if both the transitions have occurred successfully. That means, Γ0 (expn0 ) = x(τ2 ) and
Γ2 (expn2 ) = x(τ4 ). Thus, we can say the path constraints for p4 are expn0 = x(τ2 ) and
expn2 = x(τ4 ). Path constraints can be formally defined as:
Definition 5.2. Path constraints: The path constraints Cpj for a path pj = hτ1 , τ2 , τ3 , · · · i
corresponds to the values of the expressions that have to be satisfied for establishment of that
path. i.e., Cpj = hx(τ1 ), x(τ2 ), x(τ3 ), · · · i.
There are two important tasks for testing circuits at RTL. The first task is modeling
the circuit at RTL and the second one is applying appropriate high level fault models which
have strong correlation with physical defects. In next section, we discuss the modeling of
circuits at RTL using HLDDs.

5.3

Circuit modeling at RTL: Normal and faulty conditions

The circuit description at RTL is partitioned into two parts–data path and control part
[30, 126]. The data path is viewed as an interconnection of modules and the control part
is represented a Finite State Machine (FSM). The modules of the data path are different
units like registers, multiplexers, functional units, etc. The modules are decided depending
on number of inputs, number and type of operations required to implement the required
algorithm, sequence of these operations, data transfers, etc. [30, 126].
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In order to explain the procedure of modeling circuits at RTL, we have considered
the example of Greatest Common Divisor (GCD), which is also treated as a standard
benchmark in different high level testing schemes [92,93]. The pseudo-code to calculate GCD
of two unsigned integers is shown in Algorithm 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows the data path of the
GCD algorithm at RTL which is obtained by applying high-level synthesis to the algorithm
description [29]. The data path consists of 2 registers, 6 multiplexers and 3 functional units,
whereas the control part is described using an FSM having five states which is shown in
Table 5.1. These five states carry out the function of the control part as follows−initial state
q0 enables the two registers to hold the input values. State q1 checks equality between two
input values and moves to state q2 if they are not equal, otherwise the FSM remains in state
q1 and outputs the GCD value. State q2 compares these two unequal values and moves either
to state q3 or q4 . In states q3 and q4 subtraction is performed and finally the FSM moves
back to state q1 for next iteration.
Algorithm 5.1 Algorithm of Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) of two unsigned integers.
1: Begin
2: V1 ← IN1
3: V2 ← IN2
4: while V1 6= V2 do
5: if V1 < V2 then
6: V2 ← V2 − V1
7: else
8: V1 ← V1 − V2
9: end if
10: end while
11: Output ← V1
12: End

Now, we discuss how the GCD operation is performed in the RTL architecture shown
in Figure 5.2 with the control signals given in Table 5.1. The control signals at state q0
where reset signal is 1 are as follows; sel1 = 1, sel2 = 1, sel34 = 0, sel56 = d. The
control signals sel1 = 1, sel2 = 1 load the registers with input values which are selected
by sel34 = 0 in both mux3 and mux4, as shown in Figure 5.2. At state q0 the control
signal sel56 has no impact, thus, it contains don’t care value(d). The values of the two
registers (regA(= V1 ) and regB(= V2 )) remain unchanged and are used for checking equality
and less than conditions in states q1 and q2 , respectively. This is possible through the
control signals sel1 = 0, sel2 = 0, sel34 = d, sel56 = d in both the states. At state q3
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Table 5.1: FSM representation of the control part of the GCD algorithm
Present state

Conditions

Next state

Reset

NEQ

LT

q0

1

d

d

q1

0

1

q1

0

q2

Control signals
sel1

sel2

sel34

sel56

q1

1

1

0

d

d

q2

0

0

d

d

0

d

q1

0

0

d

d

0

d

1

q3

0

0

d

d

q2

0

d
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(sel1 = 0, sel2 = 1, sel34 = 1, sel56 = 1), contents of regB (i.e., V2 ) and regA (i.e., V1 ) are
selected by sel56 = 1 in mux5 and mux6, respectively. Then the subtract operation, i.e.,
V2 − V1 is performed by SU BRT module and the subtracted value is loaded into register
regB by the control signals sel2 = 1, sel34 = 1. Even though sel34 = 1 at q3 , the content of
regA (i.e., V1 ) remains unchanged because the control signal sel1 = 0. Similarly at state q4 ,
the operation, V1 − V2 , is performed and the subtracted value is loaded into regA. All the
details about the control signals can be found in Table 5.1.
It can be observed in the above example that the control part generates signals, using
which different operations are carried out at the data path of the RTL circuit. The data path
does not perform operations for all possible values of the control signals. For example, the
data path performs a subtract operation, i.e., V2 − V1 when the values of the control signals
hsel1, sel2, sel34, sel56i = h0, 1, 1, 1i and does not perform any operation when the values of
the control signals hsel1, sel2, sel34, sel56i = h1, 1, 1, 1i (Table 5.1). Thus, the values of the
control signals for which there is a distinct operation are called valid control signals and the
values of the control signals for which there is no operation are called invalid control signals.
Valid and invalid control signals can be defined as.
Definition 5.3. Valid and Invalid control signals: The values of control signals
(hsel1, sel2, ..., i) are said to be valid if the circuit performs a distinct operation using these
signal values. Otherwise, they are called invalid control signals.
Testing a circuit at RTL requires testing both the data path and the control part of the
circuit. Since the control part is represented in the form of FSM, its testing is comparatively
easier than that of the data path. Several OLT techniques have been proposed for testing
of FSMs [60, 65]. The basic idea of testing the control part is to first model it as an FSM.
Then state sequences of the FSM traversed during execution of the circuit is compared with
the state sequences under normal condition. Fault is detected if any mismatch is found
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Figure 5.2: Data path of the GCD algorithm at RTL.
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between these two state sequences. In this work, we are interested to design an OLT scheme
for testing of data path of the RTL circuits. Again, the data path can be divided into a
sequential part and a combinational part, which is shown in the Figure 5.2 for the GCD
circuit. First, we consider the sequential part and design on-line tester for it. Later, we
discuss the design of on-line tester for the combinational part in brief.

5.3.1

Circuit modeling using HLDD

This subsection explains how the data path of an RTL circuit is modeled using HLDD. We
first partition the CUT (sequential part of the data path) into smaller sub-parts based on
cones of influence with respect to the registers [15]. A cone is a sub-circuit corresponding
to an input of a register, which contains all modules, nets and inputs that are transitive
fan-ins of the register. Figure 5.3 shows the partitioning of the CUT into cones. It may
be noted that the cone has two types of inputs; primary inputs and secondary inputs. Let
P = {IN1 , IN2 , ..., INg } be the set of primary inputs and V = {V1 , V2 , ..., Vh } be the set of
secondary inputs of the CUT, which are fed back from the outputs of the registers. The
inputs of the registers (i.e., outputs of the cones) are treated as values of the registers at
the next clock pulse and are denoted as V + = {V1+ , V2+ , ..., Vh+ }; they can be found in
Figure 5.3. Thus, the CUT without registers can be described as Z = (ΣZ , V + ), where
ΣZ = P × V = {IN1 , IN2 , ...INg , V1 , V2 , ...Vh } is the set of inputs and V + = {V1+ , V2+ , ...Vh+ }
is the set of outputs. Once the CUT is divided into a number of cones, next we represent
each cone using a HLDD.
Note: It may be noted that in RTL the inputs and outputs of the CUT consisting of
multiple number of bits are considered and processed together, whereas in gate level, the
inputs and outputs are considered and processed as individual bits. Thus, the complexity of
representing circuits at gate level can be reduced at RTL.
Since the last few years HLDDs have been widely used to represent circuits at RTL
[91–93] because of their simplicity and uniform graph based representation. In this work
we follow the same formalism to represent each cone of the CUT using a HLDD. The nonterminal nodes of the HLDD correspond to multiplexers or data selectors whereas terminal
nodes correspond to functional units. We have considered constant assignments and data
transfers as special cases of operations. In the GCD circuit, the CUT is divided into two
cones, cone1 and cone2, which are shown in Figure 5.3. The set of primary and secondary
inputs are P = {IN1 , IN2 } and V = {V1 , V2 }, respectively. Here, cone1 corresponds to
RegA and its output is denoted as V1+ . Similarly, cone2 corresponds to RegB and its output
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Figure 5.3: Partitioning the CUT into sub-parts based on cones of influence.
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is denoted as V2+ 1 . The HLDD representation of V1+ consists of 7 nodes, which is shown
in Figure 5.4. Nodes n0 , n1 and n2 are the non-terminal nodes and the nodes n3 , n4 , n5
and n6 are the terminal nodes. Expressions associated with the non-terminal nodes are
different control expressions (multiplexer selection lines) and operations associated with the
terminal nodes are subtractions and assignment operations. Initial node n0 of the HLDD
shown in Figure 5.4 represents mux1 and is associated with expression sel1, i.e, selection
line of mux1. If Γ0 (sel1) = 0 (that means sel1 = 0), then we reach the node n3 , which is
associated with an assignment operation. The terminal node n3 is evaluated by the function
λ3 (opn3 ) which assigns present value of V1 to V1+ . If Γ0 (sel1) = 1, then we reach the node
n1 in the HLDD which represents mux3 and the expression associated with n1 is sel34. If
Γ1 (sel34) = 0, then we reach the node n4 , which assigns the input value of IN1 to V1+ .
Again, if Γ1 (sel34) = 1, then we reach the node n2 , which represents both mux5 and mux6
and the expression associated with n2 is sel56. If Γ2 (sel56) = 0, then we reach the node
n5 where subtraction is performed by the function λ5 (opn5 ) = λ5 (V1 − V2 ). Similarly, if
Γ2 (sel56) = 1, then we reach the node n6 , where subtraction is performed by the function
λ6 (opn6 ) = λ6 (V2 − V1 ).
V 1+

n1

n0

0

1

sel34

sel1
0

IN 1

1

n5
0

V1
n3

n4

sel56

V 1−V2

n2
1
V 2−V1
n6

Figure 5.4: HLDD representing V1+ .

One of the hardest problem of testing circuits at RTL is the lack of widely accepted fault
models unlike at the gate level. Some high level fault models have been reported in literature
review section where the authors have attempted to establish a correlation between the high
1

Number of bits in V1+ (V2+ ) is same as the number of bits in RegA (RegB). Let V1+ = hv1+ , v2+ , ..., vk+1 i

contain k1 -bits and V2+ = hv1+ , v2+ , ..., vk+2 i contain k2 -bits. Similarly, inputs also consist of multiple number
of bits, e.g., IN1 = hi1 , i2 , ..., ik3 i consists of k3 -bits and IN2 = hi1 , i2 , ..., ik4 i consists of k4 -bits.
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level fault coverage and gate-level fault coverage [18, 25, 46, 59]. In the next subsection we
illustrate one of the RTL fault models presented in [59] and following that, modeling of a
circuit under faulty condition [59] using HLDD is discussed.

5.3.2

RTL fault model and circuit modeling under fault.

RTL fault model
M. Karunaratne et al. [59] presented a number of RTL fault models for different conditional
and control expressions. They have introduced three faulty behaviors for if -else control
expression which is shown in Table 5.2.

The first faulty behavior is generated by

interchanging the if and else blocks. The second (and third) faulty behavior is generated
by selecting if (else) block always without depending on the value of the condition.
Table 5.2: RTL faults for if and else blocks
Normal behavior

Faulty behavior 1

Faulty behavior 2

Faulty behavior 3

begin

begin

begin

begin

if(condition)

if(condition)

if(condition)

if(condition)

Output=input1;

Output=input2;

Output=input1;

Output=input2;

else

else

else

else

Output=input2;
end

Output=input1;
end

Output=input1;
end

Output=input2;
end

In general, if -else control expression is used to select one of the two sets of operations
to be performed depending on the condition. If the condition is satisfied it executes the
if -block statements, otherwise it executes the else-block statements. In RTL, the equivalent
of if -else statement can be designed with the help of a multiplexer, where the inputs are
if -block and else-block statements and one of these input blocks is selected for execution
by the selection line of the multiplexer. So, the fault models associated with the if -else
control statement can be applied to the multiplexer in the RTL design. Figure 5.5 shows
a multiplexer and its equivalent circuit at gate level. In the multiplexer we have 3 faults
(shown in Table 5.2) whereas its equivalent circuit at gate level has 9 × 2 = 18 s-a faults
(each line can be s-a-1 and s-a-0). Thus, it can be noted that for a circuit the number of
RTL faults is less than that of gate level faults. At the same time it has also found that
RTL faults have good correlation with gate level faults. So if all the RTL faults are tested,
then quality of testing at RTL remains comparable with that of the gate level.
There is a number of high level fault models associated with different operations
(addition, multiplications, subtraction, comparator, etc.)
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A
A
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Figure 5.5: Multiplexer and its equivalent circuit at logic gate level

[18, 25, 46, 59]. In this work, we have applied them to the corresponding modules in RTL
architecture of the CUT. Next we are going to discuss modeling of the CUT under fault
using HLDD.

Circuit modeling under fault using HLDD
Like modeling of the circuit under normal condition, we introduce a fault at a module of
the CUT and partition the CUT into smaller sub-parts based on cones of influence with
+
respect to the registers. Let V0+ = {V01+ , V02+ , V03+ , ..., V0h
} denote the set of cone outputs

under normal condition and Vi+ = {Vi1+ , Vi2+ , Vi3+ , ..., Vih+ } denote the outputs under fault Fi ,
1 ≤ i ≤ p, where p is the number of all possible faults. For modeling the CUT under faulty
conditions the following steps are executed–i) for each fault Fi , find the cones which include
Fi . ii) for each such cone, its output is represented using two HLDDs−1) under normal and
2) faulty (Fi ) condition.
In order to illustrate RTL fault modeling using HLDD, we consider the GCD circuit
and fault at module mux5. We take the fault for if -else control expression presented in [59]
and apply it (shown in 2nd column of Table 5.2) to mux5 (say F1 ) in the GCD circuit. Since
F1 belongs to both the cones, cone1 and cone2, we must consider both of them for modeling
the fault. Let V01+ denote the output of cone1 under normal condition and V11+ denote the
output of cone1 under fault F1 . In normal case, mux5 selects V1 (V2 ) when the selection
line sel56 is 0 (1). The HLDD to represent cone1 under normal condition, i.e., V01+ is shown
in Figure 5.6. After applying fault F1 at mux5, the behavior of mux5 becomes the reverse,
i.e., it selects V2 (V1 ) when sel56 is 0(1). Now the behavior of mux5 becomes identical with
mux6, i.e., both select V2 (V1 ) when sel56 is 0(1). Figure 5.7 shows the details about the
HLDD representation for cone1 under fault F1 (i.e., V11+ ). Like cone1, we can represent output
of cone2, i.e., V2+ , using HLDD under normal and faulty (F1 ) conditions. Figure 5.8 and
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Figure 5.9 show the HLDDs to represent V02+ and V12+ , respectively.
The HLDDs shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 represent the cone output V1+ under
normal and faulty conditions, respectively. It can be observed in the figures that the path
constraints of p5 (to node n5 ) in both the HLDDs is Cp5 = hsel1 = 1, sel34 = 1, sel56 = 0i.
For the values of control signals hsel1, sel34, sel56i = h1, 1, 0i, the values evaluated at node
n5 (i.e., λ5 (opn5 )) in the normal HLDD (Figure 5.6) and in the faulty HLDD (Figure 5.7) are
different. This is because the value of λ5 (opn5 ) = V1 − V2 under normal condition is never
equal to zero since V1 and V2 have distinct values (i.e., λ5 (opn5 ) 6= 0), whereas the value of
λ5 (opn5 ) = V2 − V2 under fault F1 is always equal to zero (i.e., λ5 (opn5 ) = 0). The control
signals (hsel1 = 1, sel34 = 1, sel56 = 0i) along with faulty output (V11+ = 0) can detect fault
F1 . Such values of control signals that result in manifestation of faults through the cone
outputs are termed as F D-control-patterns (fault detecting control patterns). Now we can
formally define F D-control-pattern as follows:
n1

n0
V 01+

1
sel1

sel34

IN 1

1

n5

0

0

V1
n3

n4
0

sel56

V 1−V2

n2
1
V 2−V1
n6

Figure 5.6: HLDD representing V1+ under normal condition.

Definition 5.4. F D-control-pattern: The path constraint Cpk for path pk to node nk (i.e.,
values of control signals hsel1, sel2, ...i) is called “F D-control-pattern for fault Fi manifested
through cone for Vj+ ”, if the values of Vj+ under normal and faulty conditions are different.
That means V0j+ 6= Vij+ for these control signal values.
In the next section, we discuss the procedure of generation of exhaustive set of F Dcontrol-patterns for all possible faults using HLDDs. Following that, the procedure of design
of the F N -detector is discussed using the set of F D-control-patterns and their faulty outputs.
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Figure 5.7: HLDD representing V1+ under fault F1 .
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Figure 5.8: HLDD representing V2+ under normal condition.
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Figure 5.9: HLDD representing V2+ under fault F1 .
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Generation of exhaustive set of F D-control-patterns
and design of F N -detector

As discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.3, the steps for efficient construction of F N detector involves– partitioning the CUT into smaller sub-parts based on cones of influence,
representation of output of each cone under normal and faulty conditions using separate
OBDDs, generation of F D-transitions from the OBDDs and finally design of the F N detector using the F D-transitions. In similar way, in this work we start with partitioning of
the CUT into a number of sub-circuits based on cones of influence with respect to the
registers, then represent output of each cone under normal and faulty conditions using
separate HLDDs.

We generate F D-control-patterns from the HLDDs and design the

F N -detector using the F D-control-patterns. In this section, we discuss the procedure of
generation of the exhaustive set of F D-control-patterns and design of the F N -detector.
Consider the fault Fi at a module m of the CUT. Initially, the CUT is partitioned using
cones of influence with respect to the registers. Let the module m belong to n different cones.
The following HLDD based operations are executed for each cone in order to generate the
exhaustive set of F D-control-patterns for Fi .
1. Let the cone Vj+ be the one of the cones that contains Fi . Generate HLDDs for this
cone under normal condition as well as under fault Fi . Let GDDN be the HLDD to
represent Vj+ under normal condition (i.e., V0j+ ) and GDDFi be the HLDD to represent
Vj+ under fault Fi (i.e., Vij+ ).
2. Traverse the HLDDs, GDDN and GDDFi , starting from their initial nodes to the
corresponding terminal nodes nkN and nkFi in the respective HLDDs, where the path
constraints CpkN (to nkN ) and CpkF (to nkFi ) in both the HLDDs are same.
i

(a) Find the terminal nodes nkFi in GDDFi (corresponding to nkN in GDDN ) where
λk (opnkF ) 6= λk (opnkN ). Let T N be the set of such terminal nodes.
i

3. For each terminal node nkFi ∈ T N , find path pkFi to nkFi in GDDFi and its path
constraint CpkF . Let CP be set of such path constraints.
i

4. The F D-control-pattern that manifest fault (Fi ) effect through Vj+ can be obtained
by mapping each path constraint in CP into control signals of the CUT. Let XF Di be
the set of such F D-control-patterns.
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5. For each F D-control-pattern f d ∈ XF Di , check if f d is an invalid control signal; if
so, drop f d from XF Di . Eventually, XF Di becomes the exhaustive set of F D-controlpatterns for the fault Fi through cone Vj+ .

6. For each F D-control-pattern f d ∈ XF Di , the faulty output for Vj+ can be obtained by
applying the values of control signals in f d to the faulty HLDD (i.e., GDDFi ).

Now we explain the above procedure with the help of the GCD circuit and fault F1
(i.e., fault at mux5). The partitioning of the CUT using cones of influence with respect to
the registers is shown in Figure 5.3. Here, both the cones cone1 and cone2 include the fault
F1 . Let us first consider cone1 whose output is V1+ and generate the set of F D-controlpatterns for F1 . The HLDDs for V1+ under normal condition (i.e.,V01+ ) and under fault F1
(i.e.,V11+ ) are shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, respectively. Now we traverse both the
HLDDs starting from their initial nodes to each terminal node and evaluate the operations
associated with them. Here, terminal nodes n5 and n6 in the faulty HLDD give different
values compared to the terminal nodes with same path constraints in the normal HLDD.
Next, we find path constraints to these terminal nodes. The path constraints to node n5
and n6 for the control signals hsel1, sel34, sel56i are h1, 1, 0i and h1, 1, 1i, respectively. The
F D-control-patterns to detect F1 through cone V1+ for the values of hsel1, sel2, sel34, sel56i
are h1, d, 1, 0i and h1, d, 1, 1i, where sel2 = d indicates that sel2 does not belong to HLDD
for V1+ . The faulty output for V1+ can be obtained by applying the F D-control-patterns to
the faulty HLDD shown in Figure 5.7. For both the F D-control-patterns, the faulty output
manifested through V1+ is 0.
Similarly, F D-control-patterns can be generated by considering cone2 and these are
hd, 1, 1, 0i and hd, 1, 1, 1i. For these F D-control-patterns, the faulty output manifested
through V2+ is 0. Now the exhaustive set of F D-control-patterns for F1 is {h1, d, 1, 0i, h1, d, 1, 1i,
hd, 1, 1, 0i, hd, 1, 1, 1i}. Among them, the F D-control-patterns h1, d, 1, 1i and hd, 1, 1, 0i are
not considered in the F N -detector design because these are invalid control signals, which
cannot be found in Table 5.1. Thus, we have only two F D-control-patterns for fault F1 and
these are h1, d, 1, 0i and hd, 1, 1, 1i. The F D-control-pattern h1, d, 1, 0i manifests F1 through
V1+ with faulty response 0 and the F D-control-pattern hd, 1, 1, 1i manifests F1 through V2+
with faulty response 0.
In next subsection, we explain how to design the F N -detector using the exhaustive set
of F D-control-patterns with their faulty responses.
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5.4.1

Design of F N -detector

The F N -detector runs in parallel with the Circuit Under Test (CUT) by tapping the control
signals and cone outputs (values of registers). The interconnection of the CUT and the
F N -detector is shown in Figure 5.10. If an F D-control-pattern appears in the CUT and
it results in faulty output, then the F N -detector makes the status as high to indicate that
fault has occurred in the CUT. We first illustrate the design of the F N -detector for the F Dcontrol-pattern h1, d, 1, 0i (say f d), shown in Figure 5.11. Following that, we shall discuss a
generalized procedure for its design.
Inputs

Outputs
CUT

tapping lines
cone outputs
<V 1+, V 2+,...>
control signals
<sel1,sel2,...>

FN−detector
status

Figure 5.10: Interconnection of the CUT and the F N -detector.
As already discussed, in case of f d = h1, d, 1, 0i the value of V1+ becomes 0 under
fault F1 , whereas in the normal case it has non-zero values. So, for detection of F1 the
F N -detector needs to monitor control signals (hsel1, sel2, sel34, sel56i) and the cone output
(V1+ ). Checking the occurrence of fault can be accomplished in two clock cycles. The timing
diagrams of the CUT and the F N -detector are shown in Figure 5.12. The F N -detector
runs in parallel with the CUT and both are driven by the same clock. In the first clock
cycle, the F N -detector checks whether the values of the control signals generated by the
CUT are same as f d (i.e., hsel1, sel2, sel34, sel56i = h1, d, 1, 0i); this can be simply verified
by measuring only the control signals of the CUT and measuring the value of cone output
(i.e., V1+ ) is not required (shown by the 1st dotted line in Figure 5.12). Following that,
in the next clock cycle the F N -detector examines if the output of the cone matches the
value under faulty condition, i.e., hV1+ = 0i; this can be verified by measuring only the cone
output and the values of control signals are not necessary to be measured. Again, while
considering one cone, the output of other cones are not required to be measured. Since we
have considered the cone for V1+ , thus, the value of V2+ is not required to be measured. So
the cone outputs measured in second clock cycle are hV1+ , V2+ = 0, dk2 i (shown by the 2nd
dotted line in Figure 5.12), where dk2 represents k2 -bits as don’t care values. If it happens,
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Figure 5.11: State transition diagram for the F N -detector.

then the status signal becomes high which indicates that fault (F1 ) has occurred in the CUT.
The state transition diagram of the F N -detector of the CUT to detect F1 is shown
in Figure 5.11. In the detector, the transitions t1 , t2 and t3 correspond to f d. The F N detector starts from its initial state s0 and reaches the intermediate state s1 when the CUT
satisfies the values of control signals hsel1, sel2, sel34, sel56i = h1, d, 1, 0i. This is captured
by the transition t1 : h1, d, 1, 0, dk1 , dk2 , i/0. It may be noted that enabling condition of
t1 is h1, d, 1, 0, dk1 , dk2 , i, which implies that the values of sel1 = 1, sel2 = d, sel34 = 1,
sel56 = 0, V1+ = dk1 and V2+ = dk2 , where dk1 and dk2 represent k1 -bits and k2 -bits as don’t
care values, respectively. The output bit of t1 is 0, which indicates fault has not yet been
detected. In simple words, for each F D-control-pattern there is a transition from initial state
to intermediate state with enabling signals same as the F D-control-pattern. From state s1 ,
the detector needs to verify whether F1 has occurred in the CUT in the next clock cycle.
This is accomplished by transition t2 : hd, d, d, d, 0, dk2 i from s1 . The enabling condition of
t2 implies the values of control signals and V2+ are don’t cares and the value of V1+ is 0
(faulty output). Thus, the transition t2 leads the F N -detector to the final state sf yielding
output 1, which indicates that F1 has occurred in the CUT. If the enabling condition of
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Figure 5.12: Timing diagram of the CUT versus F N -detector under fault Fi .

t2 is not satisfied in the state s1 (i.e., V1+ 6= 0), then the F N -detector moves back to the
initial state s0 by the transition t3 . Once the final state sf is reached, the F N -detector
remains in that state forever maintaining output as 1, since the faults are assumed to be
permanent. This is accomplished by transition t5 , whose enabling condition is always TRUE.
In similar way, the working of F D-control-pattern hd, 1, 1, 1i with faulty output (V2+ =
0) can be explained using transitions t6 , t7 and t8 . Thus, the F N -detector has three type of
states; a) an initial state (s0 ), b) a final state (sf ) and c) a set of intermediate states, for
each F D-control-pattern. Thus, the F N -detector is an FSM given by six-tuples
GF N −detector = hS, s0 , Σ, δ, Y, sf i,

(5.3)

where S is the set of states, s0 is the initial state, Σ is the input variables (control signals
and cone outputs), δ : S × Σ → S is the transition function, Y : S × Σ → {0, 1} is the output
function and sf is the final state. The F N -detector can be constructed by using the steps
given below for each F D-control-pattern. Let f d be an F D-control-pattern that manifests
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fault Fi through cone output Vm+ with faulty response Rf .
1. Create an initial state s0 and a final state sf .
2. For each F D-control-pattern f d, repeat Step 3 and Step 4.
3. Create an intermediate state sk and add a transition tk from state s0 to sk . Inputs
of tk are the same as the values of the signals in f d co-joined with the cone outputs,
which are don’t cares. Output of tk is 0.
4. Add a transition tl from sk to sf . Input of tl includes don’t cares for the control signals
co-joined with the cone outputs, which are also don’t cares except for the cone Vm+ .
The value of Vm+ is equal to Rf . The output of tl is 1.
5. From each intermediate state sk , add a transition to s0 . The enabling condition of the
transition is any value of the control signals and the cone outputs other than the one
corresponding to the enabling condition of the transition from sk to sf . The output of
the transition is 0.
6. Add a self loop at s0 , whose enabling condition is any value of control signals and cone
outputs other than the ones corresponding to the enabling conditions of the transitions
emanating from s0 . The output of the transition is 0.
7. Add a self loop at sf , whose enabling condition is TRUE, i.e., any value of control
signals and cone outputs, and its output is 1.

5.4.2

F N -detector design for combinational part of the RTL
circuit

The procedure of designing the F N -detector for the combinational part of the RTL circuit
is similar to that of the sequential part of the circuit. We discuss the design procedure in
brief using the example of the GCD circuit in this subsection. Like the sequential part, we
partition the combinational part into a number of sub-circuits based on the cones of influence
with respect to its outputs. Figure 5.13 shows the combinational part of the GCD circuit.
The combinational part is partitioned into two sub-parts (cones), one is for the “not equal
(NEQ)” module’s output and another is for the “less than (LT)” module’s output, which is
shown in Figure 5.14. In order to illustrate the procedure of design of the F N -detector for
the combinational part, we consider the cone for NEQ module and the same procedure can
be applied for other modules (LT module). The inputs of the module are V1 and V2 and
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the output is Y1 . Under normal condition, the output of the module (i.e., Y1 ) is 1 (0) when
V1 6= V2 (V1 = V2 ). We have applied the RTL fault model presented in [25] at the NEQ
module. Under faulty condition, Y1 is always 1, that implies, the difference between normal
and faulty conditions is Y1 = 1, when V1 = V2 .
Like the sequential part, we model each cone of the combinational part under normal
and faulty conditions using separate HLDDs and generate fault detecting patterns from
the HLDDs. The fault detecting patterns are the inputs of the combinational part which
produce different outputs under normal and faulty conditions. For this fault, the fault
detecting patterns consist of all combinations of V1 and V2 where V1 = V2 , i.e., hV1 (k1 bits), V2 (k2 -bits)i = h00...0, 00...0i, h00...01, 00...01i, h00...10, 00...10i, ..., h11...1, 11...1i. The
faulty output obtained for these patterns is 1, i.e., Y1 = 1. The F N -detector for the
combinational part is designed using the exhaustive set of fault detecting patterns and their
faulty responses. The state transition diagram of the F N -detector to detect the fault at the
module NEQ is shown in Figure 5.15. It involves only two states; initial state s0 and final
state sf . The transitions from s0 to sf indicate that fault has occurred in the circuit. This
is similar to the OLT at gate level for Output Function (OF) block of the circuit (Chapter 3,
Subsection 3.3.3). It can be noted that the fault detection in combinational part is performed
in a single clock cycle, while for the sequential part it requires two clock cycles. So, fault
detection in the combinational part is more straightforward compared to the sequential part.

V1

NEQ
V2

(V 1 != V 2 )

cone for NEQ

V1

NEQ

NEQ

V2

(Y1)

(V 1 != V 2 )

NEQ
(Y1)

cone for LT
V1
V2

LT

V1

LT

V2

(V 1 < V 2)

LT

LT

(V 1 < V 2)

Figure 5.13: Combinational part of the

Figure 5.14: Partitioning of the combi-

GCD circuit.

national part using cones of influence.

In next section, we present experimental findings regarding fault coverage, test
generation time and area overhead, and compare these results with gate level OLT schemes.
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<V 1,V 2,Y 1>
fault status
<00...0,00...0,1>/1
<00...01,00...01,1>1

<else>/0

s0

<TRUE/1>

sf

<11...1,11...1,1>/1

Figure 5.15: State transition diagram for the F N -detector of the combinational part.

5.5

Experimental evaluation

To show the feasibility of the proposed OLT scheme, we have selected different benchmark
circuits. The benchmark circuits include Greatest Common Divisor (GCD), Sum of squares
(sosq), 8-bit multiplier (mult8X8) and Differential equation (diffeq). These circuits have
been taken from the HLSynth92 academic benchmark suit [1]. For each benchmark circuit,
its RTL model is constructed from its behavioral description which is written in VHDL.
Then data path of the RTL circuit is partitioned into a number of cones with respect to the
registers. Appropriate high level fault models [18,25,46,59] have been chosen and applied into
the different modules of the RTL data path. Using the HLDD based techniques discussed
in the last two sections, we have generated the exhaustive set of F D-control-patterns for
detecting faults at different modules and finally designed the F N -detector circuit using
these F D-control-patterns.
The formulas for calculation of the performance parameters are as follows.
Fault Coverage(FC): F C =
Area Overhead(AO): AO =

N umber of f aults covered
× 100%
T otal number of f aults
Area of F N −detector af ter synthesis
Area of the CU T

Detection latency(DL): For a fault Fi , DL = (dnf di /mf di e) − 1, where nf di be the
total number of F D-control-patterns for Fi and among them, mf di number of F D-controlpatterns is considered in construction of the F N -detector.

5.5.1

Fault coverage analysis

Table 5.3 shows the details about RTL fault coverage and gate level stuck-at (s-a) fault
coverage [36] [12] for different benchmark circuits. We have calculated the fault coverage with
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0 detection latency, i.e., all the F D-control-patterns for each covered fault are considered in
the construction of the F N -detector. Column 1 shows the name of the benchmark circuits,
Column 2 shows the number of all possible RTL faults, Column 3 shows the percentage of
coverage of the RTL faults. An RTL fault is not covered implies, we could not generate any
F D-control-pattern for that fault. Column 4 shows the time required for the generation of
the exhaustive set of F D-control-patterns. Column 5 shows the number of gate level s-a
faults. Column 6 and Column 7 represent s-a fault coverage for the OLT scheme reported in
[36] and [12], respectively. Column 8 and Column 9 represent the time taken for generation
of the exhaustive set of test patterns for [36] and [12], respectively. The scheme reported in
[36] works successfully only for small sized circuits because they have used FSM for circuit
modeling, whereas the scheme reported in [12] is more scalable compared to [36] because of
the use of OBDD.
Table 5.3: Fault coverage and exhaustive test set generation time of the proposed method and
comparison with existing methods [36] and [12]
Circuit

RTL fault coverage and Time in seconds∗

Gate level fault coverage and Time in seconds∗

#Faults

# Faults

Fault coverage(%)

Time

Fault coverage(%)

Time

[36]

[12]

[36]∗∗

[12]

GCD

19

89.47

56

844

92

93

NA

270

sosq

31

87.1

128

1938

88

87

NA

724

mult8X8

39

84.6

304

3915

NA

92

NA

1680

diffeq

46

95.65
823
15836
NA
95
NA
in AMD Phenom IIX3 710 Processor with 4 GB RAM in Linux OS.

9876

∗ Executed
∗∗

[36] has not reported the execution time for test pattern generation

The fault coverage of the proposed scheme and the existing schemes ( [36] and [12]) are
almost same but the time taken to generate the F D-control-patterns is much lower than the
time taken to generate the test patterns in [36] and [12]. The reason is that the proposed
scheme generates F D-control-patterns at RTL whereas the existing schemes generate test
patterns at gate level and the number of RTL faults of a circuit is less compared to s-a
faults at gate level. It has been found that there exists close proximity between RTL and
gate level faults [25, 59, 92]. Thus, the F D-control-patterns generated at RTL have good
correlation with gate level test patterns. So there is no compromise in quality of testing at
RTL . Further, the number of F D-control-patterns at RTL is less than that of test patterns
at gate level for a circuit, thus, the proposed scheme has good impact on minimization of
area overhead. In next subsection we will discuss the area overhead of the on-line tester in
detail.
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5.5.2

Area overhead analysis

Table 5.4 shows the area overhead of the F N -detector for different benchmark circuits with
different values of detection latency. Column 1 of the table shows the name of the benchmark
circuits. Column 2 shows the area overhead of the proposed scheme when detection latency
is equal to 0. Columns 3 and 4 show the area overheads of the schemes reported in [36] and
[12], respectively, when detection latency is equal to 0. Similarly, Columns 5, 6 and 7 show
the area overheads when the detection latency is equal to 3 and Columns 8, 9 and 10 show
the area overheads when the detection latency is equal to 5. The following points may be
noted.
Table 5.4: Area overhead of the proposed method and comparison with [36] and [12]
Circuit
Area overhead for different values of detection latency
For detection latency=0 For detection latency= 3 For detection latency=5
Proposed

Existing

Proposed

Existing

Proposed

Existing

scheme

schemes

scheme

schemes

scheme

schemes

[36]

[12]

[36]

[12]

[36]

[12]

GCD

0.97

2.4

2.34

0.93

2.2

2.25

0.88

2.1

2.08

sosq

0.92

1.65

1.67

0.90

1.52

1.48

0.86

1.3

1.23

mult8X8

0.83

NA

1.23

0.78

NA

0.95

0.63

NA

0.91

diffeq

0.74

NA

1.14

0.68

NA

0.92

0.57

NA

0.88

• Increase in the detection latency results in reduction of the area overhead of the F N detector. For example, the area overhead of the proposed scheme for the circuit diffeq
is 0.74 with 0 detection latency. The area overhead reduces to 0.68 when the detection
latency increases to 3 and it reduces further to 0.57 when the detection latency increases
to 5.
• For a given detection latency, the area overhead of the proposed scheme is always less
compared to [36] and [12]. This is because the proposed scheme designs the on-line
tester circuit using the F D-control-patterns which are generated at RTL, whereas the
schemes in [36] and [12] designed the tester circuits using the test patterns which are
generated at the gate level. To elaborate, since the the number of RTL faults of a circuit
is less than that of gate level faults (s-a faults), the number of F D-control-patterns
generated at RTL for a circuit is also less than that of test patterns generated at the gate
level. It implies less number of F D-control-patterns in the F N -detector corresponding
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to the RTL based representation, which results less area overhead compared to gate
level testing.
• In RTL, we can decide the invalid F D-control-patterns for a fault and drop them in
the design of the F N -detector circuit, thus the area overhead can be further reduced.
Whereas, in the case of gate level circuits there is no such feature to decide invalid test
patterns for a fault. So, in the gate level case, we include all the test patterns for a
fault in on-line tester design which increases the area overhead.

5.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a HLDD based OLT scheme for digital circuits at RTL
using different high level fault models. The proposed scheme mainly improves the scalability
aspect of OLT. Experimentally, it is shown that the test generation time of the proposed
scheme is much lower compared to the gate level techniques, thus, large circuits can be easily
handled. It is also observed that the scheme achieves comparable fault coverage with low
area overhead. The main reason for improvement in scalability is due to use of HLDD for
modeling the circuits at RTL and generation of the exhaustive set of F D-control-patterns.
Most of the OLT schemes including our techniques proposed in the Chapters 3, 4 and 5
are designed for synchronous circuits. However, now-a-days asynchronous circuits are being
used in the semiconductor industry, because of the advantages like no clock skew problem,
higher degree of modularity, low power consumption, average case performance, etc. Thus,
one of the challenges in OLT is to develop on-line testers for asynchronous circuits. In the
next chapter, we extend our work by designing an OBDD based OLT scheme for Speed
Independent asynchronous (SI) circuits.
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Chapter 6
On-line Testing of Speed Independent
Asynchronous Circuits
6.1

Introduction

Since the last two decades synchronous circuits have widespread use in VLSI design whereas
asynchronous circuits have not been used in practice to that extent. However, compared
to synchronous circuits, asynchronous circuits promise a number of advantages such as
no clock skew problem, higher degree of modularity, low power consumption and average
case performances rather than worst case executions [111]. In recent years, the use of
the asynchronous circuits in the semiconductor industry has matured a lot because of the
above advantages. Testing of asynchronous circuits as compared to synchronous circuits
is considered difficult due to the absence of the global clock [50]. Also, On-line Testing
(OLT) of such circuits is one of the challenging tasks. It is seen that most of the OLT
schemes have been designed for synchronous circuits only. There are very few works that
have been proposed on OLT of asynchronous circuits [107,109,129]. The details about these
schemes can be found in Chapter 2, Subsection 2.3.4. The scheme proposed in [129] is based
on traditional full replication technique, thus, it leads to more than 100% area and power
overheads. The works reported in [107, 109] are based on checking of a predefined protocol
using Mutex elements. So, these schemes are protocol specific and use of Mutex elements
make area overhead of these techniques high.
In this chapter, we aim at developing an efficient OLT scheme for asynchronous circuits
which is protocol independent and incurs low area overhead. The proposed non-intrusive
OLT scheme is easily applicable to all type of Speed Independent asynchronous circuits (SI
circuits). The scheme starts with modeling of SI circuits along with their faults using Signal
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Transition Graphs (STGs), then translating them into State Graphs (SGs), from which Fault
Detecting transitions (F D-transitions) are generated. In case of OLT of synchronous circuits,
the on-line tester circuit is a Finite State Machine (FSM) which detects the occurrence of F Dtransitions (the procedure is discussed in Chapters 3 and Chapter 4). A synchronous circuit
can be synthesized in a straightforward manner from the FSM specification that performs online testing. In similar way a synchronous circuit can be synthesized as the on-line tester for
OLT of an asynchronous circuit, but the use of synchronous circuit for OLT of asynchronous
circuit is not desirable. So, we propose a new technique for design of on-line tester, called
Fault versus Normal condition detector (F N -detector), which can be synthesized as an SI
circuit. The tester is designed as state graph model which is live and has Complete State
Coding (CSC); these properties ensure its synthesizability as an SI circuit. Finally, we
discuss the procedure of generation of F D-transitions in an efficient manner directly from
the circuit description using Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD), without explicitly
constructing the SG models whose complexity may be prohibitively high for large circuits.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we discuss the modeling of an
SI circuit using STG under normal and faulty conditions. Following that, conversion of
STGs into SGs and generation of F D-transitions are discussed. In Section 6.3, we illustrate
the design of the F N -detector using F D-transitions. Efficient generation of F D-transitions
using OBDD is discussed in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 presents experimental results regarding
area overhead and fault coverage of the F N -detector. Also, comparison of area overhead
of the proposed scheme with other similar techniques is reported. Finally, we conclude in
Section 6.6.

6.2

SI circuit modeling using Signal Transition Graph
and generation of F D-transitions

In this section, we start with modeling of an SI circuit using STG under normal and faulty
conditions, then convert the STGs into SGs and generate F D-transitions. Just like modeling
of synchronous circuits discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the basic FSA framework is
also used to model asynchronous circuits with slight modification. In case of synchronous
circuits, state changes in the FSA occur only at the active edge of the register clock,
irrespective of the time of changes in the inputs. On the other hand, in asynchronous
circuits, state changes can occur immediately after a transition in the inputs. FSA used to
model an asynchronous circuit is called an AFSA (Asynchronous FSA) [80]. An alternative
to AFSA is Burst-mode (BM) state machines [80]. BM state machine and AFSA are similar
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from the modeling perspective, however in case of the former, transitions are labeled with
signal changes rather than their explicit values, which is the case in AFSAs. AFSAs and
BM state machines assume that inputs change first followed by outputs and finally a new
state is reached. Due to the strict sequence of signal changes all asynchronous protocols
cannot be modeled using AFSAs or BM state machines. Petri net (PN) is widely accepted
modeling framework for highly concurrent systems [27]. PN models a system using interface
behaviors which are represented by allowed sequence of transitions or traces. The view of an
asynchronous circuit as a concurrent system makes PN based models more appropriate than
AFSAs and BM state machines for their analysis and synthesis. There are several variants of
PNs among which Signal Transition Graph (STG) is generally used to model asynchronous
circuits. The major reason is that the STG interprets transitions as signal transitions and
specifies circuit behavior by defining casual relations among these signal transitions [71].
The SI circuit shown in Figure 6.1 (taken from [71]) will be considered as Circuit Under
Test (CUT) to illustrate our proposed scheme. Traditionally synchronous circuits consist of
blocks of combinational logic connected with clocked latches or registers, while in case of
SI circuit designs, we basically have logic gates as building blocks with C-elements, which
act as storage elements. Transistor level diagram of C-element is shown in Figure 6.2; logic
function of the C-element can be described by the Boolean equation C = AB + AC 0 + BC 0 ,
where C is the next state and C 0 is the old state value [71, 106]. The output of C-element
becomes logically high (low) when both the inputs are logically high (low), otherwise it
keeps its previous logic value. There are two types of C-elements that are used in SI circuits;
static C-element and dynamic C-element. The static version of C-element promises that the
information inside it can be stored for unbounded periods. However, dynamic version of
C-element provides gains in terms of area, power and delay [77, 105, 106, 120]. Since circuits
having high operating speed, low area and power consumption are preferred in modern days,
we have chosen SI circuits with dynamic C-elements instead of static ones.
Figure 6.3 shows the STG for the CUT being considered. Rising (falling) transitions on
signals, indicated by +(−), are shown in the STG. The dark circles along the arcs are called
tokens. A token indicates one of possibly a set of signals that enable a transition to fire.
If all input arcs for a signal transition have tokens then that signal transition is said to be
enabled. For example, when signal Rin goes high (denoted by Rin+) and signal Rout goes
high (denoted by Rout+), only then Aout+ transition can take place. Upon firing Aout+,
a token is placed on each of its outgoing arcs, thus enabling Rin−. Note that Rout− is
enabled after Aout+ and Ain+.
In this work we have considered SI circuits that contain C-elements (we assumed
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Figure 6.1: Example of speed independent circuit as CUT.
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Figure 6.2: Transistor diagram of dynamic C-element.
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Figure 6.3: Signal Transition Graph of
the sample circuit (Figure 6.1).
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dynamic version) and logic gates. For the logic gates, the most popular fault model is
the stuck-at (s-a) model. However, for the C-elements stuck-on and stuck-off faults for each
transistor is an accepted fault model [71]. So we have chosen a mixed gate/transistor level
description for modeling the faults. To illustrate fault modeling at both C-elements and
basic gates, we consider the circuit example from [71] which is shown in Figure 6.1. We first
model the faults in the gates and transistors (for the C-elements) and map them to STGs of
the circuit. For the analysis, the signals attached to the inputs A and B of the C-elements
are also indicated in the gate level circuit diagram of Figure 6.1. Now, we consider some of
these faults (one at a time), analyze their effects, and finally modify the STG to model the
faults.
Consider the C-element C2 of Figure 6.1 and refer to transistor level circuit of Figure 6.2.
The C-element C2 has Rout and Rin as inputs and Aout as output. If the transistor n1 has
a stuck-on fault, this leads to an error in the circuit, where it needs to wait for only n2 to
be enabled to generate the output. When n2 turns on, then a path to ground via n1 and n2
gets established, which makes p3 on and n3 off, making C high. So C2 has to wait only for
n2 (i.e., Rin+ which corresponds to input B of C2 to become 1) to turn on and change the
output. In other words, it has to wait for only Rin+ (and not also for Rout+, which is the
requirement under normal condition) before it can generate Aout+. Thus, the fault in n1
leads to premature firing of the Aout+ transition. We represent this by including a token
on the arc connecting Rout+ to Aout+. Availability of this token will enable Aout+ to fire
as soon as Rin+ arrives, without waiting for Rout+. This token is denoted by a ‘1’ shown
on the arc in Figure 6.4.
Now consider C-element C1 producing output Rout, with transistor p1 having stuck-on
fault. As p1 is on, the gate has to wait for p2 to turn on before it can change the output.
When p2 turns on (by virtue of B = 0) then there is no path to ground as n2 is off, which
makes p3 off and n3 on, making C low. Here, C1 has to wait for the input B = 0 to generate
Rout−. Referring to Figure 6.1, for B to become 0, we need either Aout to become 1 (same
as Rin becoming 0) or Ain to become 1. Thus, as soon as we have either Aout+ or Ain+,
Rout− would fire. It may be noted that under normal condition, for Rout− to fire, we also
require A = 0, which mandates both Aout+ and Ain+. This failure condition is indicated
in the STG by adding a ‘1’ to the input arcs of Rout−, which is shown in Figure 6.5. To
elaborate, Figure 6.5(a) (Figure 6.5(b)) shows that Rout− can be fired as soon as Ain+
(Aout+) fires and does not wait for Aout+ (Ain+).
As the third fault, let there be a stuck-on fault at n2 of C1. The stuck-on fault at n2
enforces the circuit to wait only for n1 to be enabled for generating output Rout+. As n1
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Figure 6.4: STG representation of stuck-on fault in n1 of C2 (Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.5: STG representation of stuck-on fault in p1 of C1 (Figure 6.1).
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Rin −

Figure 6.6: STG representation of stuck-on fault in n2 of C1 (Figure 6.1).

is connected to input A, which is logical ORing of Aout− and Ain−, transition Rout+ can
fire after Aout− or Ain− (without requiring to wait for Rin+). This premature firing of
the transition Rout+ is indicated in the STG by adding a “1” to Rin+, which is shown in
Figure 6.6.
For the gates, s-a-0 and s-a-1 faults are considered at their input and output nets. Let
Line 2 of the AND gate from Figure 6.1 be affected by s-a-0 fault. This implies a s-a-0 fault
at Line 6. As Line 6 is connected to the B input of the C-element C1, we have transistor
p2 on and transistor n2 off. Note that, as n2 is always off, there is no path to the ground.
So the output Rout can never become 1, because p3 can never turn on. In other words,
we will never have the Rout+ transition. This is indicated by adding a ‘0’ on the output
arcs of Rout+ in Figure 6.7. If Line 9 gets s-a-1, this will lead to Line 3 and Line 5 being
affected by s-a-0 fault, further leading to Line 6 being s-a-0. As Line 6 is connected to the
B input of the C-element, we will have the fault manifestation similar to the case of Line 2
s-a-0. Now we consider a s-a-0 fault at Line 13. As this line is connected to the B input of
the C-element C2, it will lead to output Aout never becoming 1. That means, we will never
have Aout+ transition. The effect is shown by adding a ‘0’ to the output arcs of Aout+, in
Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.7: STG representation of s-a-0 fault
in line-2 (Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.8: STG representation of s-a-0 fault
in line-13 (Figure 6.1).

Now we consider an example of a redundant fault, i.e., no logical difference is observed
in the operation of the circuit after the fault. An instance of such a fault is n1 stuck-on fault
in C1. This fault enforces the circuit to wait only for n2 to be enabled (i.e., B to be 1) for
generating output Rout+. As n2 is connected to input B, which is logical ANDing of Rin+,
Aout− and Ain−, Rout+ can fire only after three transitions, viz. Rin+ and Aout− and
Ain− fire. It may be noted that Aout− and Ain− also imply that input A (connected to
n1) of C1 is 1, which in turn implies on condition for n1. As fault and normal condition both
implies n1 to be on, stuck-on fault at n1 of C1 do not generate any behavioral difference.
Obviously, such faults cannot be detected under the single s-a fault assumption.
For the fault model considered the total number of faults in an SI circuit having dynamic
C-elements is equal to 12 times the number of C-elements (each C-element consists of 6
transistors and each transistor can have stuck-on and stuck-off fault) plus twice the number
of I/O lines of the gates (each line has either s-a-0 or s-a-1 fault). So the number of faults
in case of the circuit considered in Figure 6.1 is not too small and listing them all would
make a tabular representation long. So a partial list of faults and their effects on the STG
are given in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: A partial list of faults and their effects on STG
Fault Type
Transistor n1 stuck-on fault for C1

Effect of fault on the transitions
Rout+ can only be fired after Rin+,
Aout- and Ain- (same as normal condition)

Transistor n2 stuck-on fault for C1

Rout+ can be fired after either Aout- or Ain-

Transistor p1 stuck-on fault for C1

Rout- can be fired after either Aout+ or Ain+

Transistor p2 stuck-on fault for C1

Rout- can only be fired after Aout+ and Ain+

Transistor n1 stuck-on fault for C2

Aout+ can be fired after Rin+

Transistor n2 stuck-on fault for C2

Aout+ can be fired after Rout+

Transistor p1 stuck-on fault for C2

Aout- can be fired after Rin-

Transistor p2 stuck-on fault for C2

Aout- can be fired after Rout-

Transistor n1 stuck-off fault for C1

All arcs from Rout+ always 0

Transistor n2 stuck-off fault for C1

All arcs from Rout+ always 0

Transistor p1 stuck-off fault for C1

All arcs from Rout- always 0

Transistor p2 stuck-off fault for C1

All arcs from Rout- always 0

Transistor n1 stuck-off fault for C2

All arcs from Aout+ always 0

Transistor n2 stuck-off fault for C2

All arcs from Aout+ always 0

Transistor p1 stuck-off fault for C2

All arcs from Aout- always 0

Transistor p2 stuck-off fault for C2

All arcs from Aout- always 0

Transistor n3 stuck-on fault for C1

All arcs from Rout+ always 0

Transistor p3 stuck-off fault for C1
Transistor p3 stuck-on fault for C1

All arcs from Rout- always 0

Transistor n3 stuck-off fault for C1
Transistor p3 stuck-on fault for C2

All arcs from Aout- always 0

Transistor n3 stuck-off fault for C2
Transistor n3 stuck-on fault for C2

All arcs from Aout+ always 0

Transistor p3 stuck-off fault for C2
S-a-0 fault at Line 1

All arcs from Rout+ always 0

or Line 2 or Line 3
S-a-0 fault at Line 6 or Line 7
S-a-1 fault at Line 9 or Line 10
S-a-0 fault at Line 4 and Line 5

All arcs from Rout+ always 0

S-a-1 fault at Line 4 or Line 5

All arcs from Rout- always 0

S-a-1 fault at Line 6 or Line 7
S-a-0 fault at Line 9 or Line 10
S-a-0 fault at Line 8

All arcs from Rout+ always 0
and All arcs from Aout+ always 0

S-a-1 fault at Line 8

All arcs from Rout- always 0 and
All arcs from Aout- always 0

S-a-0 fault at Line 11

All arcs from Rout- always 0
and All arcs from Aout+ always 0
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S-a-1 fault at Line 11

All arcs from Rout+ always 0
and All arcs from Aout- always 0

6.2.1

S-a-0 fault at Line 12 or Line 13

All arcs from Aout+ always 0

S-a-1 fault at Line 12 or Line 13

All arcs from Aout- always 0

Converting STG into State Graph model and generation of
F D-transitions

A State Graph (SG) G is defined as G = hV, X, =, X0i, where V = {v1 , v2 , ...., vn }

1

is a

finite set of Boolean variables, i.e., the domain of the variables is {0, 1}, X is a finite set of
states, = is a finite set of transitions and X0 ⊆ X is the set of initial states. A state x is
a mapping of each variable to one of its domain elements. A transition τ ∈ = from a state
x to another state x+ is an ordered pair hx, x+ i, where x is denoted as initial(τ ) and x+ is
denoted as f inal(τ ).
The stuck-on and stuck-off faults in the transistors of the C-elements of the circuit are
captured by dividing the SG into sub-models and each sub-model is used to describe the
system under normal or faulty conditions. To make differentiation among the sub-models,
each state x is assigned a fault label by a status variable C with it’s domain being equal to
{N ∪ F1 ∪ F2 ∪ .... ∪ Fp }, where N is the normal status, Fi , 1 ≤ i ≤ p, is the fault status and
p is the number of possible faults.
Definition 6.1. Normal G-state: A G-state x is normal if x(C) = N . The set of all
normal states is denoted as XN .
Definition 6.2. Fi -G-state: A G-state x is fault state, or synonymously, an Fi -state, if
x(C) = Fi . The set of all Fi -states is denoted as XFi .
Definition 6.3. Normal-G-transition: A G-transition hx, x+ i is called a normal Gtransition if x, x+ ∈ XN .
Definition 6.4. Fi -G-transition: A G-transition hx, x+ i is called an Fi -G-transition if
x, x+ ∈ XFi .
Definition 6.5. Equivalent states: Two states x and y are said to be equivalent, denoted
as xEy, if x|V = y|V and x(C) 6= y(C).
In other words two states are said to be equivalent if they have same values for state variables
and different value for status variable.
1

In case of modeling SI circuits as SG, the state variables are values of the I/O signals. So in this work,

we will interchangeably use the terms signal and variable.
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A transition hx, x+ i, where x(C) 6= x+ (C), is called an si -transition (start of fault Fi ),
indicating the first occurrence of fault Fi in the circuit. Faults are assumed to be permanent.
+
Definition 6.6. Equivalent transitions: Two transitions τ1 = hx1 , x+
1 i and τ2 = hx2 , x2 i
+
are equivalent, denoted as τ1 Eτ2 , if x1 Ex2 , x+
1 Ex2 and they must associate with same signal

change.
Suppose there is a transition in faulty SG sub-model for which there is no corresponding
equivalent transition in the normal SG sub-model, then that transition is called Fault
Detecting transition (F D-transition). The fault is detected when the system traverses
through the F D-transition. Thus, we can define F D-transition as:
Definition 6.7. F D-transition: An Fi -G-transition of faulty SG sub-model τ 0 = hx0 , x0+ i
is an F D-transition, if there is no G-transition τ = hx, x+ i in the normal SG sub-model
such that τ 0 Eτ .
As already discussed, the first step of state based OLT is to generate normal and faulty
models. For SI circuits, the STGs under normal and faulty conditions are obtained and then
converted into separate SG models. We explain the concept using the example circuit of
Figure 6.1 under normal and two faults, namely, stuck-on fault in n1 of C2 and stuck-on
fault in p1 of C1.
The SG sub-model for the normal circuit is shown in Figure 6.9. It may be noted
that in the circuit there are 4 I/O signals namely, Rin,Rout,Ain,Aout. In the SG model
corresponding to each signal there is a discrete variable: hv1 = Rin, v2 = Rout, v3 =
Ain, v4 = Aouti which assumes values from the set {0, 1}. The set of states are X0 to
X13 and X0 is the initial state. State mappings and transitions are shown in Figure 6.9;
e.g., state X0 maps variables hRin, Rout, Ain, Aouti to h1, 1, 0, 0i. In states X0 and X1 the
mappings are h1, 1, 0, 0i and h1, 1, 0, 1i, respectively. So transition from X0 to X1 changes
Aout from 0 to 1; this is indicated by the transition Aout+. Now, if we look at the STG
for the normal circuit shown in Figure 6.3, we note that Aout+ can fire if Rin+ and Rout+
have a token (i.e., Rin = 1 and Rout = 1). In state X0 as Rin = 1 and Rout = 1, so Aout+
can fire. Similarly, the whole SG is constructed.
The SG sub-model for the circuit under n1 stuck-on fault in C2 is shown in Figure 6.10.
The set of states are X 0 0 to X 0 13 and X 0 0 is the initial state. The transitions and state
mappings are shown in the figure. As discussed in the previous section, n1 stuck-on fault
in C2 results in premature firing of Aout+ (i.e., it need not wait for Rout+ and can fire
only if Rin+ holds). If we observe the faulty SG sub-model shown in Figure 6.10, we note
that there are two dotted transitions, which correspond to the fault condition i.e., premature
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Figure 6.9: SG sub-model for the normal circuit (STG of Figure 6.3)
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Figure 6.10: SG sub-model for the circuit with n1 stuck-on fault in C2 (STG of Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.11: SG sub-model for the circuit with p1 stuck-on fault in C1 (STGs of Figure 6.5).

firing of Aout+. One dotted transition is between X 0 11 and X 0 6. It may be noted that in
X 0 11 we have Rin = 1, Rout = 0, Ain = 1 and Aout = 0; where, even though Rout+ is not
enabled, Aout+ fires because Rin+ is enabled. A similar premature firing of Aout+ occurs
between X 0 13 and X 0 8. So, for the fault n1 stuck-on in C2, there are two F D-transitions
namely, hX 0 11, X 0 6i and hX 0 13, X 0 8i.
The SG sub-model for the circuit under p1 stuck-on fault in C1 is shown in Figure 6.11.
The set of states are X 00 0 to X 00 13 and X 00 0 is the initial state. As discussed in the previous
sub-section, p1 stuck-on fault in C1 results in premature firing of Rout− triggered by either
Ain+ or Aout+. This is captured by the dotted transitions hX 00 2, X 00 11i and hX 00 1, X 00 8i in
faulty SG sub-model in Figure 6.11. The transition hX 00 2, X 00 11i represents firing of Rout−
by Ain+ in spite of Aout+ not being enabled and the transition hX 00 1, X 00 8i represents firing
of Rout− by Aout+ in spite of Ain+ not being enabled. Thus, for this fault there are two
F D-transitions namely, hX 00 2, X 00 11i and hX 00 1, X 00 8i. The entire set of F D-transitions is
shown in Table 6.2.
In the next section, we shall discuss the procedure for design of the on-line tester called
F N -detector using F D-transitions and its synthesis as an SI circuit.
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Table 6.2: F D-transitions
F D-transitions

Start State

Final State

Effect

1

0001

0101

Premature fire of Rout+ before Rin+ (by Ain-)

2

0000

0100

Premature fire of Rout+ before Rin+ (by Ain-)

3

1110

1010

Premature fire of Rout− before Aout+ (by Ain+)

4

1010

1011

Premature fire of Aout+ before Rout+ (by Rin+)

5

1000

1001

Premature fire of Aout+ before Rout+ (by Rin+)

6

0111

0110

Premature fire of Aout− before Rout− (by Rin−)

7

0101

0100

Premature fire of Aout− before Rout− (by Rin−)

8

1011

1010

Premature fire of Aout− before Rin− (by Rout−)

9

1001

1000

Premature fire of Aout− before Rin− (by Rout−)

10

1101

1001

Premature fire of Rout− before Ain+ (by Aout+)

6.3

Design of F N -detector using F D-transitions

The detector is basically a state estimator which predicts whether the CUT traverses through
normal or faulty states/transitions. Broadly speaking, the detector is constructed using
transitions which can manifest the fault effects. In other words, such a transition is a faulty
transition for which there is no corresponding equivalent normal transition. As already
mentioned, we call such transitions as Fault Detecting transitions (i.e., F D-transitions).
In the circuit under consideration, comparing the normal (Figure 6.9) and n1 stuck-on
fault at C2 SG sub-models, (Figure 6.10), we may note that there are two transitions
(dotted) hX 0 11, X 0 6i and hX 0 13, X 0 8i which manifest the fault effect. Corresponding to
these transitions there are no equivalent transitions in the normal sub-model. These two
transitions are F D-transitions for the fault and are used in the F N -detector construction.
If the CUT is a synchronous circuit then obviously the on-line tester (F N -detector) is
also a synchronous circuit that can be designed from the F D-transitions using straightforward FSM synthesis philosophy (discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). The detector FSM
has three classes of states namely, initial, intermediate and final. The detector measures the
I/O signals of the CUT (i.e., variables) to determine whether the following happens.
On startup, the detector is in its initial state and it checks if the CUT is in the initial
state of any F D-transition. For example, if we consider only two faults in the circuit under
consideration, stuck-on fault in n1 of C2 and stuck-on fault in p1 of C1, then the F Dtransition set is {hX 0 11, X 0 6i, hX 0 13, X 0 8i, hX 00 2, X 00 11i, hX 00 1, X 00 8i }. So in the initial state
the detector checks if the signals Rin, Rout, Ain and Aout are 1, 0, 1 and 0 or 1, 0, 0, and
0 or 1, 1, 1 and 0 or 1, 1, 0 and 1. If so, the detector moves to an intermediate state (in
the next clock edge) corresponding to the value matched. For each of the F D-transitions,
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there is a corresponding intermediate state in the detector. For example, if Rin, Rout, Ain
and Aout are measured to be 1, 0, 1 and 0 in the initial state of the detector, the detector
moves to the intermediate state corresponding to F D-transition hX 0 11, X 0 6i. However, if
the signals do not match the initial state of any F D-transition the detector loops in the
initial state. In the intermediate state whether the values of the signals of the CUT match
with the final state of the corresponding FD-transition is checked; if so, the fault is detected
and the detector moves to the final state and is deadlocked there. Otherwise, it moves to
the initial state. Continuing with the example, if the values of Rin, Rout, Ain and Aout are
1, 0, 1 and 1 respectively, from the intermediate state, F D-transition hX 0 11, X 0 6i is detected
(i.e., stuck-on fault in n1 of C2) and the detector moves to the final state in the next clock
edge. Otherwise, if Rin, Rout, Ain and Aout are 1, 0, 0 and 0 then CUT is normal and the
detector moves to the initial state.
The above mentioned philosophy of constructing the detector and then synthesizing it
into a synchronous system is widely used in OLT of synchronous circuits [10,12]. Obviously,
if the CUT is an SI circuit, so must be the detector circuit. However, it may be noted that
the same philosophy cannot be directly used in the case of SI circuits. The reason is, the
FSM of the detector designed above has liveness issue in the final state and has Complete
State Coding (CSC) violations in the intermediate states. In this work, we propose a new
technique for detector design which can be synthesized as an SI circuit. The detector is
designed as state graph model which is live and has CSC, that ensure its synthesizability as
an SI circuit. Before formalizing the algorithm for the design of the State Graph (SG) of
the detector, we first introduce the basic philosophy of its working using the examples from
the previous section.
An F D-transition in SI circuit design paradigm can be stated as “under fault, a signal
s can change in the presence of signals y1, y2 · · · yn, (1 ≤ n) that is not possible under
normal condition”. For example, in the case of n1 stuck-on fault of C2, hX 0 11, X 0 6i is an
F D-transition which changes signal Aout from 0 to 1 (i.e., Aout+) and the other signals are
Rin = 1, Rout = 0, and Ain = 1 (Figure 6.10). It may be noted that in normal condition
(shown in Figure 6.9) for changing Aout from 0 to 1 we need Rin = 1, Rout = 1, and
Ain = 0 (in state X0) and Rin = 1, Rout = 1, and Ain = 1 (in state X2). Comparing
with the faulty condition we may state that “under n1 stuck-on fault of C2, signal Aout
can change from 0 to 1 in presence of signals Rin = 1, Rout = 0, and Ain = 1 which is
not possible under normal condition”. So, to detect whether F D-transition hX 0 11, X 0 6i has
occurred, the detector needs to tap lines Rout and Aout (Rin and Ain are not required
to be monitored as their values are same under normal and faulty cases) of the CUT and
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determine whether Aout+ has fired and at that time whether Rout = 0; if so, a status output
line is made 1. If we consider the other F D-transition hX 0 13, X 0 8i for the fault, it can be
detected by checking if Aout+ has fired and at that time whether Rout = 0; Rin, Ain are
not required to be monitored as their values are same under normal and faulty cases. So,
it may be stated that to detect the fault by F D-transitions hX 0 11, X 0 6i and hX 0 13, X 0 8i we
need to check whether Aout+ has fired and at that time whether Rout = 0. Figure 6.12
illustrates the SG for detecting n1 stuck-on fault at C2 by F D-transitions hX 0 11, X 0 6i and
hX 0 13, X 0 8i. The design and flow of the detector for these two F D-transitions are as follows:
1. The state encoding tuple is hRout, Aout, Statusi. The initial state of the detector z0 is
encoded as 100. The first two bits represent the complement of Rout = 0 and Aout = 1
i.e., complement of the value of Rout in state X 0 11 and complement of the change of
Aout by the F D-transition. The third bit represents Status output of the detector
which is 0 until F D-transition is detected.
2. The detector waits for signal Rout to become 0 and if so, it moves to state z1 say,
which is encoded as h000i. However, from state z0 , if Aout becomes 1, F D-transition
cannot be detected because this is normal situation (state X0 in Figure 6.9) where
Aout+ fires when Rout = 1; detector moves to state z5 having encoding h110i. When
Aout becomes 0 in state z5 , the detector moves back to z0 from where it again waits
to detect whether the F D-transition occurs.
3. From state z1 the following may happen:
(a) If Rout becomes 1, then F D-transition cannot be detected and so the detector
moves back to z0 .
(b) If Aout becomes 1, then F D-transition has occurred and hence, fault is detected.
The detector moves to state z2 having encoding h010i. Following that, the detector
makes Status output high and moves to state z3 with encoding h011i.
Once Status line is 1 i.e., fault is detected on-line, the system should switch to
an alternative backup circuit, as under the single stuck-at fault model faults are
assumed to be permanent [71]. By that logic, the detector should stop or loop in
z3 indefinitely, however, it would lead to deadlock and is non-synthesizable as an
SI circuit. To avoid this deadlock a simple modification is made in the detector
SG without effecting the fault detection performance. We wait at state z3 for any
signal to change (i.e., Rout from 0 to 1 or Aout from 1 to 0) and we move to state
z4 ; let us select Rout for this purpose. State encoding of z4 is h111i. From state
z4 we have a transition to state z3 on change of Rout from 1 to 0.
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Figure 6.12: SG for detecting the F D-transitions hX 0 11, X 0 6i and hX 0 13, X 0 8i
In similar way we can design SGs for the other F D-transitions shown in Table 6.2.
However, it may be noted that different circuits may be required for the other F D-transitions
because merging all F D-transitions in a single detector SG will lead to CSC problems.
As shown in the example above, some F D-transitions can be merged into a single SG
maintaining CSC. Figures 6.13, 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 given below illustrate the SGs for some
F D-transitions shown in Table 6.2. Also, the F D-transitions which could be merged are
mentioned in the figures.
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Figure 6.13: SG for detecting the F D-transitions–Sl. No. 1 and 2 of Table 6.2
Before discussing the algorithm for generating the detector SGs for a set of F Dtransitions, we introduce the notion of compatible F D-transitions.
Definition 6.8. Compatible F D-transitions: Two F D-transitions τ 0 1 = hX 0 1, X 0 1+ i
and τ 0 2 = hX 0 2, X 0 2+ i are compatible if the following holds:
• If s1 is the signal change by τ 0 1 and s2 is the signal change by τ 0 2, then s1 is same as
s2. In other words, signal change by both the F D-transitions are same.
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Figure 6.14: SG for detecting the F D-transition–Sl. No. 3 of Table 6.2
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Figure 6.15: SG for detecting the F D-transitions–Sl. No. 6 and 7 of Table 6.2
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Figure 6.16: SG for detecting the F D-transitions–Sl. No. 8 and 9 of Table 6.2
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• Let V 0 1 ⊆ V (for F D-transition τ 0 1 = hX 0 1, X 0 1+ i) be the set of variables whose values
at X 0 1 are different compared to state(s) Xi, where Xi is any state under normal
condition (normal sub-model) from which s1 is the signal change. Similarly, the set
V 0 2 ⊆ V is calculated for F D-transition τ 0 2 = hX 0 2, X 0 2+ i. Then V 0 1 ∩ V 0 2 6= φ. In
other words, there exists at least one signal (i.e., a variable) whose value is same in
the initial states of both the F D-transitions and that is different compared to the initial
state(s) of the corresponding transition(s) under normal condition.
For example, consider two F D-transitions hX 0 11, X 0 6i (= τ 0 1, say) and hX 0 13, X 0 8i
(= τ 0 2, say). We calculate V 0 1 for τ 0 1 as follows. The value of the variables at the initial
state X 0 11 are {Rin = 1, Rout = 0, Ain = 1, Aout = 0}. The signal change for = τ 0 1
is Aout+. We get two states (X0 = {Rin = 1, Rout = 1, Ain = 0, Aout = 0} and
X2 = {Rin = 1, Rout = 1, Ain = 1, Aout = 0}) in normal condition from which the signal
change Aout+ occurs. Thus, V 0 1 = {Rout(= 0)} because Rout is the only variable that is
different in X 0 11 compared to normal states X0 and X2. Similarly, we calculate V 0 2 for τ 0 2
as V 0 2 = {Rout(= 0)}. Since V 0 1 ∩ V 0 2 6= φ = {Rout(= 0)}, thus, these two transitions are
compatible and can be merged (as shown in SG of Figure 6.12). Algorithm 6.1 is used to
construct SGs for the given set of F D-transitions.

6.3.1

Circuit synthesis for F N -detector

It is clear from the construction of the SGs of the detectors that they have Complete State
Coding (CSC) [26,69] and are live. So they can be synthesized as SI circuits using C-elements
and logic gates by applying standard asynchronous circuit synthesis procedures [23, 45].
Figure 6.17 illustrates some snapshots regarding the steps of synthesizing the SG of
the detector shown in Figure 6.14 using the CAD tool Petrify [28]; Figure 6.17(a) is the
description of the SG that is given as input to Petrify, Figure 6.17(b) illustrates the output
of Petrify showing CSC and no liveness issues, and Figure 6.17(c) shows the equations
obtained from Petrify. The circuit schematic (of the detector) that is synthesized for this
SG is shown in Figure 6.18.
Now we explain some details of the Petrify equations. IN ORDER is a keyword of
Petrify to represent all I/O signals of the corresponding SG. OU T ORDER is the keyword to
represent the output signals of the SG. Each subsequent line (denoted as [0], [1]...) represents
a gate of the circuit in terms of the function it implements. In case of the circuit of
Figure 6.18, IN ORDER = Aout, Rout, Status and OU T ORDER = Status. The equations
[0] = Aout0 Rout0 and [1] = 0 represent the logic expressions of the internal Gate 4 and Gate
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(a) State graph

(b) Output of Petrify

(c) Output equations of Petrify

Figure 6.17: Screenshot showing the synthesis of on-line detector from SG using Petrify
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Figure 6.18: F N -detector circuit for the SG shown in Figure 6.14
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Algorithm 6.1 Algorithm for construction of detector SGs given the set of F D-transitions
Input: =F D : Set of F D-transitions
Output: Detector SGs for determining occurrence of F D-transitions
1. Partition =F D into compatible classes. Let =1F D , =2F D, · · · =lF D be the sets generated.
2. For each of these sets (=iF D , (1 ≤ i ≤ l)) generate a detector SG using the Step (3) to Step
(10).
3. s is the signal changed by τ 0 ∈ =iF D and y is any signal whose value is the same in initial
states of all τ 0 ∈ =iF D . Further, signal y is different in the initial state of the corresponding normal
transition that also makes same change in s.
4. Let state encoding of the detector be the tuple hy, s, Statusi.
5. Create the initial state z0 . The values of the variables in z0 are as follows: (i) y in the tuple for
z0 is complement of the value of the variable y in initial(τ 0 ),τ 0 ∈ =iF D , (ii) s in the tuple for z0 is
complement of the value of the variable s after its change by τ 0 ∈ =iF D , (iii) Status in z0 is 0.
6. Create state z1 , with transition from z0 to z1 labeled as y+ (y−) if value of y in z0 is 0 (1). Also,
create a transition from z1 to z0 labeled with inverse of the signal change as in transition from z0
to z1 . Accordingly encode state z1 .
7. Create state z2 , with transition from z1 to z2 labeled as s+ (s−) if value of s in z1 is 0 (1).
Accordingly encode state z2 .
8. Create state z3 , with transition from z2 to z3 labeled as Status+. Accordingly encode state z3 .
9. Create state z4 , with transition from z3 to z4 labeled as y+ (y−) if transition from z0 to z1 is
y− (y+). Add a transition from z4 to z3 with inverse of the signal change as in transition from z3
to z4 . Accordingly encode state z4 .
10. Create state z5 , with transition from z0 to z5 labeled as s+ (s−) if transition from z1 to z2 is
s+ (s−). Add a transition from z5 to z0 with inverse of the signal change as in transition from z0
to z5 . Accordingly encode state z5 .

3, respectively. The equation [Status] = [1]0 ([0] + Status) + Status[0] represents the output
of the circuit.
In similar way, all SGs for the F D-transitions have been synthesized into different
circuits. Then the final on-line tester circuit (called F N -detector) for CUT is constructed
by simply ORing the outputs of these circuits. The output of the F N -detector becomes high
when output of at least one individual detector becomes high, thereby detecting the fault.
Till now in this chapter, the procedure of generation of F D-transitions for the design of
the F N -detector using SG model has been discussed. The procedure of generation of F Dtransitions involves−i) modeling the SI circuit under normal and faulty conditions using
STGs, ii) converting the STGs into SG sub-models, and iii) comparing each transition under
normal and faulty SG sub-models. This process of generating F D-transitions from the SG
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framework becomes complex for large circuits because the number of states in the SG model
grows exponentially with the variables/ signals of the circuit. Further, comparing each
transition under normal and faulty sub-models in order to generate F D-transitions is a time
taking task. In order to solve these problems we have devised a procedure which is capable
of generating F D-transitions directly from the circuit description using OBDDs, without
need of the explicit SG models.

6.4

Efficient generation of F D-transitions directly from
circuit description using OBDD

In this section, we discuss the procedure of generation of F D-transitions using OBDD based
operations in detail. The steps are similar to our proposed works discussed in Chapter 3,
Section 3.3 and Chapter 4, Section 4.3 with slight modifications. We first demonstrate the
procedure of generation of F D-transitions using an example, following that the detailed
procedure is discussed.
Consider n1 stuck-on fault of C2 (say F1 ) in the circuit shown in Figure 6.1, which
leads to premature firing of Aout+ transition. The STG model of the fault is shown in
Figure 6.4 where Aout+ is fired as soon as Rin+ fires, without waiting for Rout+. In other
words, we can say that under this fault Rout+ is always true, (i.e., Rout = 1) and whenever
Rin+ occurs in the circuit then Aout+ occurs. Since Aout is the output of C2, thus the
Boolean expression for Aout under normal condition is RinRout + RoutAout0 + RinAout0
(say Aoutnormal ). Similarly, the Boolean expression for Aout under n1 stuck-on fault of
C2 is Rin + Aout0 (say Aoutf aulty ), which is obtained by substituting Rout = 1 in the
normal Boolean expression (i.e., Aoutnormal ). The OBDD representation of Aoutnormal =
RinRout + RoutAout0 + RinAout0 is shown in Figure 6.19 and the OBDD representation
of Aoutf aulty = Rin + Aout0 is shown in Figure 6.20. Figure 6.21 represents the OBDD
corresponding to Aoutnormal ⊕ Aoutf aulty which is obtained by XORing the normal and
faulty OBDDs illustrated in Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20, respectively. The set of next states
under faulty condition which are different compared to the normal condition is obtained
by applying “satisfy-all-1” operation on the XORed OBDD, which is shown in Figure 6.21.
In case of F1 , the set of next states obtained from “satisfy-all-1” operation on the XORed
OBDD is {hRin = 1, Rout = 0, Ain = 0, Aout = 1i, hRin = 1, Rout = 0, Ain = 1, Aout =
1i, hRin = 0, Rout = 0, Ain = 0, Aout = 0i, hRin = 0, Rout = 0, Ain = 1, Aout = 0i}. Since
the effect of fault F1 is premature firing of Aout+, so the value of Aout in the next states must
be equal to 1. Therefore, we have considered the next states where Aout = 1. Now the set of
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next state becomes as {hRin = 1, Rout = 0, Ain = 0, Aout = 1i, hRin = 1, Rout = 0, Ain =
1, Aout = 1i}. Corresponding to the next state hRin = 1, Rout = 0, Ain = 0, Aout = 1i,
the start/present state is hRin = 1, Rout = 0, Ain = 0, Aout = 0i and the F D-transition is
h1000, 1001i. Similarly, corresponding to the next state hRin = 1, Rout = 0, Ain = 1, Aout =
1i, the present state is hRin = 1, Rout = 0, Ain = 1, Aout = 0i and the F D-transition is
h1010, 1011i. The same was found in the SG model for n1 stuck-on fault in C2 (shown
Figure 6.10).
Rin

Rin
0

1

Rout

0

Rout
0

1

1

Aout
1

0

Aout
0

1

Figure 6.19:
Aoutnormal

1

0

1

0

0

Normal OBDD for

1

Figure 6.20: Faulty OBDD
for Aoutf aulty

Next we discuss the procedure for applying OBDDs for generation of F D-transitions
for a given fault (say Fi ). Initially, the effect of the Fi is found from the STG model of the
fault. Let signal vk be one of the affected signals for the fault Fi which fires prematurely.
The following steps are used to generate F D-transitions to detect the premature fire of vk
due to the fault Fi .
1. Find the Boolean expression for vk from the circuit description under normal condition
(say vknormal ). Generate OBDD for vknormal . Let this OBDD be termed as “normal
OBDD”.
2. Find the Boolean expression for vk from the circuit description under fault Fi (say
vkFi ). Generate OBDD for vkFi . Let this OBDD be termed as “faulty OBDD”.
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Figure 6.21: XOR OBDD for the normal and faulty OBDDs

3. The two OBDDs (normal and faulty) are XORed and “satisfy-all-1” operation is
applied on the resulting XORed OBDD. This operation on the XORed OBDD generates
the set of next states that are attained by the CUT on firing of vk (rising or falling)
signal under faulty Fi . Let N Svk be the set of such next states.

4. If Fi affects the rising signal of vk , i.e., vk +, then remove the states from N Svk where
the value of vk is 0. Let N Svk + be the set of such next states.

5. If Fi affects the falling signal of vk , i.e., vk −, then remove the next states from N Svk
where the value of vk is 1. Let N Svk − be the set of such next states.

6. Once the required set of next states (either N Svk + or N Svk − ) is determined, then
for each state ns ∈ N Svk + (N Svk − ), its corresponding start/present state (say, ps)
is obtained by changing only the value of vk in ns from 1 (0) to 0 (1) and other
signal values remain unchanged. Finally, for each state ns ∈ N Svk + (N Svk − ), an
F D-transition is generated which includes both start/present state and next state as
hps, nsi, which detects the occurrence fault Fi in the CUT.
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To validate the efficacy of the scheme we analyze the area overhead ratio of the F N -detector
to that of the CUT. Further, we also compare the overhead with other techniques reported in
the literature. In our experiments we have considered some standard SI benchmark circuits
[44]. Further, for comparison we have also implemented our scheme on the circuits used in
[107].
The algorithm discussed in previous section is used to design a CAD tool OLT-ASYN which
generates the F N -detector for OLT given an asynchronous circuit specification. We calculate
performance parameters as follows.
Fault Coverage (FC): FC = (Number of faults covered)/(Total number of faults) × 100
Area Overhead (AO): AO= (Area of the F N -detector after synthesis)/(Area of the CUT)
Table 6.3 shows the number of gates, number of faults, fault coverage, area overhead
ratio and execution time of the proposed approach for the different SI circuits being
considered. The first three circuits in the table are simple examples whose gate level designs
are shown in Figure 6.22, Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24. The fourth and fifth circuits have been
used in [107]. The others are standard asynchronous benchmarks [44] which are complex
in terms of area, states and number of signals compared to first five circuits in the table.
Broadly speaking, it can be observed in Table 6.3 that area overhead decreases with the
increase of the size of the circuit. In [35], Drineas et al. have identified that the area
overhead ratio for partial replication based OLT for s-a faults is approximately α + 1/β,
where α is the fraction of test patterns incorporated in detector design (α=1 when all F Dtransitions are incorporated in detector design) and β is the number of state bits required
for circuit representation (i.e., proportional to the circuit size). In this work we have taken
all possible F D-transitions and the obtained area overhead ratio acts (approximately) in
accordance with the fact mentioned above.
From the discussion in the last section regarding design of the detector from the F Dtransitions it may appear that a large number of such detectors may be required for complex
circuits. In the worst case the number of detectors may be equal to the number of F Dtransitions. Further, in case of large circuits as the number of nets and C-elements are
high the number F D-transitions may be proportionally large. However, interestingly, the
experiments illustrated reverse trends. Large circuits have high number of possible s-a faults,
however, many of them are mapped to similar effects and hence same F D-transitions; this
can be observed from Table 6.1 for the running example. Further, using the principle of
compatible of F D-transitions, it was found that multiple F D-transitions fall in the same
cluster thereby resulting in the fact that a single detector suffices for more than one F D163
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transition. To conclude, it was observed that a few detectors are actually required to cover all
the faults. To the best of our knowledge such facts regarding OLT of asynchronous circuits
were not reported in the literature.
It may be noted that percentage of fault coverage is more than 95% on the average. The
number of faults that could not be detected were found to be redundant.
Table 6.3: Fault coverage, area overhead ratio and execution time for the F N -detector
designed using the proposed approach
Circuits

Number of

Number of

% of fault

Area

Execution

gates

faults

coverage

overhead

time(sec)∗

Circuit 1

3

22

95

0.8

0.12

Circuit 2

5

32

96

1.5

0.23

Circuit 3

5

54

98

1.2

0.34

2 David cells [107]

6

44

94

1.6

0.22

4 David cells [107]

12

88

93

1

0.40

chu172

9

47

96

0.24

0.36

alloc-outbound

15

130

98

0.13

0.42

sbuf-read-ctl

19

152

95

0.12

0.51

sbuf-send-ctl

18

140

94

0.087

0.47

ram-read-sbuf

23

197

93

0.025

0.56

∗ Executed

in AMD Phenom (tm) IIX3 710 Processor with 4GB RAM in Linux OS
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Figure 6.22: Circuit 1

6.5.1

Figure 6.23: Circuit 2

Mutex approach to testing [107]

Now we will discuss in brief, the Mutex approach for on-line testing proposed in [107] and
compare its area overhead ratio with our scheme. In [107] the scheme is demonstrated on
the following specification of a handshaking protocol:
req+ → ack+ → req− → ack−
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Figure 6.24: Circuit 3

OLT is performed using checkers which verify that sequencing of the signals as per the
protocol is maintained, i.e., there is no premature or late firing of signals, no signal is s-a0/s-a-1, etc. All the protocol signals are used as inputs for the checker. The checker has
two functionalities namely, self checking and OLT of the handshaking protocol. The signal
“mode” decides this selection. The block diagram of the checker is given in Figure 6.25. A
part of the checker circuit is shown in Figure 6.26 which will be used to present the basic
working of the checker. The full circuit diagram and functionality can be found in [107]. As
shown in Figure 6.26, there are two Mutex components, one is used to arbitrate between
req− and ack−, and another is used for the arbitration between mode+, ga11+, and ga11e+;
the details of the signals ga11+ and ga11e+ are given below.
At the initial state the values of both the signals req and ack are 1, i.e., 11, which must
be satisfied by the previous state. In order to provide the appropriate initial condition, the
operation req+ occurred before ack+ in the previous state, which makes the signal gr11 = 1.
As per the handshaking protocol, the operation req− should occur as the next signal change.
Once req− has occurred, the signal ga11 becomes 1 (left Mutex), because the signal ack is
still high. So, the checker moves to next state 01, which indicates that there is no error in
the protocol. Suppose there is an error in the protocol under test, that means the operation
ack− precedes req−, and makes the signal ga11e = 1. This moves the checker along the
faulty branch. When the mode signal is 1, then the three input arbiter (right Mutex in
Figure 6.26) is used to arbitrate between mode+, ga11+ and ga11e+. This Mutex is used
for self testing of the checker.
The asynchronous CUT (that realizes the above handshaking protocol), is implemented
using David cells [107]. The partial checker circuit illustrated in Figure 6.26, basically tests
the handshake protocol between a pair of David cells and performs self checking. Along
with the partial circuit shown in Figure 6.26, there are four David cells (not shown), which
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Figure 6.25: Block diagram of the
checker

Figure 6.26: A part of the checker circuit [107]

together test the handshaking protocol (between a pair of David cells) and self testing of the
checker. Among the two Mutex blocks and four David cells, half of them are used for testing
the handshaking protocol and the other half is used for self testing. The logic gates are
the shared resources for both the testings. In [107], both the CUT and the checker circuity
are implemented using David cells, based on the flow of converting a Petri net model to an
asynchronous circuit [108].
Table 6.4: Area ratio for the Mutex approach
CUT

Circuits for OLT

Area overhead ratio for
Mutex method

6.5.2

2 David cells

2 David cells + 2 Mutex elements + Gates

3.3

4 David cells

4 David cells + 4 Mutex elements + Gates

4.9

Comparison with the Mutex approach

The proposed approach for on-line testing does not involve self testing of the detector. So,
for comparison of area overhead of the proposed scheme with [107], we require only half of
the resources used in [107]. Table 6.4 shows area overhead ratio of the checker (for on-line
testing only) for two circuits implementing handshaking protocols involving two and four
David cells, respectively. The table also reports the number of David cells, Mutex elements
and logic gates involved in the checker (for OLT). From Table 6.4 and Table 6.3 (fourth and
fifth circuit) we can deduce that the area overhead requirement for the Mutex method is
higher compared to that of the purposed scheme. The advantages of the proposed method
over the Mutex approach are as follows.
1. The area overhead for the on-line tester circuit is less as compared to that of the Mutex
approach by about 50%.
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2. There is flexibility to trade-off area overhead, by reducing fault coverage depending
upon the testability requirements. Such flexibility is not easy to achieve by the Mutex
approach. It may be noted that the proposed scheme verifies that there is no s-a faults
while the Mutex approach verifies a protocol. In particular, it checks for the correct
sequencing of the outputs. Fault coverage can be easily traded off with area overhead
in our approach, while it is difficult to achieve something like “partial verification of a
protocol”.
3. In the detector of the proposed scheme, there is no dependency on the Mutex elements.
The Mutex element itself can undergo a meta-stable state which needs to be handled
by the meta-stability detector, adding to area overhead.
In this work, we could not compare fault coverage of our approach with the Mutex
approach. The Mutex approach verifies on-line whether the output of the CUT follows the
specified handshaking protocol. So, the Mutex approach basically follows functional testing.
The proposed scheme works on structural testing and hence fault coverage can be given,
while it is not possible for functional testing. It may be noted that the circuits considered in
the Mutex-based OLT scheme [107] were simple. For comparison with our scheme we have
manually implemented the Mutex-based tester design on those circuits.

6.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed an OBDD based OLT scheme for SI circuits. The existing
OLT schemes for asynchronous circuits are protocol dependent and have high area and
power overheads, whereas the proposed scheme is protocol independent and involves low
area overhead. The proposed scheme can handle all types of SI circuits irrespective of
their specified design protocols. Experimentally, it has shown that the area overhead of the
proposed scheme is less than that of the Mutex based approach.
In the next chapter we shall conclude the works carried out by the thesis, following that
some of the directions for future work are also discussed.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future scope of work
7.1

Summary of the work

In this thesis, we have proposed a number of On-line Testing (OLT) schemes for digital VLSI
circuits using decision diagrams. The proposed schemes basically work on the philosophy
of partial replication and satisfy most of the parameters required for an efficient on-line
tester design; these are i) non-intrusiveness, ii) low area overhead, iii) coverage for advanced
fault models, iv) low detection latency, v) flexibility in terms of trade-offs between area
overhead versus fault coverage and detection latency, vi) scalability, and vii) applicability
for asynchronous circuits.
Providing flexibility in on-line tester design is one of the essential features of an efficient
OLT scheme. It is found that most of the OLT schemes achieve flexibility in terms of
trade-offs between area overhead of the tester versus fault coverage and detection latency
by considering a subset of test patterns for design of the on-line tester circuit. However,
reduction in tap points (i.e., measurement limitation) of the Circuit Under Test (CUT)
by the on-line tester was not studied. In the first contribution of the thesis (Chapter 3),
we have considered measurement limitation as a new mechanism to provide flexibility in
OLT. Measurement limitation implies less lines to be tapped by the tester from the CUT.
This lowers the number of driving buffers, thereby resulting in lower area overhead. The
scheme illustrates how measurement limitation can be used as a trade-off parameter to
minimize area overhead at the cost of detection latency. This work starts with the generation
of exhaustive set of Fault Detecting transitions (F D-transitions) for all possible faults of
a circuit under full measurement. Following that, the F D-transitions that retain their
capability to detect faults under the given measurement limitation are determined. Finally,
the on-line tester is designed using these F D-transitions. The procedure of generation
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of F D-transitions and determination of F D-transitions under measurement limitation are
implemented using Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs). Application of OBDD
enables the proposed scheme to handle complex circuits at gate level. Experimentally, it is
verified that measurement limitation does not have high impact on fault coverage. Further,
it is also found that for a given detection latency, area overhead of the proposed scheme is
lower compared to other similar schemes reported in the literature.
Developing OLT schemes for advanced fault models like bridging faults, delay faults,
transition faults, etc., is another important task in VLSI testing which is explored in
Chapter 4. It is seen that most of the works on OLT of bridging faults cover only nonfeedback faults because feedback faults may cause oscillations which are difficult to detect
on-line. In this work, we have proposed an OLT scheme for AND-OR bridging faults and it
is experimentally shown that on an average 20% of all possible bridging faults are feedback,
however, only less than 1% of them cause oscillations. So directly dropping all feedback
bridging faults leads to significant compromise in fault coverage. Therefore in this scheme,
by carefully filtering out only the oscillating bridging faults, notable improvement in fault
coverage is achieved compared to other works reported in the literature. Further, it has
been shown that the increase in area overhead of the on-line tester due to consideration of
feedback bridging faults is marginal, compared to the case involving only the non-feedback
bridging faults. All major steps of the scheme namely, checking if a feedback bridging fault
causes oscillation, generating exhaustive test patterns for non-feedback bridging faults and
determining test patterns that do not lead to oscillations in feedback bridging faults are
implemented using OBDDs.
Theoretically speaking, the schemes discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, can design
on-line testers for any digital circuit. But the runtime complexity of the CAD tool developed
based on the above methodologies may reach impractical limits, typically for circuits with
more than a thousand inputs and state bits. This is because of the fact that in such cases
generation of OBDDs itself become too complex. To handle this issue, it is required to
enhance the scalability of these schemes from gate level to higher abstraction levels. In the
third contribution, we have proposed an OLT scheme for digital circuits at Register Transfer
Level (RTL) using High Level Decision Diagrams (HLDDs) (Chapter 5). Since there are no
well accepted fault models at RTL like the stuck-at-fault model at the gate level, therefore,
we have applied high level faults which have good correlations with gate level faults. The
scheme starts with modeling the RTL circuits under normal and faulty conditions using
separate HLDDs. Following that, Fault Detecting control patterns (F D-control-patterns)
are generated from the normal and faulty HLDD representations and the on-line tester circuit
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is designed using these F D-control-patterns. Experiments on a set of benchmark circuits
show that the test generation time of the proposed scheme is significantly shorter compared
to the OLT schemes at gate level, thus large circuit can be easily handled. Finally, it is shown
that the proposed method achieves comparable fault coverage with low area overhead.
Now-a-days the use of asynchronous circuits in semiconductor industry has got
acceptability because of the advantages promised by these circuits such as, no clock skew
problem, higher degree of modularity, low power consumption, average case performances
rather than worst case performances, etc. However, the number of OLT schemes proposed
for asynchronous circuits is very few as compared to that of synchronous circuits. In the
fourth contribution, we extended our work by proposing an OBDD based OLT scheme for
Speed Independent asynchronous (SI) circuits (Chapter 6). We start by obtaining the Signal
Transition Graph (STG) representation of the SI circuit under test using the tool Petrify.
After that, effects of stuck-at faults are represented in the STGs. The normal and faulty
STGs are modeled into separate state graphs, F D-transitions are generated from the state
graphs and finally the F N -detector is designed using the F D-transitions. An efficient way of
generation of the F D-transitions directly from the circuit description using OBDD, without
need of the explicit state graph model, is also discussed. The detector is synthesized as
an SI circuit with C-elements which is to be placed on chip along with the CUT. Several
circuits are considered as case studies and area overhead ratio of the detectors are studied.
Results illustrated that area requirement of the detector of the proposed scheme is less than
that of the Mutex approach [107] by 50% on the average. Apart from this, there are several
other advantages of the proposed approach, namely, independence of circuit functionality,
non-intrusiveness, Complete State Coding (CSC) and free from liveness problem. It may be
noted that for synthesizability of the F N -detector as an SI asynchronous circuit the state
graph of the detector should have CSC and no liveness issue.

7.2

Future scope of work

From the summary of the work it can be observed that the thesis basically focused on
design of efficient OLT schemes for digital VLSI circuits. Several research challenges like
non-intrusiveness, low area overhead, flexibility, scalability, applicability for asynchronous
circuits, etc., have been addressed while designing these OLT schemes. Further, some new
design objectives and interesting research challenges have been identified during the process
of the thesis. Some of the potential directions to which the contribution of the thesis can be
extended are discussed as follows:
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In this thesis, we have proposed four OLT schemes and studied three major performance
parameters; area overhead, fault coverage and detection latency. Power overhead is another
important issue in OLT, which posses the extra power required to operate the on-line tester
circuit concurrently with the CUT. In this thesis, we have not studied power overhead of the
proposed OLT schemes. Like area overhead, the power overhead can be studied and tradeoffs can be provided between power overhead versus fault coverage and detection latency.
Study of power overhead in OLT is also one of the challenges modern deep sub-micron
technology and it should be explored separately.
In this thesis, we have proposed OLT schemes for digital VLSI circuits where online tester called F N -detector is designed from the F D-transitions/F D-control-patterns.
These schemes facilitate trade-offs between area overhead versus fault coverage and detection
latency by selecting a subset of F D-transitions/F D-control-patterns. The selection of F Dtransitions/F D-control-patterns can be better accomplished by solving a multi-criterion
optimization problem using area and power of the F N -detector, fault coverage, detection
latency, importance of the F D-transitions/F D-control patterns in functionally of the circuit,
number of tappings in the critical paths, etc., as optimization parameters. Further, in case of
OLT with measurement limitation (Chapter 3), selection of unmeasured lines (not tapping
lines) can be better performed by solving such type of multi-criteria optimization problem.
The challenges and issues inherent with the multi-criteria based optimization for OLT can
be explored as an extension of the problems addressed in the thesis.
We have illustrated measurement limitation for stuck-at faults as our first work in
Chapter 3. In similar way, measurement limitation can also be applied in rest of the
works in the thesis (Chapters 4, 5 and 6). In case of bridging faults (Chapter 4), the
technique of determination of test patterns (F D-transitions) under measurement limitation
using Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD) discussed in Chapter 3 can be directly
applied to Chapter 4 without any modification. Whereas in Chapter 5 (OLT at RTL), it
is required to design High Level Decision Diagram (HLDD) based algorithms to generate
F D-control-patterns under measurement limitation. Also in case of OLT of asynchronous
circuit (Chapter 6), measurement limitation can be applied with some constraints such as
Complete State Coding (CSC) and liveness issues. These problems may arise during not
tapping some of the lines of the circuit by the on-line tester. So, major research is required
to study effect of measurement limitation in case of OLT of asynchronous circuits.
In this thesis, we have proposed an OLT scheme which is is applicable only for SI circuits
with dynamic implementation of C-elements. As a further direction of research, this scheme
can be extended for other types of asynchronous circuits like Delay Insensitive (DI) circuits.
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7.2 Future scope of work

It is required to verify whether this proposed scheme can be directly applied for DI circuits
or some modifications would be needed. Also, in case of SI circuits, the proposed scheme
can be extended for static C-elements. OLT of static C-element may be comparatively more
complex than that of the dynamic C-element because the dynamic C-element comprises less
number of transistors than that of the static C-element. Clearly further research is required
to solve these issues.
The recent advancements of nanometer technology in semiconductor industry allow
design of core-based VLSI systems like System-On-Chip (SOC) and Network-On-Chip
(NOC). The basic SOC architecture consists of a number of memory cells and various
functional blocks known as cores, which are interconnected using a global bus structure.
In NOC, a packet switch network is implemented on the chip to provide high performance
communication among the cores. A typical NOC architecture consists of three main parts–
i) a number of switches to route the data packets, ii) interconnections among the switches,
and iii) interfaces that connect each core to a switch. Use of nano and deep sub-micron
technologies in design of SOCs and NOCs make them more susceptible to faults during
normal operation. In other words, on-line testing becomes essential for such systems. OLT
of SOCs and NOCs involve multiple challenges due to their complex architectures and
different types of faults such as faults at the switches, faults at the cores and faults at
the interconnection links [70, 136]. So, a detailed study is required to design OLT schemes
for such complex systems.
In all the works presented in this thesis, it is assumed that the on-line tester is free
of faults. To make the OLT scheme more robust, testing of the on-line tester is required.
This can be accomplished by designing another tester circuit for the on-line tester. Testing
of the on-line tester can be performed either on-line or off-line. Off-line testing will incur
less design issues, low area overhead, etc. However, in fault tolerant systems OLT of the
on-line tester is necessary. The partial replication based technique discussed in the thesis
can be applied for OLT of the on-line tester. As already discussed, the main distinguishing
feature of partial replication based scheme over other techniques is non-intrusiveness but it
has comparatively high area overhead. It may be noted that unlike the CUT, the feature
of non-intrusiveness is not mandatory in OLT of the on-line tester. So, intrusive techniques
like self-checking design using coding theory, signature monitoring, etc., which have low area
and power overheads may be applied.
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